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ABSTRACT
When a natural disaster strikes, most aspects of human life are
affected: economic, social, psychological, medical, urban and rural
infrastructure, etc. Integral solutions that can balance all the
different sectors are required. In large-scale disasters, it is
necessary to use a wide range of public as well as private institutions
as part of the reconstruction and reactivation effort.
The November 13, 1985 eruption of the "Nevado del Ruiz" volcano
(located in Colombia), resulted in the death of more than 30,000 people,
and left more than 27,000 refugees. This disaster has been used as a
case study.
Interviews and work in the field were carried out. The paper-
flow, reports and information requirements were agreed upon with the
help of top management in charge of reconstruction. A relational data
structure was used to develop a system that satisfies their information
handling needs for the control of the projects.
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INTRODUCTION
Large scale disasters disrupt most aspects of human life. The
affected sectors can be as diverse as health, electric power, community
organization, etc. When all the necessary elements for a civilized
existence suddenly disappear in a certain area, their reinstatement
involves complex management issues.
When the time for rescue and emergency operations has passed, a
special organization must quickly be made operational. This
organization coordinates the diverse private and public institutions
that can or should help in the reconstruction efforts. The object of
such an organization is to centralize the designs, decisions, resources,
etc. Centralization maximizes the efficiency of the resources and
minimizes redundancy, task interference and duplication of effort.
The centralized control of the projects is distinct to that of
the institutions responsible for the actual reconstruction. Over-
controlling the projects would be costly and difficult to do.
Additionally, it can lead to frictions with the responsible
institutions. On the other hand, under-controlling the projects would
lead to confusion and inefficiency.
Management Information Systems (MIS) simplify the task of data
handling and processing. The rapid increase in computer technology,
accompanied by a decrease in costs, has led to a significant increase in
the use of computerized data management systems. The capabilities of
these computerized information systems have allowed the manipulation of
significant amounts of information required by project managers during
the development of projects.
The overall objective of this thesis is to explore the managerial
issues of post-disaster reconstruction, and to write an MIS capable of
handling the information necessary to control the projects of a
reconstruction effort.
On November 13, 1985, a volcanic eruption destroyed the town of
Armero (Colombia), in addition to several smaller towns. About 30,000
were killed, 200,000 were affected and about 27,000 were displaced. The
affected areas are highly productive agricultural lands. A major
reconstruction effort was started, involving ten major sectors:
1 - Health.
2 - Communications.
3 - Aqueduct and Sewage.
4 - Education.
5 - Electric Power.
6 - Social and Community.
7 - Economic.
8 - Risk Prevention.
9 - New Settlement.
10 - Transportation.
An institution (RESURGIR) was.created to coordinate the efforts
of reconstruction.
This disaster will be used as a case study. A MIS will be
developed to handle the necessary information for the control of the
projects. The gathering of information and the report design are a
product of interviews and field work at RESURGIR and Armero.
In the first chapter, the reader will find an introduction to the
disaster, with general historic and geographic facts. The chronology of
the disaster as well as the emergency rescue and relief measures are
also included in chapter 1.
In chapter 2, a complete definition of the reconstruction plan is
given, together with costs and project descriptions by sector. The
objectives and functions of RESURGIR are also sited in this chapter.
The MIS design is introduced in the third chapter. An analysis
of the existing system, the basic requirements and identification of the
data items are all included here.
The analysis of results, which are found in the fourth chapter,
include an interpretation of the reports produced by the system,
analysis of its user friendliness, etc.
Appendix A is the user's manual of the system; Appendix B is the
program listing, and Appendix C contains copies of the sample reports.
CHAPTER 1
THE TRAGEDY AND THE GOVERNMENT'S IMMEDIATE RESPONSE
1.1. THE MOUNTAIN
Volcano Nevado del Ruiz is a high mountain that is located on the
central mountain chain of Colombia. This chain has its origins in the
southern part of the country, where the Andes splits up into three major
mountain ranges. These mountain ranges run north-south, parallel to
each other.
The volcano has a high elevation of 17,716 ft. Its high altitude
has caused the packing of ice on its top. The last time it thawed the
ice cap, was in its last eruption, on March 12, 1595 AD.
Since few other regions in Colombia have snow, the snow capped
mountain has been a popular tourist attraction. The volcano is part of
a national park called "El Parque de los Nevados" (The Park of the Snow
Peaks) which includes seven volcanos. This area is called "El Gran
Macizo Volcanico de la Cordillera Central" (The Great Volcanic group of
the Central Mountain Chain).
Colombia has a total of 31 volcanos, all located on the major
mountain chains that run north-south in Colombia. Figure 1.1 illustrates
their locations and their names.
1.2. THE WARNING
The volcano Nevado del Ruiz has been an important tourist
attraction. For decades, it has been visited by thousands of people.
The main attraction has been the snow, and its accessibility by vehicle.
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1.1. Volcanos in Colombia. [15)
In addition, the view is breathtaking, making the trip enjoyable.
The mountain can often be seen from Manizales, which is the tenth
largest city in Colombia. Manizales is located a few miles away from the
volcano. On clear mornings, Nevado del Ruiz can be seen from several
other important cities, including Bogotal. Figure 1.2 is a map of the
area.
Over the generations, people in the vicinity of the volcano, have
acquired a certain familiarity and love for it. Its real name, "El
Nevado del Ruiz" (The Ruiz Snow Peak), does not suggest any possibility
of danger. It has become a national environmental symbol, and has been
used in publications as an illustration of Colombian landscape.
In its fourteen thousand years of existence, the volcano del Ruiz
has had 24 eruptions or ash emissions. One occurring every 400 to 500
years.
About 140 years ago, the volcano reached perhaps the highest
temperature in its history. All of the neighboring lands were flooded by
mud and ash. This flood destroyed the State-owned tobacco crop of
Ambalema, Armero, and Honda. The urban areas of these towns were also
affected. There were about one thousand deaths, along with great losses
of livestock and crops.
The Nevado del Ruiz is an active volcano that has developed over
thousands of years. Initially, its activity was limited to lava
emissions. However, at the end of the Quaternary, it changed its
IBogota is the capital of Colombia.
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behavior to an explosive activity.
The historic and prehistoric data available show that the volcano
has emitted mainly ash. It has also produced mudflows that decended
through the gullies to the Cauca and Magdalena rivers. These flows have
formed deposits of materials of various sizes and thicknesses.
Additionally, although less frequently, there have been lava and
piroclastic flows.
On March 12, 1595, a Spanish monk, Father Pedro Simon, observed
the volcano during one of its major convulsions: "The blowout was so
evidently seen and heard (...) gave off three muffled cannon rounds like
a bombardment, so loud that it could be heard for more than thirty
leagues2 around the volcano. In the region there were two rivers, the
Guali and the Lagunillas, that must have been contained by the earth
from the explosions, and, after some time, they came out with great
force. It really did not seem like water, but masses of ash and soil,
with such a pestilent odor of sulphur .rock that it could not be
tolerated even from afar. The soil was stripped from the land that laid
on the water's path and there was not one fish that did not die in any
of the rivers. This current was even more noticeable in the Lagunillas
river, whose fury was such that (...) it extended itself for more than
half a league from one side to the other, and thus killing the livestock
in four or five leagues of length up to the Magdalena river."3.
1 league = aproximately 3 miles.
3 Translated from Spanish, by author. Taken from "El Derecho" newspaper, Ibague, November 15, 1985, pg 4.
Two and a half centuries later (mid-February, 1845) the
Lagunillas again flooded the region. The event was described by the
scientist Ramon Guerra Azuola.
Mr. Azuola explained that the river was "high because of the
melting of the ice from the moor", and that a noise similar to heavy
artillery came from the mountain. "Then, the waters, contained by the
collapse of a hill", overcame the obstacles and arrived in the valley.
Entire families died and "almost 12 square leagues were covered by the
mud, turning the terrain into a kind of endless beach."4
Since 1845, the activity has developed principally at the Arenas
crater, which is located at the north-east side of the volcanic
structure. In December of 1984, the activity progressed to form a vapor
and gas column, which was visible from several miles away. The vapor
appeared along with local seismic activity of very low intensity. The
following is a chronology of the volcanic activity since November of
1984.
-November,1984: The volcano restarts its seismic activity.
-December 22, 1984: The volcano starts producing water vapor.
Instruments register a quake of 3 to 4 force on the Richter scale. There
is a release of the fumes from the crater. The crater gives'off gases,
vapor and water.
- December, 1984 to Septemrber 1985. The column of fumes reaches
a peak of two kilometers in height.
4 Translated from Spanish. by author, from the Colombian Repertory magazine, March 1882.
-July 15, 1985: Ingeominas (Institute of Geology and Mines)
starts the detailed seismic monitoring of the mountain.
-July 20, 1985: The installation of the seismological network is
concluded at El Refugio, Campoalegre, Billar and Porvenir.
-August 12, 1985: The director of Ingeominas, Alfonso Lopez
Reina, informs: "Surrounding the mountain are four seismological
stations. (The results from these) lead to the conclusion that it (the
volcano) is going through a stage of instabillity. One out of every
four cases of this nature ends with a volcanic eruption.'5
-September 1, 1985: The overheating of the ground surface in the
volcanic zone causes the thawing of part of the ice on the eastern
slope. Water contaminated with sulphur, gushes out from the Arenas
crater. This water falls into the Claro, Azufrado, Lagunillas.and Recio
rivers, forcing several aqueducts to shut down temporarily.
-September 11, 1985: The volcano spews ash and sulphur that
falls on a wide area. The Departments 6 of Caldas, Tolima and Risaralda
are included in this area. The settlements that are affected most are
Chinchina, Santa Rosa de Cabal, Murillo, and Manizales, the capital of
Caldas.
-September 12, 1985: The evacuation of the people in the
endangered area is started. Access is prohibited to "The Snow Peaks"
5Taken from "El Tiempo" newspaper, Bogota, August 14, 1985. pg 5A.
6 Departments, in Colombia, are areas of the country similar to States in the U.S.A.
National Park.
-September 14, 1985: The fume column reaches an altitude of two
and a half kilometers over the top of the volcano. The glacial
structure is altered.
-September 15, 1985: Experts and geologists make a visual
inspection of the volcanic group in the park (seven volcanos).
-September 16, 1985: The national civil aeronautics of Colombia
alerts all airlines to avoid the volcano by a 50 kilometer radius.
-September 17, 1985: The government announces the adoption of an
emergency plan to avoid a catastrophe. The farmers and inhabitants of
the surrounding towns assess the damage, to both their agriculture and
livestock. Due to the effect of the ash on their digestive system, at
least 4000 cattle are in poor health, and some have died.
-September 18, 1985: The icecap continues to thaw due to the
progressive overheating of the ground surface. The water flow is
increased in the Guali, Azufrado, Lagunillas and Claro rivers. An
educational campaign directed towards the endangered families is
started. Precautionary measures are established to prevent further harm
in case either gas and ash emissions intensify, or that the remote
possibility of a volcanic eruption occurs.
-September 19, 1985: The inhabitants of Armero fear a flood of
the Lagunillas river which has been contained by a mudslide. Increased
water flow of the rivers which originate at the Nevado del Ruiz
threatens towns through which they run. The natural dam at the
Lagunillas river has created a reservoir 25 meters deep, one and a half
kilometers long and 20 meters wide. Engineers visiting the site found
that the water is contained by huge rocks and mud which had broken loose
over the last months. They consider the drainage of this natural
reservoir as a precautionary measure to avoid a major trajedy. There
are continual rock slides that make the situation worse. Studies begin
to design and carry out the safe demolition of the dam.
-September 20, 1985: Vulcanologists from the United States,
Italy and Costa Rica are included in a scientific commission which
studies the phenomenon of the volcano Nevado del Ruiz. Calm is urged
among the residents of the threatened area.
-September 24, 1985: Vulcanologists and geologists fly over the
volcano. The Colombian Civil Defense instructs the population .on how to
prepare for a possible eruption.
-September 29, 1985: A new column of vapor and gases emerges
from a second crater.
-September 30, 1985: The vapor column grows larger. There are
emissions of sulphur in the smoke.
-October 7, 1985: Scientists rule out the possibility of a
volcanic explosion (like Mount St. Helens).
-October 18, 1985: The internal activity of the volcano is
diminished. There is a reduced number of quakes every day.
Due to the activity of the volcano, the authorities had started,
in mid-September of 1985, an educational campaign. Also, close
monitoring of the volcano had started in late December of 1984.
"On two occasions (...), the mountain spat out showers of rock
and ash, eventually causing authorities to issue warnings to the
surrounding population while quietly preparing contingency plans to
avoid a calamity. Maps plotting the likely course of last weeks disaster
had been completed only in late September. But the next steps had not
been taken. Said Darrel Herd, deputy chief of the Reston, Va - based
office of earth quakes, volcanos and engineering at the U.S. Geological
Survey: " The volcano erupted too soon"."'
1.3. THE TRAGEDY
On November 13 of 1985, the Nevado del Ruiz volcano had a double
eruption. The first blast sent steam and millions of tons of ash into
the air. This debris was followed by almost no lava. However,' at about
9:00 pm, a second eruption occurred. It was so powerful that it could
be heard and felt in Cali, a city located about 150 miles to the
southwest.
The explosions only caused an estimated 9% of the icecap to break
away and thaw. Its water flowed into the Lagunillas, Guali and Claro
rivers. As the water rushed down, it eroded the sides of the canyons
and gullies. It started to carry all sorts of debris, including mud,
stones, ash, wastes and plant life. As the water advanced, the amount
of debris became greater. Its viscocity increased to the consistency of
mixed concrete. This phenomenon is known as a lahar. The lahar's
7Taken from TIME magazine. September 25, 1985.
rolling and abrasive action grinds and crushes anything that falls in
its path. While it rushed down the gully at about 35 miles per hour,
its crest grew to be 35 feet high.
The tidal wave rolled on, burying the village of Santuario
(population about 1,400). A second lahar headed for Chinchina
(population about 34,000), where it claimed about 1,090 lives. But the
main avalanche hit Armero. The city lay at the very end of a deep gully
where the Lagunillas river flows. The lahar came out of the gully where
it spread into the valley and completely destroyed Armero. All but a
few of its 4,200 buildings disappeared. From a population of
approximately 30,000, about 20,000 died and 5,000 were injured. In
addition, about 200,000 people were affected and 27,000 were displaced.
The lahar also caused the destruction of the town of Armero, the
regional infrastructure, some electric power generation and conduction
facilities, and the rural and urban communications systems. Figures 1.3
and 1.4 show the areas affected by the volcano.
1.4. RESCUE AND RELIEF ACTIVITIES. (November 14-26, 1985)
At 6:00 AM on the 14th of November, a meeting of the National
8Emergency Committee was arranged . The General Secretary of the
Presidency, the Ministers of Government, Health, Mines and Energy, and
Defense attended. The Civil Defense and the Red Cross were also
represented. They summoned the public and private institutions that
could contribute to the control of this emergency.
8 The National Emergency Commitee was based in Bogota
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The following is a short description of the activities carried
out by the National Emergency Committee in the first seven days
following the volcanic eruption.
As a first priority, the infrastructure available for the relief
was evaluated and put to work. Friendly nations were asked for
helicopters to reinforce the Colombian Airforce. Private organizations,
especially the Oil Companies, also made their helicopters available.
These aircraft were used for the evacuation of survivors and for the
transportation of special medical equipment.
Strategic Centers were immediately deployed to furnish relief to
the affected people. These centers provided medical assistance,
clothing, food, etc.
While the rescue operations were taking place, the organizational
scheme was devised.
The communication between the disaster zone and the Central
Relief Headquarters was handled by the Armed Forces. The Armed Forces
were also responsible for the transportation of supplies from foreign
countries, the rescue, first aid and the transportation of victims to
evacuation camps or regional hospitals.
All other institutions were grouped in three commissions:
- Relief.
- Communications.
- Technical.
The members of these commissions were the various private and
public organizations. The members contributed the necessary resources to
carry out each commission's functions.
Later, an evaluation of the effects of the disaster was started
in the towns not directly affected by the lahar. These towns were
affected by the disappearance of Armero, the center of regional
development.
1.4.1. Organization for the Coordination of the Emergency
1.4.1.1. The Relief Commission:
The following are the functions of the Relief Commission:
1- To coordinate the activities at the relief locations.
2- To identify the problems encountered at the disaster zone, to
transmit this information to the members of the commission, and to
implement an immediate solution.
3- To inform to the Local Emergency Committees9 of the most
urgent needs of the affected region.
4- To inform the Local Emergency Committees of the resources
shipped out to them. These included medicines, rescue teams, etc.
These resources were previously ordered by the Local Committees.
5- To develop permanent lines of communication about the disaster
area to the members of the commission. The reports covered: victims,
transportation of injured, air and ground transportation requirements,
etc.
9The Local Emergency Committees are discussed in section 1.4.1.4.
6- To inform the authorities of the decisions and strategies
adopted by the National Emergency Committee.
7- To inform the national and international agencies and
representatives of the resources needed to respond properly to the
emergency.
8- To receive the resources from agencies and representatives,
and to issue them to the proper entities.
9- To give instructions to the people who cooperated in the
relief effort.
10- To determine the messages to be sent by ham radio operators.
11- To attend to the general and particular problems and to
cooperate in giving prompt solutions to them.
1.4.1.2. The Communications Commission:
The following are the functions of the communications commission:
1- To produce the official news releases given to the press.
2- To maintain a communications channel between the Presidency
and the Popular Integration Departmentl0
1.4.1.3. The Technical Commission:
The following are the functions of the Technical Commission:
1- To analyze the danger zones and evacuation zones.
2- To establish the places where the new roads and other
10The Popular Integration Department ran the Local Emergency Committees, which were in the field.
infrastructure should be built.
3- To coordinate the immediate construction of pipelinesII and
temporary bridges 12 ,
4- To guarantee the supply of fuel to the zones affected directly
or indirectly.
5- To evaluate the losses of roads, bridges, etc.
6- To coordinate their prompt repair.
7- To inform the National Emergency Committee about the status of
the ground transportation system.
1.4.1.4. Local Emergency Committees:
The Popular Integration Committee sent teams 13 to the disaster
zones. Their mission was to evaluate the situation, to coordinate
activities with Bogota and to relay the suggestions of the population.
The following are the functions of the Local Emergency
Committees:
1- To identify the most urgent needs to effectively respond to
the disaster.
2- To help inform the population of the high risk areas.
3- To report to the National Emergency Committee about the relief
iThe major pipelines that provide fuel to Bogota and other cities were cut off.
12The main cause of the isolation of the area was the destruction of bridges.
13Each team was a local emerencv committee
activities of the participating organizations.
4- To order the supplies and personnel required in various
disaster areas.
1.4.2. Actions Taken to Attend to the Emergency
1.4.2.1. Rescue and Relief:
Due to the extent of the tragedy, a vast and elaborate
organization of rescue and relief was mounted. Some of the most
pressing problems were the bad weather, lack of access roads, panic in
the population and the telephone blackout.
The rescue and relief was carried out by land and air, using the
available resources of the Armed Forces, Civil Defense, Colombian Red
Cross, Health Ministry, rescue teams from other countries, etc.
1.4.2.1.1. Activities of the Armed Forces:
The first efforts were directed to support the rescue operations,
which were carried out mostly by airlifts. Also at this stage, the
Armed Forces were responsible for obtaining medicines, food and medical
equipment.
The rescue operations were directed to:
- People trapped in the avalanche.
- People in endangered zones.
- People located in areas that were cut off.
Participating in the military's operation were 5,800 men, 87
vehicles, more than 30 helicopters and 6 airplanes. The military
evacuated 2,837 people to major cities 14, transported 89,000 gallons of
water and fuel, and an additional 1,625 tons of supplies.
The plan of operations of the Armed Forces included:
- Search.
- Rescue.
- Evacuation.
- Provisions.
- Supporting national and foreign scientists (transportation, etc.).
- Control of the population in the disaster area (pillage, delinquency,
etc.).
- Coordination and control of possible evacuations in the event of new
volcanic eruptions.
- Reception and unloading of airplanes from 17 nations.
1.4.2.1.2. Activities of the Civil Defense:
During the first seven days after the disaster, The Civil Defense
supplied logistics support for the relief and rescue operations. It
participated in search, rescue and evacuation operations and supplied
food, water, fuel and medicines.
The Civil Defense used 4,000 of its voluntary members, many
vehicles, ambulances and tools for rescue operations. In addition, it
supplied communications equipment, tanker trucks, pumps, boats,
powerplants, tents, and other survival gear.
1.4.2.1.3. The Colombian Red Cross:
14Only people who needed special medical care were taken to hospitals.
During the first seven days, the Colombian Red Cross supplied
blood, plasma, food, medicine and clothing.
A total of 387 Red Cross rescue workers participated in the
operations.
In cooperation with the health institutions, The Red Cross
vaccinated people working in the area as well as the victims. It
cooperated in the water treatment and the education of neighboring
communities15.
The Red Cross deployed field medical units, relief centers,
information tents and coordination centers.
It also carried out a census of human and material losses, as
well as a census of the injured or affected.
It established a national and international network to collect
donations.
The Colombian Red Cross gave first aid, clothing, etc, to 6,122
people. The services and supplies were distributed from 22 shelters and
100 tents.
1.4.2.1.4. Activities of the Ministry of Public Health:
During the first seven days after the disaster, a total of 6,654
injured were attended by the Ministry of Public Health. Of these, 1,253
were admitted to hospitals. Both tetanus and typhus vaccinations were
given at the disaster area.
15The communities were trained to treat the water using chemicals furnished by the Red Cross and the Health
Ministry. The main reason for contamination was the decomposition of dead people and animals.
The ministry started a program of water treatment and water
distribution which included the use of tanker-trucks, containers,
chemicals, portable treatment plants, etc. It also coordinated the
drilling of water wells by the oil companies.
A prevention program was started in order to avoid any epidemics
or illnesses. The program succeeded by vaccination16, the fumigation17
installing latrines and showers, and disposing of organic materials. The
quick burying of dead bodies was recommended. Dead animals were either
buried or incinerated.
1.4.2.1.5. The Colombian Institute Of Welfare (ICBF)
The ICBF provided 175 tons of food during the first seven days of
the emergency. It also provided temporary lodging to a total of 3,004
people.
The ICBF also started an information service in an attempt to
locate people's relatives, friends, etc.
1.4.2.1.6. The Institute of Agricultural Marketing (IDEMA)
To avoid shortages and speculation, the IDEMA 18provided a steady
food supply to the affected zones (Manizales, Honda, Dorada, Espinal,
Girardot, Pereira, Armenia and Medellin)19.
161n coordination with the Colombian Red Cross
17Fumigations with insecticides to prevent the spread of Malaria
18 The IDEMA is an oflicial institute dedicatel to the stabilization of prices of the basic groceries. To do this, it
buys in production peaks, stores the products, and then sells in production slumps.
All these are major cities, some of them are capitals of departments.
To accomplish this, it transported and sold products to
marketplaces, cooperatives, supermarkets and small stores. In addition,
the IDEMA gave out 9,250 grocery packages to the victims. The IDEMA
received and managed all the food supplies donated both inside and
outside the country. The total amount of food donated to the IDEMA
during these seven days was 20 tons.
1.4.2.1.7. The International Voluntary Organizations:
More than 60 countries and international institutions cooperated
by supplying money, medicine, field and rescue equipment, machinery,
clothes, electric plants, and scientific and technical personnel.
1.4.2.2. Communications Commission:
The size of the operations being carried out required extensive
amounts of information transfer among the different entities
participating.
The following are some of the activities carried out by the
members of the Communications Commission on the first seven days after
the tragedy.
1.4.2.2.1. Popular Integration Department (SIP)
The SIP dedicated 100% of its employees to the support of the
National Emergency Committee. The following are some of the activities
it carried out in the first days.
1- Organization and support of the reception centers. These
centers were the places where people and organizations made their
donations.
2- Coordination of the allocation of supplies to the institutions
that gave shelter to the victims.
3- Direct evaluation of the disaster zones.
4- Support of the National Emergency Committee in the area of
communications.
5- Holding the following meetings:
- With the Ministry of Agriculture to evaluate the losses of
land, crops and livestock.
- With the Ministry of Health to start a census of the victims,
their occupations, and their expectations in terms of their future
location, organization and jobs.
- With the SENA20 and ICT21  to start a program of self
construction.
- With the United Nations to produce a document about the
disaster, an evaluation of the losses, and future courses of action.
The SIP linked several important institutions both with the
victims and with the National Emergency Committee.
1.4.2.2.2. Colombian League Of Ham Radio Operators:
The League was responsible for the direct communications of the
National Emergency Committee with the affected zones, and with the
20 SENA is the National Training Service. It trains laymen in trades like construction, mechanics, electric power,
farming. etc.
ICT is the Institute of Internal Credit which finances low and middle income housing.
Technical Commission, based at Manizales.
1.4.2.2.3. Press, Radio and Television:
The media accomplished an exemplary mission. Not only did it
provide coverage of the disaster, but it also furnished information
necessary to reunite dislocated families.
The television networks carried out advertisement campaigns which
raised funds for the disaster victims.
The radio networks carried their equipment to the field. Their
help was invaluable in the rescue of victims, in the reunion of people
and in the prioritization of the requirements at the zone. The radio
networks directly talked to the victims establishing their most pressing
needs, informing them if their relatives had been found, etc.
The press informed the world of the tragedy, and thus helped to
create the solidarity of the international community with the victims of
the volcanic eruption.
1.4.2.2.4. Air and Ground Transportation:
The airlines contributed with the transport of supplies from
national and international sources. Some of the most important supplies
carried by them were medical equipment and supplies for the attention of
injured and for the prevention of epidemics.
AVIANCA22 carried more than 5,000 tons of emergency supplies from
abroad.
2 2AVIANCA is Colombia's most important international airline.
The National Railways evacuated victims to other cities and
carried-in supplies.
Private buses and trucks were voluntarily made available for the
mobilization of injured victims and to carry supplies.
The Colombian Merchant Marine Fleet (Flota Mercante
Gancolombiana) sailed with supplies from several countries.
1.4.2.2.5. ECOPETROL:23
Ecopetrol carried out the repair of pipelines to re-establish the
normal flow of fuel to the whole country. In addition, it maintained a
fuel supply system for the airplanes, helicopters, ambulances, electric
plants, and other equipment vital to the relief operation.
1.4.2.3. Technical Commission:
In these seven days, the technical commission mainly dedicated
itself to evaluating the status of the volcano. Additionally, it
studied the possibilities of new explosions and of more melting of the
ice-cap. The participating institutions were Ingeominas, HIMAT, U.S.
Geological Survey, several universities and a group of scientists from
other countries.
The group that monitored the volcano carried out the following
activities:
1- Visual control by a team which observed the volcano from the
Guali area, while another team explored the zone.
23ECOPETROL is the Colombian Oil Company.
2- Reinstallation of the seismic network.
3- Geochemistry (temperature control, water, gases, etc.)
4- Reinstallation of the geodetic network.
This group was coordinated by Ingeominas. Due to the importance
of this group, it was equipped with excellent transportation
capabilities, both ground vehicles as well as helicopters.
The Technical Commission also maintained communications with the
National Emergency Committee24 . To do this, it used a special frequency
of the League of Ham Radio Operators. The purpose of these reports was
to inform the public about the status of the volcano.
The following means were used to monitor the volcano.
1- Visual observations by trained personnel. Their mission was
to detect any changes in the shape of the glaciers or the mountain, as
well as changes in the volcano's activity.
2- Interpretation of data from the telemetric seismological
stations. The data was received in Manizales.
3- Installation of new stations supplied by other nations.
4- Temperature control in the surface, water flow, etc.
Other activities carried out by this commission were:
1- The estimation of the effects of the volcanic explosion on the
degree of fracture and interior heating of the glaciers.
24Reports on the status of the volcano were given every hour. on the hour.
2- The installation of a new telemetric seismograph that
permanently transmits the data to Manizales.
3- The installation of both the new seismic equipment given by
the American government, and the geodetics equipment given by Spain.
4- The observation of the rivers which receive water from the
volcano.
5- The improvement of the communications network.
1.4.3. Coordination Of National and Foreign Aid:
The national and international cooperation in providing human and
material resources, was one of the reasons the emergency was overcome.
The General Secretary of the Presidency realized that these
resources required special management; therefore, he arranged a meeting
with the private and public sectors to rationalize and centralize the
emergency effort.
The following are the activities of the institutions that
contributed to the management of the aid. These were carried out from
November 14th to the 26th, 1985.
1.4.3.1. Administration Department of the Presidency:
From the beginning of the emergency this Department coordinated
the activities of the public and private sectors, in:
1- Rescue of the victims and the attention given to them.
2- Assessment of the losses.
3- The reconstruction of the infrastructure of communications and
services in the disaster zone.
4- Request, prioritization and reception of the international
aid.
5- Establishment of communications between the disaster zones and
the institutions responsible for managing the aid.
The Administrative Department of the Presidency carried out these
tasks through the National Emergency Committee. This committee
functioned permanently. Additionally, the Administrative Department
constantly informed the public of the activities by the State response.
1.4.3.2. Ministry of Foreign Affairs:
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs coordinated the reception of the
resources, both material and human. As soon as the disaster occurred,
the Ministry communicated with all the delegations of the countries that
keep diplomatic relations with Colombia. It also established
communications with the international relief agencies in order to define
relief priorities.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs allowed the entrance of foreign
personnel who rescued and attended to victims. Other personnel that
provided technical and scientific information on the volcano were also
given special permission to enter the conuntry.
1.4.3.3. United Nations Development Program:
The United Nations Coordinator's Office sent specialists to
coordinate the international help and to cooperate in the technical
studies.
The United Nations also sent the necessary supplies to set up a
refugee camp.
The FAO25 mobilized all the member countries to send food,
medicines, surgical equipment, water treatment equipment, etc.
The FAO also helped to assess the losses in the agricultural
sector and helped to plan the recuperation of the area.
The FAO coordinated the production of a document that was
presented to the U.N. General Assembly. This document solicited support
from all the member nations for the reconstruction of Armero.
1.4.3.4. Chamber of Commerce:
The Chamber of Commerce organized the reception of donations at
the installations of the International Fair of Bogota.
The donations were classified into three main groups:
1- Medicines: These were classified by senior students of
pharmacology and medicine of the "Universidad.Nacional".
2- Food: The food products were initially classified by the Boy
Scouts of Bogota. The products were then rearranged into grocery
packages for families of 4 or 5 members. This last job was carried out
by personnel from Colombia's main supermarket chain, CARULLA.
3- Clothes: These were classified by volunteer citizens and by
members of several schools in the capital. This resulted in packages
containing 4 changes of clothes per person, with the remaining clothing
25The FAO is the Feeding and Agricultural Organization of the U.N.
organized by garnment type.
The distribution of donations to the disaster zone was divided
into three levels:
1- Verification: The accuracy of orders was checked by
telephone, while identifying the needs and the number of victims to be
served by each order.
2- Packing and recording: The shipments were arranged and
recorded at the warehouse, and the trucks were then loaded by the Boy
Scouts. The vehicles used were both private and public.
3- Shipping: Finally, the shipment was sent along with an order
of remission. The vehicles were escorted by either the Civil Defense,
or the security program personnel of the Chamber of Commerce.
The organization started work on the first day after the tragedy,
and after the seventh day it had distributed 59,780 packs or boxes of
medicines, clothes, food, and other items.
The operation mounted in the site of the International Fair was
also used to classify and distribute donations from abroad.
1.4.4. Evaluation of Damages and Emergency Reconstruction of
Infrastructure.
1.4.4.1. Ministry of Public Works:
As a result of the disaster, the regional ground transportation
system was broken apart.
A total of 12 kilometers of main roads and nine major bridges
were destroyed by both the lahar and the floods from the rivers. About
100 kilometers of rural roads were either destroyed or damaged. About
18 kilometers of railroad tracks were also destroyed, along with a train
station, warehouses and communications equipment.
For the emergency, it was necessary to purchase and install
temporary bridges, and to open trenches in order to allow the passage of
vehicles, etc. Several roads were reopened, Challender Hamilton bridges
were installed, pipes were fixed 26 and three roads to Manizales were
cleared. Figure 1.2. shows the area's road system before the eruption,
and figure 1.5 shows some of the disaster's effects on the zone of
Armero.
1.4.4.2. Colombian Electric Power Institute (ICEL):
Two hydroelectric power stations suffered damages in several
parts of their infrastructure. In addition, two substations 'were also
damaged. About 10 kilometers of transmission lines and distribution
networks were destroyed.
In the morning following the disaster, work began in order to
reestablish the service. The affected zone was divided in three main
regions. These were attended by crews employed by the electric power
companies of the Departments of Caldas, Huila and Cundinamarca.
Bogota's electric company helped with supplies.
Work was done quickly with electric power being re-established on
November 16th at the Mariquita region, on November 18th at the
Villahermosa region and November 23rd at the Fresno region.
26 Pipes were unclogged or replaced to fix the aqueduct of Mariquita.
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At the zones closer to Armero, electric power networks were being
set up for the refuge camps and the rural areas not hit by the lahar.
1.4.4.3. Ministry Of Agriculture:
The municipality of Armero included 965 farms and 4,915 people
located in the rural areas. A total of 134 farms, encompassing 10,444
hectares27 (25,807 acres) were affected. Of these, 3,448 hectares
(8,505 acres) were completely covered by the lahar. This land harvested
crops of soybean, forage, rice, peanuts, sorghum, corn and cotton.
Smaller quantities of coffee, beans, tobacco and cocoa were also lost.
Additionally, thousands of cattle were lost and another 35,000 were left
in a "stress" situation that caused them to loose weight and to lover
their milk production.
Various types of machinery including tractors, cotton and rice
harvesters, irrigation equipment, corn processing equipment, soil
preparation equipment, peanut harvesters and tobacco transplantation
equipment, were also destroyed.
The Ministry of Agriculture established a committee to coordinate
studies and projects of water supply and control. Also, along with
Insfopal28, it installed pipes over the Guali river to reestablish water
supply to Mariquita. With the help of ECOPETROL and HIMAT, the Ministry
unclogged and repaired existing pipes to rehabilitate an old aqueduct.
271 Hectare = 2.471 acres.
28INSFOPAL is a governmental institutiion whose fimnction is to provide aqueducts and sewage systems to rural
areas.
With the completion of these jobs, proper fresh water service was
restored to the town of Mariquita.
In Guayabal, the Ministry of Agriculture cleaned and disinfected
the aqueduct, dredged the Sabandijas river starting at the water intake,
and increased the water supply to the town with wells drilled by the
Texas Petroleum Company.
In Lerida, a water treatment plant was installed, and two wells
were drilled with Hocol Company and the Texas Petroleum Co.
The Ministry of Agriculture, in the first seven days of the
emergency, also organized and arranged for the evacuation of thousands
of cattle to areas with proper forage and climate.
The INDERENA29 started work on an environmental impact assessment
of the volcanic eruption. The study considered the effect of the ash,
gases, contaminated water, mud flows, etc.
The HIMAT30 helped with:
1- Equipment: all its available equipment was used in the
emergency. The equipment included dozers, graders, dumptrucks, cranes,
front loaders, etc. It was used for the rescue and relief operations as
well as for dredging the rivers.
2- Continued around the clock operation of its hydrometric
29INDERENA (Instituto Nacional de Recursos Naturales) is the national environmental protection agency.
30HIMAT (Instituto Colombiano de Hidrologia, Meteorologia y Adecuacion de Tierras) is the National Institute of
Hydrology, Meteorology and Land Improvement. It is responsible, among other things, Ibr measuring the flow in
rivers. prediction of floods. land irrigation, etc.
stations.
3- Provided pumps for State-owned lands that had their irrigation
systems interrupted.
4- Provided technical assistance to farmers in many places in the
country (efficient ways to wash ash off crops and forages, etc.)
5- Provided clothing, food and other aid to the HIMAT employees
who were affected by the disaster.
6- Asked Insfopal to assign some of the water wells being drilled
to livestock as well as land irrigation.
7- Organized an operation of water sampling to determine water
quality.
1.4.4.4. Institute of Territorial Credit (I.C.T.)31
The damages suffered by the housing sector were high. A whole
town and part of another were destroyed. A total of 4,400 urban and 250
rural houses were lost. Since a large number of the owners of these
houses have disappeared, the needs for reconstruction will be
considerably less. The cost will depend mostly on the decision of the
victims, and on the determination of the location of the settlement by
the government.
The possibilities are to either relocate the victims to a place
3 11.C.T. (Instituto de Credito Territorial): It is a government institute that gives credits for low and medium
income housing.
near the town of Armero, or relocate them in neighboring towns32. The
neighboring towns are Guayabal and Lerida. Each infrastructure would
have to be expanded to receive the extra people. Whatever decision the
government makes, it will have to involve a balanced solution, which
will include employment, production, self-construction programs, etc.
The type of housing to be built depends on the background and
life style of the victims.
As part of the Emergency relief effort, the ICT contributed with
the following actions:
1- A socio-economic study was carried out in order to give
temporary housing to the victims, and to plan and design the permanent
housing.
2- Community enterprises were started33 with donations from the
Jewish community.
3- Water wells were drilled at Lerida and Guayabal with the help
of the Occidental Petroleum Co. and Hocol Co.
ICT also contributed with the transportation, construction and
installation of the following equipment:
1- Lerida: A field hospital.
2- Cambao: A field hospital.
3- Venadillo: 55 equipped, reusable house modules, 36 sq. meters
32The government has decided not to build any houses in the risk areas of the volcano.
33The community enterprises included two bakeries and one brick production facility.
each.
4- Guayabal: 70 equipped, reusable house modules, 36 sq. meters
each.
5- Chinchina: 40 camp tents, and 40 equipped, reusable house
modules, 36 sq. meters each.
6- Other locations: 140 equipped, reusable house modules, 36 sq.
meters each.
Additionally, the ICT and SENA produced a housing plan for the
victims with a community development program that had the following
objectives:
1- Community training to allow the victims to participate in the
community development.
2- Generation of rural and urban employment opportunities through
training in technical skills and small business management.
3- Solution to the housing problem relying heavily on self
construction34.
1.4.4.5. SENA:
The National Training Service (SENA) participated in several
planning committees and also actively took part in the relief
operations, including:
- Rescue.
34SENA and ICT have extensive experience in self-construction programs. They implemented one for the housing
construction after the 1983 earthquake of Popayan, Colombia.
- Sanitary operations.
- Food supplies.
- Shelter.
1.5. THE TOWN OF ARMERO:
During the last 90 years, there has been a boom in the coffee
business. Coffee is grown on the slopes of the mountain chains in
Colombia.
Access roads were needed from the mountains to the Magdalena
River, Colombia's main river. It runs north-south, parallel to the
mountain ranges. The Magdalena River is navigable from the interior to
the coast, where coffee is loaded for export.
In addition, service centers, supply centers, storage facilities,
etc. were needed. The town of Armero assumed these functions for part of
the region. The creation of this new infrastructure which supported the
coffee industry attracted investment in other agricultural areas,
introducing new forms of highly productive economic activities. This
new investment brought with it high technological standards which
allowed for the efficient use of the land for rice, sorghum, corn and
soybeans. Additionally, with the use of new forages, the region
developed a very successful livestock business.
Armero, due to the needs created by these new industries, acted
as the development center of an extensive region. It allowed the
development of a strong social structure with highly trained human
resources and a thriving economy.
Armero became a very important regional economic center. The
town provided the basic infrastructure for the thriving agricultural
industry of the valley. Collection centers, primary processing of
products, maintenance of machinery, housing, recreation and health were
among some of the activities centered in Armero. The valley is one of
the most productive acricultural regions in the country.
The agricultural areas that survived the disaster create a demand
for the supply of the functions mentioned above. In fact, they cannot
produce as efficiently (or cannot produce at all) without an economic
center such as Armero.
After the first days of relief work had passed, the government
pledged to rebuild this economic center. This will be accomplished by
providing the victims with the basic elements and services to guarantee
their well-being and safety, as well as accommodating the population
expected to move into the area which will satisfy the demand for
personnel.
The danger is not over. The volcano is still active and its
present status is the same as that one week befor the disaster. Figure
1.6 shows the risk areas threatened by the volcano.
I\J
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CHAPTER 2
THE RECONSTRUCTION PROGRAM
2.1. CREATION OF RESURGIR
Two weeks after the tragedy, the 24th of November, 1985, the
government created RESURGIR i. The institution was created under the
Constitution's article number 122 which is the "Economic Emergency"
article. This article gives special powers to the President to steer
away from economic difficulties. The purpose of RESURGIR is to organize
and manage the rehabilitation of families and communities.
RESURGIR's first tasks were to organize itself into a functioning
institution and to start designing the mechanisms necessary to face its
responsibilities.
RESURGIR was given extraordinary powers to enable it to achieve
its goals. More than 25 decrees were issued by the President. They
included:
-The pardon of mortgages on the affected zones.
-The use of quick procedures for issuing death certificates on
only the assumption of death.
-Tax reductions to help the zone's economy.
-Tax benefits for people that gave donations.
-Tax benefits for the owners of the affected land.
Resurgir, translated firom Spanish. means "to arise".
-Faculties given to RESURGIR to provide credit references for the
survivors that could no longer provide them.
-Import equipment to the country, free of taxes.
-The use of simple procedures to rewrite titles of real estate
ownership, wills, birth certificates, etc.
The main purpose of RESURGIR is to act as a "... public
institution to finance the activities and projects required by the
social, economic and material rehabilitation of the population and zones
affected by the volcanic activity of the Nevado del Ruiz" 2. RESURGIR,
in other words, would concentrate on the planning, coordination,
financing and control of the activities directed towards the
reconstruction and reactivation of the affected area. Its mission is to
centralize the reconstruction effort and to direct and finance the
existing state institutions to carry out the various projects. This
way, the government institutions (i.e. the Ministry of Public Works,
etc.) will work independently, but under a main plan. This plan is
determined by the priorities of the projects, which are all controlled
and for the most part financed by RESURGIR.
RESURGIR also assumed the responsibility of maintaining and
caring for the victims until permanent solutions to their basic needs
are implemented.
2.2. THE PLANNING STAGE
2Taken from the decree number 3406. November 24, 1985; translated by author.
The manager of RESURGIR reports directly to the President and has
direct access to all the ministers of the government. In addition, he
has special powers that give him great liberties to help him accomplish
his objectives expeditiously.
The budget of RESURGIR on January 31, 1986 was 11.6 million
dollars 3. This figure represents the total donations received, both
nationally and internationally, by the institution. The budget was
expected to be expanded greately with foreign and local loans.
Proper monetary conditions allowed design work to start
immediately after the disaster.
2.2.1. Objectives
The following are the objectives of the reconstruction plan:
a-Physical and psychological rehabilitation of the people
affected, and the reintegration of the families and communities.
b-Organization, salvaging and development of the economic
activity of the region.
c-Reconstruction of the destroyed infrastructure and of urban
areas.
2.2.2. Strategies
To reach the objectives, RESURGIR determined the following
strategies:
a-Involve the affected people in the process of reconstruction.
3 0n January 31, 1986. US$1 = col$166.30.
b-Make an integral development plan that defines the different
work areas, the programs, the subprograms and the projects.
c-Involve and coordinate the government institutions, as well as
those private organizations that could or should help in the
reconstruction.
d-Identification of the human, material and economic resources.
These resources come both from the government and the private sectors of
Colombia, as well as from the international community.
e-Plan and organize the actions of RESURGIR.
f-Prepare the people and communities to safely live with the
volcano, after eliminating the personal risks and minimizing the
economic risks.
2.3. THE PROGRAM
On April 16, 1986, RESURGIR finished the "Program for the
Reconstruction, Economic Reactivation and Rehabilitation of Families and
Communities"4. It was divided into ten sectors:
1- Health
2- Communications
3- Water and sewage
4- Education
5- Electric power
6- Social and Community
4Translated by author.
7- Economic Recuperation
8- Risk Prevention
9- New settlement
10- Transportation
This division was chosen according to the government's
organization. In other words, the electric power sector deals with the
ICEL5, the transportation sector deals with the Ministry of Public
Works, etc.
The total number of projects in the program is more than 400.
The following is a brief presentation the program and of the types of
issues which must be considered. Figure 2.1 is a general view of the
area.
2.3.1. Health Sector
2.3.1.1. Prioritization criteria
Included in the span of the program are all the population
centers located within the zone of influence of the volcano. Also
included are some health centers that, due to the characteristics of the
national health system, should be strengthened. Such are the cases of
Ibague, Cambao and Guaduas. For the attention of patients, the criteria
are:
1-Permanent attention to the directly affected people.
2-Comprehensive attention to the communities inside the affected
5Colombia's Electric Power Institute.

zones in:
a) Easy access to normal medical attention.
b) Carry out programs of psychological rehabilitation.
c) Carry out programs of normalization of family relationtips.
3-Make evacuation and emergency attention plans in case of new
eruptions.
For the health infrastructure, the priorities are:
4-Reconstruction of hospitals and health centers, changing their
location if necessary.
5-Replacement of the medical supplies used during the emergency.
6-Expansion and equipping of existing hospitals in the area.
7-Construction of the additional infrastructure necessary to
react efficiently to any future emergencies.
2.3.1.2. Objectives
To guarantee an appropiate health service to the affected people
in:
1-General and specialized medical care with the capability of
surgery, lab tests and issue of medicine.
2-Physical rehabilitation with treatment, supply of artificial
limbs, and job orintation and training.
3-Mental health to provide the community and individuals a timely
and efficient
medical attention.
4-Implementation of efficient processes in case of a preventive
evacuation or new tragedies.
5-Replacement of the medical supplies used during the emergency.
2.3.1.3. Activities
The following are some of the projects perceived as the most
important by the health sector.
2.3.1.3.1. Attention to the public
1-Rehabilitation of the handicapped: The physical rehabilitation
of people that suffered amputations or severe injuries. The
rehabilitation includes the provision of artificial limbs, medical,
therapeutical and psychological attention.
2-Job rehabilitation: The job placement of the handicapped after
retraining. This project includes the construction of the Rehabilitation
Unit for the rural
area.
2.3.1.3.2. Health Infrastructure
1-Construction and supply of a new psychiatric farm-workshop:
This facility will partially replace the Armero Psychiatric Hospital,
which provided mental health services to the department of Tolima6,
prior to its destruction by the lahar.
2-New mental health units in the regional hospitals: These units
will provide mental health services to the patients in the area. The
6 Departments, in Colombia. are large areas similar to States in the USA.
number of patients has grown due to the tragedy and to the existing
risk.
3-Construction and supply of the New Regional Hospital of Lerida:
It will completely replace the Regional Hospital of Armero.
4-Construction and supply of three health centers for the new
urban development, in Lerida.
5-Supply and upgrade of 11 hospitals in the disaster area and of
3 hospitals outside of it.
6-Supply and upgrade of 44 health centers.
2.3.1.4. Family Care:
One of the principal impacts of the Nevado del Ruiz eruption has
been the destruction of families. The survivors' emotional stability and
productivity has been hampered by this situation. Furthermore, they
were hit by sudden poverty which contributed to family instability and
conflicts. The necessity for programs of economic recuperation of group
members as well as the promotion of social events is evident, especially
among children, teenagers, women and the elderly.
1-Programs of family care: A unit of family care will be created
in Lerida7. It will attend families, children and the elderly, as well
as provide nutritional education to expecting and new mothers.
2-Supply and upgrade of infant homes in the area: Reinforcement
of the infant homes in the area, especially in municipalities that hold
7 Lerida is the site of the main urban relocation center, as discussed later in this chapter.
like Ambalema, Lerida, Cambao and Guayabal.
The capacity and quality of the homes will be upgraded to attend the the
large number of infants 8.
2.3.1.5. Summary of Projects
The following is the initial estimate of the cost of the main
projects for the health sector:
(Thousands US$)
1- SUPPLY AND UPGRADE OF 14 HOSPITALS ............ 1,836.5
2- REPLACEMENT OF REGIONAL HOSPITALS
OF ARMERO:
-New Lerida's Regional Hospital...........
-Farm-workshop Psychiatric Hospital ......
-Handicapped Rehabilitation Center .......
3- 13 HEALTH CENTERS .............................
1,353.0
2,405.3
2,504.5
S662.7
4- VARIOUS PROGRAMS
-Functional Rehabilitation..............
-Health Contingency Plan.................
5- FAMILY CARE
-Integral attention
-Supply and upgrade
to families.........
of infant homes.....
601.3
360.8
TOTAL 10,132.2
2.3.2. Communications Sector
2.3.2.1. Prioritization Criteria
8Children less than 7 years old make a total of 25% of the survivors from the disaster.
360.0
48.1
victims of the disaster,
One of the main concerns of the government is to provide the
necessary services to the new settlements. For the communications
sector, the following are the basic criteria for assigning priorities:
2.3.2.1.1. Reconstruction of the Infrastructure
Due to the destruction of the communications system of the
Municipality of Armero, it has been determined that the projects
required for the new settlement in Lerida have maximum priority. Also
of first priority are those projects that have to do with risk
prevention.
2.3.2.1.2. Projects Related to Regional Reconstruction
Included under this criterion are the programs and projects
directed towards strengthening the regional economic process, which was
stopped by the disaster.
1-Expand the local telephone network in the urban areas to
accommodate new residential customers as well as businesses:
-Areas with the greatest number of new customers.
-Areas that have victim settlements.
-Areas within the zone of influence of the new settlement at Lerida.
2-Expand the long distance telephone network:
-Areas within the new settlement at Lerida.
-Areas with the greatest number of customers.
3-Expand the rural telephone network:
-Rural areas of the affected zone that have the greatest agricultural
development.
-Rural areas within the zone of
Lerida.
2.3.2.2. Summary of Projects
The following is the initial estimate of the cost of the main
projects for the communications sector:
2.3.2.2.1. Reconstruction of the Infrastructure (Priority A)
PROJECTS
-Central
(Thousands US$) 9
Telephone Station at Lerida ...........
-Alternate link to El Ruiz ................
-Relocation of the central station of Honda
TOTAL, PRIORITY A
2.3.2.2.2.
1,325.3
8,749.2
216.5
10,291.0
Projects Related to Regional Reconstruction (Priority
1- Expansion of local
PROJECTS
and long distance telephone:
(Thousands US$)
-Chinchina telephone station and
interconnection equipment
(expansion 3000 new lines) .......................
-Honda new telephone station ......................
-Expansion of Mariquita station
to provide service to Guayabal ...................
-Expansion of Mariquita station
and complimentary tasks ..........................
-Local and long distance telephone
service for Guayabal .............................
-Local and long distance telephone
service for Herveo ...............................
-Local and long distance telephone
service for Cambao ...............................
-Local and long distance telephone
9 At January 31. 1986 exchange rate.
1,360.2
3,371.6
48.1
1,334.3
1,307.3
960.9
776.9
influence of the new settlement
...
service for Ambalema .............................
-Local and long distance telephone
service for Venadillo ............................
-Libano telephone station ..............
-Expansion of the station at Fresno ...............
-Construction of new stations with
11,000 new lines for urban and rural
areas of Manizales, Villamaria and
Chinchina ........................................
2- Expansion of rural telephone systems:
PROJECTS
-Projects
affected
Tolima"o
988.6
10,397.5
(Thousands US$)
for rural localities in
zones of the department of
......................................... 1,178.6
-Rural pro jects in the
department of Caldas ...........................
TOTAL PRIORITY B
2,752.9
28,113.7
2.3.2.2.3. Projects Related to Regional Development (Priority C)
PROJECTS
-Local phone station for
and complimentary tasks
(Thousands US$)
Ibague,
15,664.5
-Local and long distance phone
service for Casabianca ......
-Local and long distance phone
service for Murillo ............................
-Local and long distance phone
service for Falan ..............................
-Local and long distance phone
service for Villahermosa .......................
-Local and long distance phone
service to Palocabildo .........................
-Local and long distance phone
service for Frias ..............................
-Replacement of radio equipment
Pensilvania (Caldas), used for
776.9
650.6
776.9
1,307.3
776.9
619.4
for
the
10The selection of these localities should be based on the criteria already stated.
mh14 927.2
1,092.0
........... 1,617.6
link between Fresno and Mariquita .............. 312.7
TOTAL PRIORITY C 20,885.2
TOTAL PRIORITIES A,B & C ................ 59,289.9
OTHER REGIONAL PROJECTS ................. 8,906.1
TOTAL COMMUNICATIONS SECTOR ............. 68,196.0
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate the projects for the
communications sector.
2.3.3. Sewage and Aqueduct Sector
2.3.3.1. Sanitary Status
According to the 1981 study of the National Planning Department,
the department of Caldas had 80% of its urban areas serviced by aqueduct
and 76% by sewage systems. In turn, the department of Tolima had 84% of
its urban areas serviced by aqueduct and 65% by sewage. Updating this
information with data given to RESURGIR by several institutions, the
following is observed:
40% of the towns have insufficient aqueduct service, these
include: Lerida, Honda, Chinchina, Falan, Neira, Palestina, Fresno and
Murillo. The other 60% are comparable to the department of Tolima's
average coverage, including Mariquita, Ambalema, Guayabal, Cambao,
Libano, Herveo, La Dorada, Venadillo, La Sierra, Villahermosa, Manizales
and Villamaria.
The towns that either have a deficient system, or no system at
all are, Fresno, Falan, Mariquita, Ambalema, Murillo, Honda, Herveo,
Chinchina,Lerida, Neira and La Dorada. More than 50% of these systems
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0%
are in critical condition.
As a result of the disaster, the water sources have been poluted
(with ash, mud, etc.), making the situation even worse. Only 50% of the
towns have appropiate water treatment facilities. The others are
experiencing deficiencies in their water supply.
The fresh water and sewage services in several towns have been
further strained, due to the concentration of disaster victims at the
outskirts of these towns.
According to the National Planning Department and the United
Nations, the damage to the basic sanitary systems in the disaster zone
has directly affected more than 50,000 people. The main causes are
water pollution as well as damages to intake and conduction structures.
2.3.3.2. Prioritization Criteria
The programs and projects should be governed by a plan that
involves the existing settlements, the population and the affected
areas. The object is to contribute with the social and productive
strength of the region, without neglecting the -risk of future
avalanches.
2.3.3.2.1. Reconstruction of the Infrastructure
Included in this criterion are the aqueducts and sewage systems
damaged or destroyed by the volcano. The following are the priorities
of the projects:
-Greatest number of people benefitted.
-Towns with victim settlements.
-Towns in the area of influence of the new settlement at Lerida.
2.3.3.2.2. Projects Related to Regional Reconstruction
Included in this criterion are the programs and projects needed
to rebuild and reactivate the regional economic process, as well as to
insure the wellbeing of the inhabitants. The following are the
strategies used:
1-Improve the existing sewage systems and aqueducts in the
minimum risk zones:
-In the rural and urban areas with the greatest agricultural
productivity and with the largest populations.
-In the rural and urban areas within the influence zone of Lerida and
other new settlements.
2-Build water treatment plants to cope with the pollution of
water sources:
-Largest number of people benefitted.
-Towns with victim settlements.
-Towns located in the area of influence of Lerida.
2.3.3.3. Summary of Projects
The following is the initial estimate of the projects for the
aqueduct and sewage systems sector.
2.3.3.3.1. Reconstruction of Infrastructure (Priority A)
1- Urban areas:
PROJECT (Thousands US$)
- Lerida: aqueduct and sewage ..................... 330.7
- Manizales-Villamaria: aqueduct .....
- Chinchina: aqueduct and sewage .....
- Mariquita: aqueduct and sewage .....
- Guayabal: aqueduct and sewage ......
- Palestina: aqueduct ................
- Murillo: aqueduct and sewage .......
Total
....urban reas
urban areas
2- Rural Areas:
- Aqueducts for 15 localities and one
small water treatment facility .................. 390.9
TOTAL PRIORITY A: 3,433.6
2.3.3.3.2. Projects Related to Regional Reconstruction (Priority
1- Urban area:
PROJECT (Thousands US$)
- Mendez: aqueduct and sewage ....................
- Ambalema: aqueduct and sewage ..................
- Cambao: aqueduct and sewage ....................
- Libano: aqueduct and sewage ....................
- Venadillo: aqueduct and sewage .................
- Honda: aqueduct and sewage .....................
- Villahermosa: aqueduct and sewage ..............
- Fresno: aqueduct and sewage ....................
- Casabianca: aqueduct and sewage ................
- Herveo: aqueduct and sewage ....................
Total Priority B:
TOTAL AQUEDUCT AND SEWAGE SECTOR:
* 180.4
150.3
114.3
396.9
300.7
384.8
318.7
517.1
132.3
216.5
3,523.8
6,957.4
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 illustrate the projects for the aqueduct and sewage
sector.
2.3.4. Education Sector
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The education sector has to do with the formal and casual
educational activities, as well as with the recreational and cultural
activities.
2.3.4.1. Objectives
1-Recover and expand the educational, cultural and recreational
infrastructure, and supply it with the necessary elements for its normal
operation.
2-Provide scholarships or special loans to students. This
activity will contine untill the lack of economic resources is no longer
the cause of the for low enrollment of the affected in universities.
3-Define the academic status of students based on the degrees
obtained prior to 198511. Fair recognition of their academic
achievements will be guaranteed.
4-Give orientation to the students on the election and admission
processes of education centers (colleges, schools, etc.).
5-Train individuals on trades (construction, mechanics, etc.)
through institutions like SENA12, that will be useful for reconstruction
and post-reconstruction activities.
6-Develop an awareness in the community of the risks associated
with the area, and how to cope with those risks.
7-Organize cultural and recreational activities to encourage
lThe records as well as the diplomas of many of the students were lost in the disaster.
12SENA is the National Training Service.
unity among the victims.
8-Support the teaching staff assigned to the zone by providing
managerial and academic consulting.
2.3.4.2. Summary of Projects
PROJECTS
1- Scholarships
- For students left with no
economic resources .................
(Thousands US$)
..... 3,006.6
2- Regional education centers
- Temporary solution to the experimental
farm of the University of Tolima ............
- Agricultural Technology Center ..............
3- Education infrastructure
- New settlements ..............................
4- Educational programs
- Environmental and risk education ............
- Pedagogical consulting ......................
- Recreational and cultural programs ..........
5- Reconstruction and upgrade of existing
- El Danubio Educational Project ......
- 15 Education centers ................
education
6- Contingency plan ..............................
TOTAL EDUCATION SECTOR:
180.4
1,683.7
1,160.6
72.2
36.1
240.5
centers
150.3
1,737.8
72.2
8,340.4
2.3.5. Electric Power Sector
2.3.5.1. Current Status
The Colombian electric power sector is an interconnection system
that links the major generation stations of the country. For remote or
isolated areas, autonomous small generation stations are used. The
following are the electric power generation stations in the departments
of Caldas and Tolima:
1- LARGE STATIONS
Station Nominal Cap. Effective Cap. Num Units Location
(MW) (MW)
Esmeralda 30.0 30.0 2 Caldas
Insula 27.0 18.0 3 Caldas
San Francisco 135.0 135.0 3 Caldas
Prado 51.0 51.0 4 Tolima
2- SMALL STATIONS
Station Location
Rio Recio Tolima
Rio Guali'3  Tolima
Mirolindo Tolima
La Ventana Tolima
Pastales Tolima
San Cancio Caldas
Intermedia Caldas
Guacaica Caldas
Municipal Caldas
Over the years, as the demand for electricity in the departments
13Completely destroyed by the volcanic eruption.
of Caldas and Tolima has increased, the departments have been forced to
buy electricity from the interconnection system.
In 1983, the department of Caldas had a maximum demand of 279.4
MW, its capacity was 197.4 MW and the energy it bought was 651,596.1
MWH.
During the same year, the department of Tolima had a maximum
demand of 83 MW, its capacity was 66.7 MW, and the energy it bought from
the interconnection system was 325,864.3 MWH. The trend is a steady
increase of the demand in both departments.
For the transmission of the electricity in the zone, hundreds of
kilometers of different voltage electric power lines were used.
About 76% of the area of Caldas and 43% of the area of Tolima
were covered by the service. The result of the high coverage in Caldas
has had a positive impact on the social and economic structure of the
region; the opposite has been the case in Tolima.
On 1985, the following statements can be made regarding the area
of Tolima that was affected by the volcanic eruption:
-About 105,000 people are covered by the service in the area
(excluding the Municipality of Armero).
-The locations with the lowest coverage are Falan, Casabianca,
Fresno, Herveo, Ambalema, Lerida, Murillo and Villahermosa.
-The locations with the highest coverage are Honda, Libano and
Venadillo.
-Unsatisfactory service has been reported at most of these
Municipalities.
2.3.5.2. Prioritization
The electric power sector's function is to contribute on the
revitalization of the agricultural, industrial and commercial growth of
the new settlements.
The following are the criteria for the selection of projects and
programs for this sector:
2.3.5.2.1. Reconstruction of Infrastructure
This criterion makes reference to the projects needed for the
recuperation or replacement of the damaged or destroyed infrastructure.
2.3.5.2.2. Projects Related to Regional Reconstruction
This criterion makes reference to the projects and -programs
needed to revitalizethe economy of the region. The following are some
aspects to consider for the assignment of priorities:
1-Improve the quality and reliability of the current service by
integrating the local power system to the national interconnection
system.
2-Expand the coverage of the service in urban areas.
-Locations with the greatest number of customers and highest
agricultural, industrial and commercial potential.
-Locations within the zone of influence of the new settlement at
Lerida.
3-Expand the coverage of the service in rural areas:
zone with the greatest agricultural
potential.
-Rural areas located in the zone of influence of Lerida.
2.3.5.3. Summary of Projects
The projects of the electric sector that will be built in the
zone affected by the volcanic eruption of the Nevado del Ruiz are:
2.3.5.3.1. Reconstruction of Infrastructure (Priority A)
PROJECTS (Thousan
- Lerida Substation (10 MVA)
34.5/13.2 KV ...................................
- Distribution network for the
new settlement at Lerida ......................
- Transmission line 34.5 KV
-10 kms (Tolima) ................................
- San Felipe Substation
150 MVA, 230/115 kv ............................
- Transmission line 6 kms
San Felipe - Mariquita .........................
ds US$)
528.6
360.8
90.2
1,082.4
144.3
- Subtransmission lines 13.2 KV ..................
- Transmission line Palocabildo -
Fresno 13.2 Kv, 7 km ..........
- Transmission line Mariquita -
Fresno 34.5 Kv, 18 km ..........................
- Transformers for the
rural areas of Tolima .........................
- Construction of water intake -
conduction to Insula plant (Caldas) ...........
Total priority A:
2.3.5.3.2. Projects Related to Regional Reconstruction (Priority
(Thousands US$)
- Expansion of Ambalema's substation
6 MVA 34.5/13.2 Kv ............................. 228.5
30.1
48.1
240.5
84.2
4,089.0
6,698.2
PROJECT
-Rural areas in the affected
- Expansion of Honda's substation
10 MVA, 34.5/13.2 Kv ............................
- Transmission Line San Felipe -
La Sierra 115 Kv, 38 Km .........................
- La Sierra Substation
40 MVA 115/34.5 Kv ..............................
- Electric service to areas of
Palestina, Chinchina, Villamaria (Caldas) .......
- Electric service to rural
areas of Tolima ................................
Total Priority B:
TOTAL ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR:
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 illustrate the
power sector.
2.3.6. Social and Community Sector
2.3.6.1. Migration of Victims
186.4
1,371.0
831.6
601.3
1,202.6
4,421.4
11,119.6
projects for the electric
The disaster victims migrated out of the region
disaster, but as time passed, they started to move back into
after the
the area.
The tragedy of the 13 of November, 1985 affected a total of
200,000 people in the departments of Caldas and Tolima. The 28,382
survivors from Armero and Chinchina who lost their homes or jobs have
been issued special ID cards by RESURGIR of whom, 3,424 live in
temporary shelters, and 24,958 live in private homes either loaned or
rented to them.
The number of affected people is due to the vast rural population
of Armero, whose homes and job sources were destroyed. Furthermore, the
social impact of Armero's disapearance extends to the towns where people
from Armero moved. This is the case of Libano, where 2,500 of the
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people that died in Armero were born.
The survivor's network of relatives of the helped diminish the
initial suffering caused by feelings of helplessness and loss of their
habitat. The relatives and friends of the survivors helped by providing
supplies, shelter and comfort to the victims.
The following are the locations and numbers of refugeesin towns
and cities around the country:
Location No. of ID's No. of people % of total
Bogota 3,022 8,608 31.9
Ibague 1,860 5,046 16.0
Guayabal 1,434 3,179 15.1
Lerida 1,013 2,799 10.3
Chinchina 460 2,291 8.2
Manizales 443 2,072 7.2
Ambalema 178 517 1.9
Villamaria 73 351 1.3
Honda 59 279 1.0
Venadillo 93 193 0.7
Fresno 40 108 0.4
La Dorada 24 81 0.3
Guaduas 17 77 0.3
Cali 100 316
Valledupar 64 248
Villavicencio 33 114
Medellin 57 142 (3.5)
Girardot 42 80
Neiva 30 89
Granada 28 91
Others 699
Total 9UI70 28.382 IUU.U
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The following are the shelters in the cities and the number of
people in them:
Location No. of shelters No. of people
Ibague 12 1,032
Chinchina 3 619
Guayabal 4 581
Bogota 6 463
Guaduas 5 385
Lerida 2 251
Fusagasuga 1 30
Villamaria 1 26
Venadillo 1 20
Papayal 1 17
TOTAL 35 3,424
A total of 21 shelters are run by the Red Cross; 5 are run by the
ICBF14 in Bogota; 8 Shelters are run by the victims themselves and one
is run by Save the Children.
The greater institutional and economic resources in Bogota
attracted and provided temporary accommodations to many refugees. Some
of them used Bogota as a stepping-stone to move to the Eastern Plains,
the Atlantic coast, or other regions. The extra load in Bogota has
caused the suspension of day care service for 1,500 children from
several areas of the city. This pressure coupled with some overcrowding
of the facilities has motivated a steady return of people to Lerida and
14 ICBF is the Colombian Institute of Family Care.
Guayabal. This is also true with victims that are receiving pressures
from family and friends to move out of their homes and return to the
region.
In Ibague there is also capacity to accommodate the refugees, but
most have been living at education centers (schools, etc). They too,
are receiving pressure from the students and the parents' associations
of the schools to return to the area.
The situation is more serious in towns like Lerida and Guayabal,
located near Armero. Guayabal, whose population was less than 1,000,
received 4,200 refugees. Lerida, whose population was 3,500, received
2,900 refugees. Both towns are the future homes for the refugees
currently located in Bogota and Ibague (about 15,000 people).
2.3.6.2. Living Conditions
The tragedy of Armero and Chinchina destroyed families,
neighborhoods, friendships, jobs, and economic and political
organizations. A large number of survivors made up of incomplete
families, was stripped of its habitat and dispersed to several
locations. 87.3% of them were received by families or friends, and
12.7% went to 35 shelters.
The family situation is critical in many ways. Besides the loss
of family and friends, many couples are separated as difficulties
increase. These difficulties are often due to overcrowding in shelters
and living conditions in other people's homes. However, the victims
started thinking of the future as they stopped mourning their dead.
Thus, new family units have formed. Their offspring are the symbol of
life and hope after the tragedy.
Although up to now there have been very few cases of suicide, the
number of people that commit it is expected to rise. The reason for
this is the inability of the victims to cope with the loss and horrors
caused by the tragedy. The following are the age groups of dependent
people in the surviving population:
Age Group No. people (%)
Less than 5 years 3,680 22.0
6 - 10 2,750 16.4
11 - 15 2,546 15.2
16 - 20 2,440 14.6
21 - 25 1,471 8.8
26 - 30 903 5.4
31 - 35 598 3.6
36 - 40 475 2.8
41 - 50 668 4.0
51 - 60 581 3.5
61 - 70 350 2.1
70 - 80 187 1.1
More than 80 years 71 0.4
Total dependent people 16,~0u IUU.U
Total family heads 9,254
Total victims with ID 25,974
The following are the programs that will be carried out with
three special groups in the population:
1-Children, both pre-school and primary school. Programs
designed to insure the nutritionally balanced diets. For this pourpose,
school cafeterias will be created.
2-Women: both pregnant or that have just given birth. Many lost
,the support of their companion and were left alone with young children.
A project directed to give attention to this group of people is being
coordinated with the UNICEF.
3-The elderly: many were left helpless after the loss of their
families. Homes for the elderly will be expanded, built and supplied,
specially those located in Guayabal and Venadillo.
2.3.6.3. Organization of the Community
Before the tragedy, some civic organizations, as well as the
Community Action Groupl5, started to form. After the volcanic eruption,
the victims have organized into new groups. They have created regional
and local committees, according to their location. In the temporary
shelters, they have elected representatives that deal directly with
RESURGIR and other state institutions.
2.3.6.3.1. Participation Committees in RESURGIR
In a meeting on January 30, 1986, it was agreed that committees
would be created. The participants to these committees would include
representatives from RESURGIR, government and private institutions, as
well as delegates from civic, community and victim organizations. The
committees are:
1- Identification
15Community Action Groups are fotbrmed in most towns of Colombia. Their object is to represent the community
and to organize it to achieve its goals.
2- Communications
3- Risk prevention
4- Health
5- Education
6- Provisional pension
7- Temporary shelter
8- Food
9- Supplies
10- Services
11- Financial
12- Reconstruction
2.3.6.4. Summary of Projects
PROJECT (Thousands US$)
1- Normalization of Family and Community Life
- Provisional pension and
other services .............................
- Identification of victims (ID cards) .......
- Costs of temporary shelters
outside the affected area ..................
2- Temporary and Permanent Shelters
- Social and community work ..................
- Temporary shelters in the
reconstruction area ........................
- Transportation of victims ..................
- Supplies ...................................
- Operating expenses of shelters .............
- Health assistance ..........................
- Education assistance .......................
3- Communications, Information, etc..............
5,652
120
601.3
54.1
1,503
18
721
300
300
288
66.1
TOTAL SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY SECTOR 9,627.1
2.3.7. Economic Recuperation Sector
The affected regions of the departments of Tolima and Caldas
offer excellent production possibilities. The temperature ranges from
cold (in high altitude areas) to hot (in low altitude areas). There are
flat as well as sloped lands. The characteristics of the area's climate,
soil and topography allow the growth of most agricultural products.
The effect on the land not covered by mud is expected to last for
only two years. The region's economic recuperation is the most
important stepping-stone to an equal or better standard of living.
The annihilation of the population was the most severe loss
caused by the disaster. This loss has brought the economic activities
of the area to a standstill.
2.3.7.1. Objectives
The central objective of the reconstruction' plan designed by
RESURGIR is the well-being of people. The recuperation of the
conditions that allow economic development of the region are, therefore,
very important. The affected population will once again be able to take
part in the social and productive activities.
An integral solution is required to resolve the complex economic
structure caused by the volcanic eruption. This solution should cover
the needs of all the productive activities, including the most and the
least developed.
2.3.7.2. Agriculture
2.3.7.2.1. Strategies
The following are the strategies developed by RESURGIR to
reactivate the economic activity of the region:
-Expansion of the agricultural areas through irrigation systems.
-Research of the new environmental conditions, and adjustment of
the agricultural technology to them.
-Strive for a balance between the agricultural and industrial
sectors of the economy. This balance will permit an integral development
of the region.
-Restore the marketing infrastructure to bring the supply of food
and goods to normal levels.
-Encourage the transformation of agricultural products using
industrial procedures. This would increase the added value of the
products leaving the region.
-Provide loans to the farmers in order to help them return to
their normal levels of production.
2.3.7.2.2. Programs
The following are the programs for the agriculture sector of the
economy:
1- Research and technology transfer.
2- Technical assistance.
3- Adaptation of land through irrigation.
4- Land purchase and redistribution.
5- Integrated rural development.
6- Recovery and conservation of renewable natural resources.
7- Marketing.
1- Research and technology transfer:
This program hopes to study and develop new technologies in the
agricultural field. The new technologies will improve the productivity
and reduce the production costs. More importantly, they will help adjust
the production systems to the new ecological conditions generated by the
volcanic eruption.
To achieve these objectives, it will be necessary to start three
new experimental farms to back-up the existing ones in the area. These
farms are to be located in the medium altitude 16 areas. For research in
low altitude areas17 , it is planned to upgrade the University of
Tolima's farm.
These farms are to be fully supplied and financed to make them
operational. In addition to research and development, the farms will
help provide the training and education of professionals, technicians,
and farmers.
2- Technical assistance:
An estimated 4,500 people will be introduced to new technology.
This technology will be developed in the research and development
16 Medium altitude areas in Colombia. are considered to be lands between 3.850" and 5.775'. These are mainly
coffee growing areas.
Low altitude areas in Colombia. are considered to be lands up to 3.850'. The main products grown in these
lands are rice, sorghum and cotton. Another important business in low altitude areas is livestock for meat purposes.
programs mentioned above, as well as in other programs. The training
given to farmers will concentrate on products such as cereals,
vegetables, coffee, sugar, fruits, livestock and forage.
Technical assistance will be given on topics such as soils
management, use and management of irrigation systems, use of
fertilizers, control of insects and mechanization.
3- Adaptation of land through irrigation:
One of the objectives of the reactivation plan is the expansion
of the agricultural areas. The increased income and the increased
productivity are also important objectives of the plan. To achieve
these objectives, a vast irrigation plan has been created. The plan
covers not only the flat areas, but also mountainous terraine.
The rehabilitation and expansion program will cover 60;540 acres
which includes the Lagunilla, Mariquita and Rio Recio irrigation
districts.
The program for the construction of new irrigation districts on
flat grounds includes four major projects: Mariquita, Honda, Guayabal
and Mendez La Plata y Guaica. These projects will benefit an area of
about 66,970 acres. Smaller projects located in flat areas will cover
an additional 990 acres.
To maintain the criterion of a balanced regional development, the
sloped zones will be covered by 21 irrigation projects. Twelve of these
projects will cover the marginal coffee zone 18, providing water to about
18The marginal coffee zone is made of small areas owned by local farmers, in the coffee production altitudes.
11,860 acres, while 9 projects will cover the coffee zone19; benefitting
4,450 acres.
A total of about 144,800 acres will be covered by the land
adaptation program.
4- Land purchase and redistribution:
Many families lost their land due to the mudflows caused by the
volcanic eruption. As an extension of the Land Adaptation Plan
mentioned above, the Land Purchase and Redistribution Plan has been
designed.
The objective is to provide land to about 650 families. To do
this, it will be necessary to buy 9,900 acres of land to be transferred
for either collective or individual use.
5- Integrated rural development:
In addition to the improvements in the productive aspect, the
local economy will be benefitted by:
-The expansion and improvement of homes is expected to help about
300 directly affected people.
-Distribution and marketing of agricultural supplies will
represent the most important component of production costs.
6- Recovery and conservation of renewable natural resources:
The volcanic eruption created unknown environmental conditions.
A set of measures to control and manage them is to be implemented.
19Areas located in altitudes between 3,850' and 5.770'
This program includes research projects for the recuperation of
land covered by mud, ash and volcanic rock. Also included are projects
of reforestation, erosion and water surge control. The reforestation
program will cover about 4,950 acres.
7- Marketing:
One of the most pressing problems affecting the regional economy
is the disappearance of one of the area's most important distribution
and consumption centers.
Programs for consulting, training, community organization, and
financing will be implemented. In addition, the construction of 7
gathering and distribution centers will help in the marketing of
products.
2.3.7.3. Employment and Community Development
2.3.7.3.1. Industry, Commerce and Services
The following are the types of productive units in the field of
industry, commerce and services that will be given incentives and aid:
1- Small businesses:
This program, in addition to providing support to small
enterprises, will create jobs that provide balanced distribution of
income.
The main mechanisms to be used to achieve these objectives are
financial funds, consulting, technical and managerial training, etc. It
is hoped that about 700 new small enterprises be created.
2- Associations:
The creation of about 70 new associations (such as cooperative
societies, etc.) will be promoted.
2.3.7.3.2. Community Organization and Training
1- Community training in productive activities:
Methods of training and community organization normally used by
private and public institutions will be applied. The goal is to train
1,850 community leaders, form 107 associative groups, give support to
460 small enterprises, and other activities developed by SENA. In
addition, 19 community training centers will be built
2- Labor exchange:
This mechanism will help both the small enterprises to find
staff, and the workers to find jobs. In addition, it is expected to
give work to at least 900 victims during the reconstruction process; the
labor exchange will be a recruitment center for the construction
companies.
3- Rehabilitation of the handicapped:
This program's objective is to aid about 200 handicapped people.
Work contracts and scholarships will be awarded in order to re-train
them and incorporate them to the work force.
2.3.7.3.3. Loans and guarantees
A financing mechanism has been created to service the small
enterprise in the industry, commerce and services sectors.
To act as guarantee to private financial institutions, a
guarrantee fund has been created. These guarrantees are intended to
give RESURGIR the capability of acting as a colateral for
loans.
2.3.7.4. Summary of Projects
2.3.7.4.1. Agriculture
(Thousands US$)
1- Research and Technology Transfer...............
2- Technical Assistance .........................
3- Adaptation of Land Through Irrigation
- Rehabilitation of affected systems .........
- Small irrigation systems .................
- New irrigation systems
and protection structures...................
4- Land Purchase and Redistribution .............
5- Rural Integrated Development .................
6- Recovery and Conservation
of Natural Resources ........................
7- Marketing .....................................
2.3.7.4.2.
3,497.9
1,503.3
4,383.6
4,209.3
40,739.0
12,026.5
1,202.6
2,706.0
793.7
Employment
1- Industry, Commerce and Services .............
2- Community Training and Organization...........
3- Financial and Guarrantees ...................
TOTAL ECONOMIC RECUPERATION SECTOR:
2.3.8. Risk Prevention Sector
1,536.4
2,661.5
3,006.6
78,266.4
As part of the reconstruction process, risk prevention
vital role. Part of the work will be carried
plays
out within risk areas.
Thus, risks must be considered in the design and construction phases.
2.3.8.1. Diagnosis
2.3.8.1.1. Design Events
Based on the knowledge of past volcanic activity,
PROJECT
the victims,
the continual
activity of the volcano and the recent studies, the following three
possible events have been identified:
1-Minor event: A 10% of the ice cap melts; it is the event of the
13 of November, 1985 disaster. This event is used as a reference since
its characteristics are fully known. The volume of water and solids at
the valley were estimated to be 102 million cubic meters (Mm3).
2-Most likely
of the glacier with
valley is estimated
event: This corresponds to the thawing of the part
a great number of cracks. The volume of mud at the
to be 296.25 Mm3.
3-Maximum event: Considers a piroclastic flow 20 that could thaw
100% of the glacier. The volume of this total melt-down is considered
to be 1,185 Mm3 at the valley.
2.3.8.1.2. Hydraulic Aspects
The flows and maximum design levels were
creation of hydrograms. The hydrograms were
mathematical modeling of the lahar. Fine tuning
achieved by comparing the results with those of
event.
obtained from
obtained from
of the model
the November,
The following are the results of the study:
1-Most likely event: The volume of mud is about 2.5 times
greater than that of the November, 1985 event; therefore, the flooded
20Piroclastic flows are sLIperlicial currents of fragmented materials at high temperature. They are shot by the
volcano at high speeds and tend to follow the river valleys and gorges. There is evidence of 8 such flows in the last
6,200 years in the Nevado del Ruiz area.
the
the
was
1985
area is greater.
In the Lagunilla River, the floods would be increased with mud
levels reaching 12 meters deep. The flood from Armero to Guayabal would
be intensified, and at the bridge over the Sabandija River it would
reach 9 m. The Sabandija River would drain the excess water to the
Magdalena River without endangering the town of Mendez.
In the Guali River, the estimated levels do not affect the town
of Mariquita. Honda would suffer a greater effect than the one
experienced on November, 1985. The communities neighboring the river
could be buried by muds up to 12 meters deep.
In the Recio River, Ambalema would be marginally affected by the
lahar. The level of mud in the lowest section of the river could reach
13 meters in depth.
2-Maximum event: Thawing of 100% of the ice cap of the mountain.
It is the most unfavorable event that could happen.
In the Lagunilla River, the floods could reach the outskirts of
Ambalema, without endangering the town. The flow from Armero to
Guayabal would be increased and the mud could reach a depth of 14
meters. The plateau on which Guayabal lies would be sorrounded by the
lahar, without affecting it or its communication with Mariquita.
The Guali River could affect some neighborhoods of the city of
Mariquita, without affecting its urban areas. In the city of Honda,
maximum levels would reach 20 meters; the effect of such a lahar would
have very serious consequences on the center of the city.
In the Recio River floods would also be increased. The town of
Ambalema would be marginally affected.
The Chinchina River would have crests from 20 m to 50 m high. It
would destroy several buildings and homes, but it would not go over the
plateau on which the city lies.
Based on the risk assesment studies, the following are the
possibilities for the location of the new settlement:
-Lerida Plateau, no risk.
-Rhin Plateau, could loose its communications infrastructure.
-Guayabal Plateau, would loose its communications infrastructure
and would be surrounded by mud. Figure 2.8 illustrates the possible
locations for new settlements.
2.3.8.2. Objective
The objective of the Risk Prevention Plan, is to implement a
prevention system coordinated by RESURGIR, with the participation of
other institutions. The basis of the Plan is the organization of the
community. The fundamental resources are innovative technical and
infrastructural support. Its perspective is the creation of a National
Calamity Prevention System.
2.3.8.3. Programs
1-Risk Assessment of the Zone: Experts and scientists have
concluded, that there is insufficient knowledge of the volcano to
predict its future activity. Nevertheless, alarms that can safely alert
the population can be triggered by measurements and surveillance of the
)f
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volcano.
ice cap.
could be
summit.
Also, an eruption is not necessary to initiate thawing of
This is due to the fact that the ice cap is badly cracked
broken loose by a quake or extreme weather conditions at
the
and
the
2-Prevention Systems: It will rely on an efficient alarm and
communications system. Alarms will be installed in the cities and the
fields to give protection at all the work places. In addition,
communication systems have already been installed to effectively
coordinate the institutions that take part in evacuation procedures (Red
Cross, Armed Forces, etc.).
3-Protection Structures: The use of structures to
impact of the avalanches is under consideration. The use of
of structures may be implemented in the future.
reduce the
these types
4-Organization of the community: The installation of the
prevention system does not guarantee the successful evacuation of the
population. The timely and successful operation of the system requires
the the training of 100% of the population of the area.
2.3.8.4. Summary of Projects
PROJECT -
1- Risk Assessment
- Genral Risk Map ............
- Local Risk Maps ............
- Surveillance of volcano and
- Surveillance equipment .....
- Communications equipment ...
(Thousands US$)
rivers
.......
. ..... .
2- Prevention Systems ..............................
15.0
15.0
108.2
601.3
210.5
240.5
6 0 0a 6
0 0 *0 0
0 0 a0 0
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3- Protection Structures ........................... 2,525.6
4- Community Education and Organization ............ 90.2
5- Evacuation and Attention to the
Population in Case of an Emergency *............. 721 6
TOTAL RISK PREVENTION SECTOR 4,527.9
2.3.9. New Settlement
2.3.9.1. Policies
The fundamental policies for the relocation of the population
are:
-All the homes should be outside of the risk areas.
-There should be a balance in the distribution of the population.
-Support should be given to the affected municipalities.
-The social and economic sevices formerly provided to the region
by Armero should be replaced.
2.3.9.2. Objectives
-Provide the disaster victims with a fitting and decent place to
live.
-Define the riskless zones for settlements.
-Support the population in their return to their place of origin.
-Replace the human resources, vital for the development of the
region.
-Support families in their economic recuperation.
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-Restore the social and economic equilibrium in the region.
2.3.9.3. Regional Settlement
2.3.9.3.1. Housing Program
To reach these objectives, RESURGIR coordinates the construction
of about 5,000 new homes, initially distributed as follows:
PLACE NUMBER OF HOMES
Lerida 2,500
Honda 600
Mariquita 400
Guayabal 500
Chinchina 350
TOTAL IN URBAN AREAS 4,350
Rural Villages 650
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNITS 5,000
The selection of the victims eligible to recieve homes will be
made by classifying the victims into different types. Not all of the
victims will be eligible for new homes, since there are a number of
indirectly affected people that do not need them. The selection process
carried out by the government, will be based on identification surveys
of the affected families.
The victims were located, immediately after the tragedy, in
education centers, churches, day-care centers, etc. Since these
facilities have to return to their normal functions, the victims will be
transfered to temporary shelters. These shelters are located in the
area where the permanent settlement will be built.
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2.3.9.3.2. Selection of the Location
A study was made to find areas inside the zone of volcanic
influence, which would be suitable for the creation of settlements.
After a careful study of the zone and the volcano, as stated on
section 2.3.8., the following were possible locations for the
settlement:
- Lerida.
- Guayabal
- El Rhin
- Honda
From these four possibilities, one had to be selected. It would
group the majority of the population, as well as the main regional
services. This selection was made based on the following criteria:
- Risk aspects.
- Economic and social aspects.
- Political aspects.
After their evaluation, the alternatives were presented to the
community. This encouraged the communities' active participation in the
decision. The community decided that the best place would be the
plateau of Lerida.
Based on this decision, RESURGIR arranged the plan for regional
development with Lerida as the economic center. In addition it would
build minor settlements at Guayabal, Honda and Mariquita. Figure 2.9 is
a map of the urban structure of the new settlement in Lerida.
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2.3.9.3.3. Regional Settlement
As we have stated, Armero was the second most important
municipality in the affected area. It was the center from which social
and economic services were given to Ambalema, Falan, Lerida, Guayabal
and Venadillo. It also serviced the areas of Mendez and Cambao. Armero
acted as the nucleus of a large portion of the northern part of the
department of Tolima. It could be said that it had a regional impact on
about 70,000 people. The loss of Armero caused the whole area to loose
its balance.
The recovery of the economic potential, as well as the recovery
the region itself, depends on the reestablishment of the lost economic
and social center. This already occurred once, when the town was
destroyed by a lahar and 1,000 people died. The town was later rebuilt
in the same site, growing, in terms of population, to be the second most
important city in the area. This shows the natural tendency to be an
important population center.
2.3.9.3.4. Criteria for Regional Services
The following are the criteria considered for the Regional
Services General Program:
-Define the services program composed of three sectors:
productive, managerial and social.
-Install in Lerida about 75% of the services related to
production that formerly existed in Armero. The other 25% are to be
installed in the other municipalities.
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-Support Guayabal in their projects for managerial and social
sectors.
-Transform Mariquita and Honda into complements of Lerida.
-Carry out plans of new housing in all the urban centers located
in the affected areas.
-Provide Lerida with the necessary infrastructure to provide
services in the three sectors. This will enable it to act as the center
of the region, replacing Armero.
2.3.9.4. Rural Areas
In addition to the urban settlements, 650 homes will be built in
rural areas. These homes would be built in villages and be tied to the
programs of agricultural production.
The alternatives for production in community farms are being
evaluated, based on local and foreign experiences.
2.3.9.4. Summary of Projects
PROJECT (Thou
Land Acquisition ..............................
Urban Infrastructure for Lerida ............
Cultural and Social Services
- Lerida ......................................
- Guayabal ....................................
Recreation Services
- Lerida ....................................
Institutional Services
- Lerida ......................................
- Guayabal ....................................
Supply Services
- Lerida .......................................
Urban and Community Infras-
tructure for Other Settlements................
sands US$)
1,804.0
6,924.4
191.8
97.4
511.1
289.2
72.2
634.0
1,864.1
1-
2-
3-
4-
5-
6-
7-
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8- La Esperanza Park at Armero .................. 184.4
9- Housing Construction .......................... 25,808.8
----------
TOTAL NEW ETTLEMENT: 38,557.8
2.3.10. Transportation Sector
2.3.10.1. Present Status
2.3.10.1.1. Road Transportation
For the construction and maintenance of the road infrastructure,
institutions of the three government levels21 participate. For this
purpose, the road system has been divided into National Roads (built and
maintained by the Ministry of Public Works), Departamental Roads (which
are the department's responsibility), Rural Roads (Rural Roads Fund's
responsibility), private roads and others.
In 1985, the National Roads Network in the department of Caldas
had 1,274 Km. Of these, 50% were paved roads. In the same year, the
department of Tolima had 1,522 Km of roads; of which 40% were paved.
Tolima is a strategic area for the national transportation
system. Its flat topography and its geographical location make it very
desirable for the roads that go across the country in an East-West or
North-South directions. Tolima is directly linked to major cities like
Bogota, Manizales, Pereira, Neiva, Cali and Medellin.
Caldas has a road network that, due to the department's difficult
topography, is very costly and hard to maintain. Nevertheless, 100% of
21The three government levels in Colombia are the national level. the departmental level and the municipal level.
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the department's area is linked to the rest of the country.
About 30 bridges and many kilometers of roads were destroyed by
the November, 1985 disaster. The impact of the disaster on the road
transportation infrastructure was, therefore, significant. Figures 2.10
and 2.11 illustrate the road structure in the affected area.
2.3.10.1.2. Train
The train system is State-owned. The system has been affected
over the years by a lack of economic resources. As a result, proper
maintenance has been neglected, forcing the institution to start costly
rehabilitation projects, as the demand for this service grows.
The main .train tracks connect Bogota with Santa Marta22; this
line is called the Atlantic Main Track. Secondary tracks, connect other
parts of the country with the main track, covering a large area, connect
other parts of the country with the main track.
In the department of Caldas, the Atlantic main track passes
through La Dorada, which is the most important station of this line.
In the department of Tolima, secondary lines cross it North-South
to connect to the Atlantic main track. Almost all the municipalities
located on the Magdalena River Valley and on the disaster zone are
serviced by this line. Before the eruption, the stations of Armero,
Mariquita, Ibague, Guamo and Espinal were considered to be important.
2.3.10.1.3. Airports
22Santa Marta is a port located on the Caribbean coast.
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Airports are classified into main airports, regional airports and
local airports. Main airports are the ones that generate the largest
part of air traffic. They have complete installations and have direct
service to Bogota. The regional airports have minimal traffic. They
are serviced by medium to small aircraft, and connect to the main
airports.
The department of Tolima has two airports; one regional in Ibague
and one local in Mariquita. In addition, there are about 100 private
landing strips for fumigation of crops.
The department of Caldas uses the main airport of Pereira
(Caldas) for cargo flights. In addition, two more airports are used for
flights to Manizales, allowing small aircraft only.
2.3.10.4. Fluvial Transportation
The conservation of the rivers as transportation systems is the
state's responsibility. The departments of Caldas and Tolima have the
possibility of fluvial transportation for their agricultural products.
This system is used during certain parts of the year in the Magdalena
River. The department of Caldas also uses the Cauca River. Large
quantities of material and sediments were deposited on the bottom of the
rivers as a result of the volcanic eruption. These deposits could
hinder fluvial transportation, especially in the Magdalena River.
2.3.10.2. Prioritization Criteria
Since the new settlement is to be located in Lerida, a new
structure of the offer and the demand of the road system will be
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created. In order to reestablish the regional balance with Lerida as
the development center, it is required that an intersection of main
roads be reproduced in the settlement.
The two main roads that intersected at Armero were the Ibague -
Armero - Mariquita - Honda Principal Road, and the Libano - Cambao
Principal Transversal. The first runs north-south and links these two
important regions of the department, while the second links the coffee
producing zone23  to the Magdalena River. This relocation of the
intersection will allow Lerida to cover a similar population to that
covered by Armero.
In the department of Caldas, the reactivation of the affected
zones is highly dependent on their integration with the Principal Road
(Pereira - Chinchina - Palestina - La Estrella - Irra - La Felisa).
This road links the department to the departments of Risaralda, Quindio
and Antioquia.
The following are the prioritization criteria for the
infrastructure projects of this sector:
2.3.10.2.1. Reconstruction of Infrastructure
In this group are included all the projects necessary for the
recovery of the roads that were affected or destroyed by the volcano.
The decision is made by determining the most desirable projects
(technically as well as economically) to reduce the effect of new
avalanches.
23The coffee production zone is located in the mountains.
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The following are the prioritization criteria for the
reconstruction projects:
1- Recover the main roads and train systems in the disaster zone:
-Located in Lerida's zone of influence.
-Affected areas with highest traffic volumes (National and Departamental
integration).
-Highly productive agricultural zones affected.
2- Recover the local and regional transportation systems:
-Zones with high population and agricultural production.
-Zones influenced by Lerida that have high agricultural productions.
2.3.10.2.2. Regional Reconstruction
In this group are included all the projects necessary for the
economic and social recovery of the affected area, and its communication
with the rest of the country.
1-Integration of the regional and local roads to the National
Road System.
-Zone of influence of the Lerida intersection.
-Affected zones with greatest traffic volumes.
2-Integration of the local roads to the regional road system.
-Affected zones with greatest traffic volumes.
-Zone of influence of Lerida
3-Construction of local and rural roads.
-Affected zones with large agricultural production.
-Affected zones with greatest number of municipalities.
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-Zone of influence of Lerida.
4-Road maintenance projects.
-Greatest job generation.
-Greatest impact by traffic.
2.3.10.3. Summary of Projects
2.3.10.3.1. Reconstruction of Infrastructure (Priority A)
A) Tolima
PROJECT (Thousands US$)
- Bridge Rio Azufrado ........................... 1,503.3
- Bridge Negro y Agudelo Guali River (Honda) .... 48.1
- Bridge Cano Lagunilla (Road Ibague-Mariquita).. 330.7
- Bridge Guali River (Road Mariquita-Fresno) .. 649.4
- Bridge La Piragua and Lopez Pumarejo (Honda)... 47.5
- Other bridges affected. Rehabilitation
of rural roads in affected zones .............. 1,022.2
- Alternate road San Pedro-
Falan-Alternate (Armero) ................... .... 499.1
- Road Libano-Lerida (alternate) ............... 2,459.4
- Rehabilitation Lerida-Armero-Guayabal ......... 1,858.1
- Design alternate Lerida-Guayabal .............. 96.2
- Reconstruction train tracks (14 km) ............ 2,405.3
Priority A, Tolima 10,919.3
B) Caldas
PROJECT (Thousands US$)
- Bridge Chinchina River (Manizales-Arauca) 1,076.4
- Bridge Chinchina River (Manizales-Pereira).... 4,209.3
- Access bridge Chinchina River ................ 2,104.6
- Other bridges in Caldas ...................... 1,431.1
- Road Uribe-Tres Puertas ....................... 589.3
- Road La Esperanza-Murillo .................... 5,592.3
- Rehabilitation of rural roads ................. 601.3
Priority A, Caldas 15,604.3
PRIORITY A 26,523.8
2.3.10.3.2. Regional Reconstruction (Priority B)
A) Tolima
PROJECT (Thousands US$)
- Road Ambalema-Lerida .......................... 4,263.4
- Ambalema K 96-Cambao .......................... 2,062.5
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- Bridge Lagunilla River Ambalema K
- Road Mendez-Guayabal (Hatogrande)
- Road Libano-Murillo .............
- Bridge Cambao ...................
- Road Cambao-Mendez-Honda ........
- Road Herveo-Arenilla-Casablanca .
- Design Libano-Lerida ............
- Construction Road Patiburri-
Bagazal-Paves-San Pedro .........
- Cambao-alternate Armero .......
- Rehabilitation Guayabal-Mariquita
- Rehabilitation Ibague-Lerida ....
Priority B, Tolima 19,018.6
B) Caldas
(Thousands US$)
- Rehabilitation Manizales-
El Rosario-Chinchina ...............
- Rehabilitation Chinchina-Villamaria
- Road Chinchina-La Manuela ..........
- Road Honda-Manizales ...............
- Stabilization at La Siria ..........
- Road Palestina-La Rochela ..........
- Road Telarana-Potosi ...............
- Road Pla ya Larga-Potosi ............
- Study alternate road Honda-Manizales
Priority B, Caldas
PRIORITY B
60.1
180.4
2,357.6
6,794.9
601.3
60.1
451.0
360.8
90.1
11,136.3
30,154.9
2.3.10.3.3. Projects for Regional Development (Priority C)
PROJECT (Thousands US$)
Cristalina-Hojas Anchas (Caldas
Marulanda-Manzanares (Caldas) .
Tres Puertas-La Felisa (Caldas)
Cambao T de Viani .............
Bogota-Honda K 83,126,136,148 .
Mariquita-Betania .............
Honda-La Dorada ...............
Priority C
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION SECTOR
781.7
481.1
3,626.0
3,800.0
3,620.0
300.7
475.0
13,084.9
69,763.6
2.3.11. Summary of Sectors
The following is the summary of sectors for the reconstruction as
well as the social and economic reactivation of the areas affected by
the Nevado del Ruiz eruption:
402.
281.
,583.
,006.
691.
54.
144.
300.
383.
902.
942.
PROJECT
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
ooooo
..... o
.oo...
..... o
phase
(Thousands US$)SECTOR
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1- HEALTH ......................... 10,132.2
2- COMMUNICATIONS ................. 68,193.0
3- SEWAGE AND AQUEDUCT ............ 6,957.4
4- EDUCATION ...................... 8,340.4
5- ELECTRIC POWER ................. 11,119.6
6- SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY .......... 9,627.1
7- ECONOMIC RECUPERATION ......... 78,266.4
8- RISK PREVENTION ................. 4,527.9
9- NEW SETTLEMENT ................. 38,527.8
10-TRANSPORTATION ................. 69,763.6
TOTAL RECONSTRUCTION AND REACTIVATION PROGRAM 305,455.4
The values used in this chapter are based on the preliminary
program produced by RESURGIR on April 16, 1986. Since the projects as
well as the exchange rates frequently change, the values 'may vary
accordingly.
CHAPTER 3
MIS DESIGN
3.1. FUNCTIONS OF RESURGIR
As mentioned in section 2.1., RESURGIR was created as a public
institution to finance the activities and projects required for the
social, economic and material rehabilitation of the population and zones
affected by the volcanic eruption of the Nevado del Ruiz.
RESURGIR will act as the coordinator of the various government
institutions that will participate in the reconstruction efforts. It
will centralize the resources and it will provide the guidelines for the
reconstruction. The result will be an organized participation of the
public institutions, as well as an efficient use of their resources.
RESURGIR will decide on the projects, location of settlements,
roads, etc. The decisions are made based on the designs and studies
carried out by the competent institutions. Once decisions are taken,
each institution is ordered to carry out specific projects. They in
turn, will contract the jobs to private firms through their normal
contracting procedures. Additionally, RESURGIR will directly contract
jobs whenever it is considered necessary.
RESURGIR will be responsible for the allocation of funds, to
either aid the institution in the building process, or to completely
finance the project. Additionally, RESURGIR will carry out a control of
the projects. This control will include the necessary data to describe
the status of each project, the resources consumed and those expected to
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be spent, as well as data about the contractors, the contracts, etc.
The object of this chapter is to design a system capable of managing the
data for this control process.
3.2. EXISTING CONTROL SYSTEM
Since RESURGIR was created in a moment of emergency, its initial
efforts were spent mainly on the aid of victims and on the organization
of the institution. Several projects were started in the first few
days, mainly involving emergency health services, emergency shelters,
clearing of roads and water control. After the initial moments of
emergency, the institution began to be organized from within. A project
management division was created. The first efforts of the project
manager were the establishment of mechanisms for inter-institutional
communications, agreements with institutions, directly contracting
emergency projects, and the development of project control procedures.
To start the documentation of the projects, RESURGIR ordered
FONADE to advise it on the subject, and to contract computer services.
The services included the design, updating and maintenance of a database
system. FONADE contracted INTERPLAN, a private consultant, to provide
this service.
INTERPLAN proceeded to design and implement a system for the
storage of data of the project profiles. These profiles contain the
necessary information to describe each project. Figure 3.1. is an
example of a project profile.
3.2.1. Data Items
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The profiles include the following information:
-SECTOR: It is the sector that the project belongs to.
-PROJECT: It is the project name.
-CODE NUMBER: It is the project ID number. Its format is
SS.NNN.PP, where SS is the sector number, from 01 to 10. The numbering
of the sectors is as follows:
01- Health.
02- Communications.
03- Aqueduct and sewage.
04- Education.
05- Electric power.
06- Social and community.
07- Economic Recuperation.
08- Risk prevention.
09- Housing program.
10- Transportation.
The NNN value stands for the number of the project within the
sector. The value may range from 001 to 999. The PP value is the
number of the page of the profile report. Since some projects are more
complex than others, they may occupy more than one page. Of the
existing projects, none takes more than two pages.
-DATE OF EXECUTION: This is the date on which the report is
produced.
-CONTROL DATE: This is the date of the last update.
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-LOCATION: It is the location of the project. It involves a
repeating list:
1- Department(s)
2- Municipality(ies)
-PRIORITY: It is the priority of the project.
-ENTITY: The government institution responsible for completing
the project.
-OBJECT: The object of the project.
-REMARKS: Comments on the project or sub-projects.
-ACTIVITIES: These are the sub-projects. They are repeating
-RESPONSIBLE: This repeating list is related to the activities.
It represents the government institution responsible for the sub-
project.
-PRIORITY: The priority of each activity.
-DATE OF CONTRACT SIGNATURE.
-COST: Initial value of each sub-project. This repeating list is
totaled.
-SOURCE: Institution responsible for financing the sub-project.
-AMOUNT FINANCED: Available funds. This column is totaled.
-AMOUNT SPENT: This column is totaled.
-CONVENTIONS: The meaning of the symbols used for the schedule of
the sub-projects. The following are their meanings:
lists.
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ES: Executed in Colombian pesos.
P$: Scheduled in Colombian pesos.
ET: Executed in time.
PT: Scheduled in time.
... Scheduled.
xxx Executed
-ACTIVITIES: The sub-projects are repeated.
-PROGRAMMED AND EXECUTED: The conventions for each sub-project.
-MONTHS: Following this title is a list of the months until the
end of 1986, and two columns, one for 1987 and another for 1988.
-The totals for the executed and the scheduled amounts as well as
their difference, are calculated month by month.
3.2.2. Operation
The system chosen by INTERPLAN to keep this information is Lotus
123, based on an IBM compatible micro-computer. The projects are stored
by pages on predesigned worksheets. They are stored physically
separated in several diskettes, and their filing methodology is to give
each worksheet a name that involves the code number.
Creating new projects requires:
1- Logging on to Lotus 123.
2- Loading a "standard" worksheet.
3- Tailoring it to the project.
4- Filling in the data.
5- Redefinition of the formulas, according to the location of data.
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6- Recalculation of the worksheet (manually to save time).
7- Saving the new project.
8- Clearing the worksheet.
9- Repeating the process for the next project.
The updating procedure involves:
1- Logging on to Lotus 123.
2- Loading the worksheet.
3- Moving to the appropiate locations.
4- Making the changes.
5- Recalculating the spreadsheet (manually to save time).
6- Saving the updated file.
7- Clearing the worksheet.
8- Repeating the process for the next project.
Producing the reports requires:
1- Logging on to Lotus 123.
2- Loading the spreadsheet.
3- Defining the print options.
4- Printing the file.
5- Clearing the worksheet.
6- Repeating the process for the next project.
Data between projects can only be shared through complicated and
time consuming "macros". These Lotus 123 programs have to be resident
in each worksheet, and have to be run one by one in order to produce
data from all the files. This is more evident if a simple example is
examined.
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Suppose the project manager wants to know how much all the
projects cost. INTERPLAN would then have to make one macro tailored to
each worksheet, and run them individually. These would write to a
temporary file that would be used to calculate the total value.
Consequently, if there are 420 projects, 420 individual programs would
have to be used to produce this simple query. The result is an
inefficient and time consuming process. This limitation makes normal,
simple queries difficult or impractical, and any ad-hoc queries
virtually impossible.
The flexibility of the system is also very questionable. The
feat of adding or deleting a single data item to the database involves
major redesign of the worksheets as well as adjustment of the formulas
affected by the change. The addition of a sub-project to a project
requires major adjustments of its worksheet.
In addition, integrity of the information is hard to maintain.
As the maintenance of the system gets more complicated, the operator is
more likely to make mistakes. Additionally, if a repeating data item
changes, it is necessary to examine each worksheet and make the change
manually.
The data cannot be shared with other users, and it may not be
combined with other data to make ad-hoc queries. It may not be
expanded, and cannot be used for any purpose but to produce the project
profiles. In addition, the normal operations on the data take a
tremendous amount of computer time, as well as permanent attention by
skilled personnel. It does not offer the project management the
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capability to regroup or rearrange the information in a more meaningful
way.
This data management system clearly has too many constraints and
is too cumbersome to be practical. The use of separate worksheets as
the storage method is just too rigid. The data can only be viewed in
one format, and it is not very clear. The need for a more flexible and
versatile system is obvious.
3.3. PROPOSED CONTROL SYSTEM
The management information system for the control of the
reconstruction projects should have a broader scope. It should cover
the basic data of time and money, as well as information about the
contracts, projects, sub-projects, contractors, etc. It should provide
management with data that enables it to make forecasts regarding cost
and time overruns.
The system should be very flexible. It should make the standard
queries simple, and ad-hoc queries possible. Ideally, it should be
menu-driven, and simple to understand and operate. In other words, it
should be user friendly.
3.3.1. Control Process
Since RESURGIR will oversee more than 400 projects, it is not
interested in "over-controlling" them. The level of detail is broad.
It is the policy of RESURGIR to allow the institutions responsible for
the construction, to carry out their own control and auditing processes.
They will then report to RESURGIR with simplified, more manageable data,
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for the evaluation of the total program.
RESURGIR wants to detect projects that run into trouble. It will
look for projects with cost or time overruns. The institution wants to
know how much it has spent, how much it has to spend and in how much
time it has to do it. It wants to know how the projects are
progressing, according to their priorities. It wants to know how much
money the funding institutions have contributed, especially the ones
behind schedule.
The different levels of management at RESURGIR wants the
information presented in different ways. Reports that summarize data in
ways that simplify their analysis, and that only show data relevant to
them, are very desirable.
The institution wants to be informed on the exact status of each
project in order to detect problem areas and also to make possible
policy adjustments or changes.
Information about contractors will be kept. RESURGIR will detect
contractors that are working for several institutions simultaneously and
their performance in those projects.
The control process for the reconstruction program requires great
flexibility by RESURGIR, as well as efficient and timely communications
with other governmental institutions and with the contractors.
3.3.2. Basic Requirements
Through meetings with the project manager of RESURGIR, the basic
information required for the control process was determined. The result
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are the reports in figures 3.2. through 3.7.
These reports will provide all the vital information for the
different management levels, providing only the information needed for
each analysis. All the reports will have the date on the title line.
The report on figure 3.2. is a report by sectors. It provides
top management with an itemized summary of projects, ordered by
priorities. It includes information on the project, the contractor, the
priority and the start and finish dates. It also provides information of
the initial, cumulative and projected costs, which are subtotaled by
priority. Finally, the percent completion is calculated for every
project.
The report on figure 3.3. is a summary of the sectors. The
estimated, cumulative and projected costs are provided for each priority
and each sector.
Figure 3.4. is a summary of contracts report. The contract
number, its object and the contractor are included. The contract type
is specified (unit cost, lump sum, etc). The start and finish dates are
also provided. The cost and percent complete figures are included, as
well as the amount of the advance and its percentage of the contract
value.
A report of investment by project is found in figure 3.5. The
priority, the institution responsible, the name of the project and its
description are found here. The amount spent and the total cost are
also included in this report.
REPORT: OPERATIVE COORDINATION
SECT1R:
Date of the Report:
Proj. Sub- Project Name
N: Pro
Subproject Name Prty Start Dat Finish Dat Estim Cost Cost to date Proj. Cost % Ccupl.
1
1
SUBTOTAL
2
2
SUBTOTAL
3
3
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL:
Figure 3.2.
Coordination
/ / .
Operative Report.
REPORT: GENERAL COORDINATION Date of Report: / / .
Sect Sector Prty Estimated Cost to Date Projected Cost
No. Cost
1 HEALTH 1
2
3
SUBTOTAL
2 COMMUNICATIONS 1
2
3
SUBT 0 TAL
TOTAL:
Figure 3.3.
General Coordination Report.
REPORT: GENERAL COORDINATION
SIUMARY cF COWaRACTS
Contr. Responsible Title of Contract Contractor
No. Institution
Type
of
Cntr
Start Finish
Date Date
Cost of % Adv Amount Adv
Ctrct
Figure 3.4. Summary of Contracts.
Compl
_____
Date of Report: / / •
REPORT: INVESTMENT BY PROJECT Date of Report: / /
Responsible Institution Prty Project Sub- Total Amount Spent
Number Pro Cost
Figure 3.5.
Investment by Project.
REPORT: FINANCING SOURCES Date of Report: / / .
Source Project Sub- Amount Amount
No. Proj Financed Disbursed
Source 1 .
TOTAL SOURCE 1
Source 2 .
TOTAL SOURCE 2
TOTAL:
Figure 3.6.
Financing Sources.
REPORT: DIRECTORY OF CONTRACTORS
No. Contractor Address City Phone Person to Contact
Figure 3.7.
Directory of Contractors.
Date of Report: / / .
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A report by financing sources is included in figure 3.6. The
source, project, amount financed and amount disbursed are found in this
report. The totals for each source are calculated.
The directory of contractors report is found in figure 3.7. It
includes the contract number, the contractor, its address and phone, as
well as the person to be contacted in the company.
3.3.3. Advantages
The proposed system offers more information about the program.
It groups relevant data about each topic that is examined by management.
The reports are easy to inspect and handle.
The fact that the reports are organized in tables simplifies
their implementation and enhances their readability. Furthermore, the
reports contain a limited number of data items. Only that information
relevant to the report is included.
A very important advantage of these reports is that they were
developed with the cooperation of the management of RESURGIR. This
guarantees their acceptability in the organization, their systematic use
and their usefulness.
These are not all the reports that RESURGIR will require, and
they are subject to change in the future. Therefore, the system chosen
will have to be a flexible one that allows the use of the available data
to create new reports as well as allow modifications to the old ones.
3.3.4. Why Database?
There are many advantages of a data-base system over traditional
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paper-based methods of record-keeping:
-Compactness: the need for large files with the paper-based
information is reduced (paper is still needed for back-up and checking).
-Speed: The computer can retrieve and change the data faster
than any human can. This is particularly true about ad-hoc queries,
which if done manually, can take many hours of manual or visual
searches.
-Less tedium: Much of the tedium of maintaining files by hand is
eliminated. Mechanical tasks are best handled by machines.
-Currency: Accurate, up to date information is available on
demand at any time.
-Centralized control of the data: This characteristic offers
many advantages.
a-Reduction of redundancy.
b-Inconsistency can be avoided: Inconsistency is avoided by propagation
of updates.
c-Sharing of data: Data can be shared with other applications.
d-Standards can be enforced: this is particularly useful for data
interchange.
e-Security restrictions can be applied.
f-Integrity can be maintained: Ensuring that the data in the database
is accurate. One form of integrity maintenance are data checks.
3.3.5. Database Management Systems
The database management system (DBMS) is the software that
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handles all access to the database. Conceptually, what happens is the
following.
1. A user makes an access request, using some particular data
sublanguage.
2. The DBMS intercepts that request and analyzes it.
3. The DBMS inspects, in turn, the external schema for that user, the
corresponding internal/conceptual mapping, the conceptual schema, the
conceptual/internal mapping, and the storage structure definition.
4. The DBMS executes the necessary operations on the stored database.
The DBMS, in other words is the user interface to the database.
It translates what the user wants, generates a methodology to do it and
makes the operation on the database.
The way the data is conceived by the user and the way the data
items relate to each other is the database structure. The following are
very brief descriptions of the three most common database structures at
the conceptual level.
3.3.5.1. Hierarchical Structure
In the hierarchical model, data is represented in a tree
structure. The branches of the tree represent one-to-many relationships
between the nodes of the tree where the nodes are the data. Any data
entity can be the root of the tree (the highest level of the tree). The
root may have any number of lower level dependents, and so on. Figure
3.8 is a schematic representation of the hierarchical model.
The following are the characteristics of the hierarchical data
base model.
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Customer Hierarchy
Customer Name
Customer Address
Account Balance
-t2 M I ! I c11 I
Inventory Item Hierarchy
Item #
Item Name
Quantity on Hand
Price
Payment Date Order #
Payment Amount Order Date
nvoiced Amount
Item #
Quantity Ordered
Quantity Shipped
Figure 3.8. An example of a Hierarchical Structure.
I
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-Related data fields oganized into segments.
-Segments organized into a tree structure with one-to-many (1:N)
relationships. These are called parent-child relationships.
-One segment is the root segment, and has no parent. All other
segments have exactly one parent.
3.3.5.2. Network Structure
The network model uses branches to indicate the relationships
between the data which are represented as the nodes. The network model
is a more general structure than the hierarchical because any piece of
data may have any number of immediate superiors and dependents. Figure
3.9. is an example of the network model.
Efficiency is usually the reason for choosing the network data
model over any other model. Its major disadvantage is its complexity.
The following are the characteristics of the network data model.
-Related data fields organized into records (just like segments
in the hierarchical model).
-Records organized into a network structure with one-to-many
(1:N) relationships called sets. Each set has one owner and many
members (similar to parent-child relationships).
-A record may have more than one owner (unlike the hierarchical
structure).
3.3.5.3. Relational Structure
The relational data model is based on two-dimensional data files
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Quantity Ordered
Quantity Shipped
-
Customer Name Order #
Customer Address Order Date
Account Balance Invoiced Amount
Figure 3.9. An example of a Network Structure.
Item #
Item Name
Quantity on Hand
Unit Price
Payment Date
Payment Amount
--
I -
I
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or "tables". The data are stored in tables that conform to certain
constraints which allow the application of elementary relation theory.
Figure 3.10. is an illustration of a relational data model. It consists
of tables. Each row of the tables represents a data entry and is called
a tuple. Each column is a certain type of information of that entry and
is called an attribute. The values appearing in the tables are the data
themselves. The pool of values from which the values in a given column
are drawn is called the domain.
The following are the characteristics of the relational data
model.
-Related data attributes organized into relations (or tables).
-No explicit logical relationships between the relations, other
than the data itself. In other words, the same attribute (from the same
domain) may appear in two relations, thus suggesting a link between the
two relations.
3.3.6. Why Relational?
There is little doubt that the trend of the marketplace today is
to move towards the relational model. More and more software is being
produced to manage relational databases. In addition, the vendors of
"old" software are trying to extend their product to provide some kind
of relational support.
In relational databases, the data is perceived in tables. The
data is added in no particular order into the tables, without affecting
the integrity of the database. The relational model provides excellent
Customer Relation
Customer Customer Account
Name Address Balance
Jackson 223 Trap, Mass 500.76
Goldman 550 Pratt, NH 7569.45
Payment Relation
Customer Paynment Payment
Name Date Amount
Goldman 11/01/86 200.00
Koppel 11/02/86 46.98
* 0 0
* 0 0
Figure 3.10. An example of a Relational Structure.
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Inventory Item Relation
Item # Item Quantity Unit
Name On Hand Price
6754 Tie 345 27.50
9877 Suatch 76 30.00
7880 Walkman 54 89.50
• 0
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support of the key data managemnt functions. They are:
-Process Transactions: e.g. pay a contractor.
-Standard information retrieval: e.g. summary of projects by
sector.
-Ad Hoc information retrieval: e.g. what projects are ahead of
schedule in the municipality of Lerida?
-Accomodate change: e.g. modification of a project to accomodate
more sub-projects.
-Access security: e.g. prevent unauthorized personnel tampering
with the information.
-Disaster recovery security: e.g. recover from a power outage.
Figure 3.11. shows a qualitative ranking of five data management
systems in their support of these key data management functions. Figure
3.12. shows the support of three DBMS's 1 of two key data management
functions.
From figure 3.11. we can see that the Database Management Systems
offer excellent support of the data management functions. Figure 3.12.
indicates that a further analysis of the DBMS's is advisable. The only
weak point of the relational DBMS is its processing efficiency. This
means that on very large databases, the system could prove to be slow.
On all the other considerations, relational DBMS prove to be superior.
The system is very easy to understand, since all the data is just
IDBMS means Database Management System.
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DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
TWO KEY DM FUNCTIONS
Hierarchy
DBMS
Network
DBMS
Relational
DBMS
-Ad Hoc Information Retrieval:
Understandibility
of the model:
Ease of Writting
the Query:
Good
Good-
Excellent
Moderate Excellent
Poor Excellent
Processing
Efficiency: Poor Excellent
-Accoamodate Change:
Alternate Structure Meeting Both
Old and New Requirements Exists:
Change Required to
Existing systems:
Technical Difficulty, and Skill
Level Required of Tech Staff (S):
Depends Excellent
Depends Excellent
Moderate High
Excellent
Excellent
Light to
Moderate
Figure 3.11. [9]
Poor
DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
DATA MANAGE-
MENT FUNCTIONS
Process
Transactions
Info Retrieval:
Standard
Info Retrieval:
Ad Hoc
Accomodate
Change
Security:
Access
Paper
Poor
Poor
Poor
Good
Good
Computer,
File Based
Excellent
Excellent
Poor
Poor
Good
Hierarchy
DBMS
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Network Relational
DBMS DBMS
Excellent Excellent
Excellent Excellent
Excellent Excellent
Excellent Excellent
Excellent Excellent
Security:
Disaster Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent
Figure 3.12.191
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represented as tables. Ad Hoc queries are much easier to write since no
"navigation" in the database is required. The only televant entry left
in figure 3.11. is the technical difficulty and skills required of the
technical staff. These are light to moderate, since the data model is
relatively simple and the queries and query language are highly
simplified.
Since RESURGIR is a new institution, many changes are expected to
take place. Flexibility is therefore a main concern in the design and
implementation of the MIS2 Understandability of the model, ease of
query-writting and technical simplicity, all contribute to the
flexibility of the system. In addition, future changes are extremely
easy to accommodate by simply adding more relations (tables) or more
attributes (rows) to the relations.
Another powerful reason to choose the relational DBMS is the
availability of such a system in RESURGIR. The institution has access
to dBASE III, which is a "limited" relational database management
system. Therefore, this DBMS has been chosen to implement the system.
3.4. DATABASE DESIGN
3.4.1. Identification of the Data Items
The basic requirements of the system were outlined in section
3.3.2. The formats were carefully examined to extract the data items
contained in each format. Some additional pieces of information were
added in anticipation of increased query requirements by the
2MIS stands for Management Information System.
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institution.
3.4.2. Record Types
The data items were then grouped in sets having one-to-one
relationships. The following are the resulting relations (files).
CONTRACT FILE
- Proj-No pk(1) 3
- Subproject pk(2)
- Title
- Respons
- Ctrct-No
- Type
- Prty
- Start-Dat
- Finish-Dat
- Real-Start
- Real-Fnsh
- Estim-Cost
- Amount-Adv
- Cost-Dat
- Proj-Cost
PROJECT FILE
- Proj-No pk
3 Primary Key: The primary key is the unique identitier of records in the relation; if it has more than one field,
it is a "compound" primary key.
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- Proj-Name
- Sect-No fk4
SECTOR FILE
- Sect-No pk
- Sector
SOURCES FILE
- Source-No pk
- Source
STATSOUR FILE
- Source-No pk(1)
- Proj-No pk(2) fk(1)
- Subproject pk(3) fk(2)
- Financed
- Disbursed
DIRECTORY FILE
- Cntrctr-No pk - Contractor ck5
- Address
- City
- Phone
- Contact
LOCATION FILE
4Foreign Key: It is the primary key of another relation, through which the relationtip between the two is
established.
5Candidate Key: Attribute that can also be used as primary key
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- Proj-No pk(1) fk
- Municip pk(2)
RESPONSI FILE
- Res-No pk
- Respons
3.4.3. Variations on the Data Items
What follows is a brief description of the data items that have
been modified or are additional to the existing system.
- Proj-No: The project number is a five digit number. The last
two digits have been dropped since the problem of number of pages per
project has been eliminated. The period after the first two numbers has
also been dropped, and the result is a number of the form: ssppp, where
ss is the sector number (01- 10) and ppp is the actual project number
(001-999).
- Subproject: This field is a two digit number that identifies
the subprojects that belong to a project. This number has been added in
order to provide a unique identifier (compounded with the proj-no) for
the file.
- Title: The title is the name of the subproject. This name is
different from the project name, which is stored separately, in the
project file.
- Responsible: This attribute records the institution
responsible for carrying out the job.
- Ctrct-No: The contract number is null until a construction
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contract is formalized with the contractor. Two different subprojects
may have the same contract number, but are different in their
"Responsible". In Colombia, institutions number their contracts in
sequential order since the beginning of the year, starting on contract
number 001/yy. The number is of the form ccc/yy, ccc meaning the
contract sequential number (001-999), and yy being the year on which the
contract is signed.
- Cntrctr-No: This is the number of the contractor. It is a
three digit number, and it is assigned automatically by the program.
- Type: This attribute represents the type of the contract. It
is four characters long, and any set of characters that appropriately
describe the type of the contract may be input (e.g. unit price could be
U.P., lump-sum could be Lump, etc.).
- Prty: The concept of priority is broadened, since it can be a
number from 1- 9, and includes the possibility of being blank. This
last value proves to be useful, since many projects are yet to be
prioritized. The result is that in the reports by priority they show up
as a definite group, coming to the attention of management.
- Amount-Adv: This is the value of the advance given to the
contractor at the begining of the contract.
- Cost-Dat: This is the cost to date.
- Proj-Cost: The projected cost is obtained from the field, and
it represents the modified total cost of the project due to unforseen
conditions, extra work, contingencies, etc.
3.4.4. Data Base Structure
The structure of the data base is shown in figure 3.13.
In this figure, the relationships between the relations can be seen.
There is an N:M relationtip between the location and the project
file. This is due to the fact that a project can be located at more than
one location, and that more than one project can be carried out in one
location (e.g. The road from Guayabal to Lerida is located in the
municipalities of Guayabal and Lerida.).
All the files are composed of data items that have 1:1
relationships, thus eliminating the problem of repeating groups.
The rest of relationships between files are 1:N. As an example,
there is a 1:N relationtip between the sector and the project files.
This is due to the fact that there are 10 sectors, while there are more
than 400 projects in the reconstruction effort. Each project only
belongs to one particular sector (e.g. Helath), while there may be
hundreds of projects to rebuild the health sector. Each project has a
group of sub-projects. Therefore, there is also a 1:N relationtip
between the project file and the contract file.
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1:N
1:N
Figure 3.13.
Data Structure.
CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
4.1. THE DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
As stated at the end of chapter 3, a decision was made to use
dBASE III as the DBMS. The system proved to be adequate. However,
several weaknesses were found. dBASE III cannot be considered a true
relational data base management system. Some of the main reasons for
this are the fact that it does not use a true relational language, and
does not access the data base through its relational capabilities only.
dBASE III makes extensive use of indexes as a vital part of its
data manipulation language. Files cannot be efficiently searched unless
an index has been specified and built. This is a clear breach of the
rules of relational DBMS's. The fact that indexes have to. be used,
defeats a very important advantage of the relational model, which is
independence of data from the application program.
Relational operations are also very limited. A file can be set
to be related to only one file at a given time, join operations are very
slow and take significant amounts of disk space. Also, no views can be
created, etc.
Referential and functional integrity have to be enforced through
the program. Since the integrity rules may not be defined in the data
dictionary, the data base structure has to be fully understood before
proceeding to make modifications or additions to the application
program. This further reduces the simplicity of the system, as well as
of the chances that a programmer that is not familiar with the system
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can successfully modify or expand the existing system.
dBASE III, on the other hand, offers many advantages, like an
acceptable speed of its data handling operations, full screen control,
window capabilities, an excellent report generator, efficient use of
disk space, etc.
The limitations stated above can be managed with the help of the
very flexible programming capabilities of the system. The result is a
well structured system, with acceptable response times.
4.2. RESURGIR'S PROJECT CONTROL PROGRAM
The control program was developed based on the present
requirements of RESURGIR. However, the author warns that this system
alone will not be satisfatory for the control needs of the institution.
It should be used in conjunction with a CPM management tool. This tool
should provide the project manager with critical activities, lead/lag
times, floats, etc. The project manager could then have a global
understanding of the project, not reducing himself to managing
priorities.
The control program designed and developed as part of this paper,
provides excellent control of the economic resources, detection of
sluggish institutions, delayed projects, neglected sub-projects, etc.
It is shurely a signifficant improvement over the currently used system,
which was described in the beginning of chapter 3.
The data base management program offers great flexibility and
accessibility. It goes beyond the requirements of RESURGIR as stated in
chapter 3. In addition to the reports requested by the institution, the
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system is capable of producing other valuable reports. Furthermore, the
system may be expanded to produce reports with virtually any
combinations of the available data.
The user's manual can be found in Appendix 1, program listings on
Appendix 2 and reports on Appendix 3.
4.2.1. User Friendliness
The program has been made to be completely menu-driven. It leads
the user in logical sequences, helping him navigate through the system.
It constantly checks the user input, providing windows with extra
information to help him revise or confirm his input. Some windows pop
out every time, and others are only shown when the user has made a
mistake, is inputting a new data item, etc.
Messages indicating the ongoing operations (e.g. "'Joining",
"Indexing",' etc.) keep the user informed and more relaxed.
Additionally, if the user is making an update operation, all of the
values appear on the screen, where they may be either viewed or changed
by the user.
Error messages are used if a mistake has been made, and the user
is allowed to make corrections or exit without damaging the data base.
For normal entry operations, the user does not need to have a
knowledge of complicated data items (e.g. Sector Number, Contractor
Number, etc.). All inputs have been designed to accept names, and the
numbers are looked-up by the program itself. When an ID number is
requested, a window always provides the user with the possibilities, and
their meanings.
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4.2.2. Integrity
Integrity is constantly checked on all input operations. Domain
integrity is checked through the "picture" option. Additionally, in
many cases domain integrity is also revised through validity checks on
the data base itself.
Functional and referential integrity are also checked through
non-null value checks, and searches of the data base to find possible
repetitions of the primary key, as well as non-existence of foreign key
values.
The user is always informed of errors through messages on the
screen, and the cursor repositioned allowing him to make the appropiate
corrections. In many cases, windows pop out aiding the user in making
valid selections.
4.2.3. Reports
The following is a set of the reports produced by the new system.
The data used is not. accurate, and it was input only to be used as an
example.
4.2.3.1. Operative Coordination Report
This report lists all the projects, ordered by priorities. A
copy of this report is found in Figures 4.1.a. - 4.1.d.. This is a very
useful report because it shows the total cost and progress per priority.
This will show management if emphasis is being placed on the projects
according to their priority. In addition, due to their grouping, the
projects that have not been assigned a priority are shown first in the
report. Management can then revise them and decide on their urgency.
Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
OPERATIVE COORDINATION
Proj. Sub- Project Name
No. Pro
** PRIORITY:
01001 02 General Hospital
01001 03 General Hospital
01001 04 General Hospital
01002 01 New Mental Hospital
01002 02 New Mental Hospital
01002 03 New Mental Hospital
01002 04 New Mental Hospital
01003 01 Psychiatric Farm
01003 02 Psychiatric Farm
02101 05 Commnunicat ions
Network for Lerida
02101 06 Comiuunicat ions
Network for Lerida
02101 07 Connuunicat ions
Network for -Lerida
02102 01 Backup with Nevado
del Ruiz
04302 01 Jimenez de Quezada
School
04302 02 Jimenez de Quezada
School
05401 02 Lerida Substation
05401 03 Lerida Substation
Subproject Name
Supervise
construction of new
Psich Hosp
Construction of
Psychiatric Hospital
Equip regional
hospital
Study for infrast to
treat chronic patie
Supervision of hosp
for chronic patients
Construction
Equip New Hospital
Power Equipment
Studies
Construction
Radio Equipment
Construction
Supply
Site work
Structures, Services,
etc.
Start Finish
Date Date
05/15/86 05/15/87
05/15/87 05/15/88
/ /
Estimated
Cost
139000.00
250000.00
/ / 10000000.00
11/15/86 03/15/86
04/15/87 04/15/88
// //
80000.00
10000000.00
0.00
3487768.00
0.00
0.00
100000.00
60000.00
/ / / / 300000.00
/ / / / 5700000.00
/ / / / 600000.00
// //
/ /
/ /
34520.00
5500.00
38900.00
Cost to Date Projected Cost % Compl.
15230.76 139000.09 10.96
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
: 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
Figure 4.1.a. Operative Coordination Report.
Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
OPERATIVE COORDINATION
Proj. Sub-
No. Pro
Project Namne
05401 04 Lerida Substation
05401 05 Lerida Substation
05402 01 New Lerida Electric
Network
05402 02 New Lerida Electric
Network
05402 03 New Lerida Electric
Network
06501 03 Coimunity Day Care
Center
08701 01 Risk laps
09801 02 Electric Power for
Lerida
10901 02 Roads
** Subtotal **
** IRIORIUY: 1
01001 01 General Hospital
02101 01 Comnuunications
Network for Lcrida
02101 02 Coni•unications
Network for Lerida
02101 04 Ccauuunicat ions
Network for Lerida
03201 01 Aqueduct and Sewage
System for Chinchina
03201 05 Aqueduct and Sewage
System for Chinchina
Subproject Name
Electrical Equipment.
Installation of
Equipment.
Design
Electrical Materials
Construction
Managenent
Develop Risk Iaps
Construction subst,
power lines, superv
Construction
Study of the New
Psych. Hospital
Central
Purchase equipkivent
Transmission
Equipment
Materials For the
Aqueduct
Materials for Sewage
Start Finish
Date Date
/ / / /
Estimated
Cost
421000.00
11200.00
3000.00
// / /. 280000.00
/ / / / 50000.00
/ / // 140000.00
280000.00
900000.00
/ / /I/ 9000000.00
41880888.00
10/10/86 03/15/86
// //
// //II II
/ / / /
/ / / /
/ / / /
30000.00
980000.00
90000.00
135230.00
682090.00
192340.00
Cost to Date Projected Cost % Conpl.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
15230.76 139000.09
6123.45
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
42345.00 20.41
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
Figure 4.1.b. Operative Coordination Report.
RESURGIR
OPERATIVE COORDINATION
Subproject Name Start Finish
Date Date
Estimated Cost to Date Projected Cost % CoQpl.
Cost
03202 01 Aqueduct and Sewag
system for Mariqui
05401 01 Lerida Substation
06501 01 Connunity Day Care
Center
06501 02 Coumunity Day Care
Center
06501 04 Conuunity Day Care
Center
06502 01 Family Attention
06502 02 Family Attention
06502 03 Family Attention
07602 01 Irrigation for the
Sloped Lands
08702 01 Publication of Ris
Maps
09801 01 Electric Power fox
Lerida
10901 01 Roads
o' Subtotal **
e Aqueduct: Intake,
ta Conduction, Treatment
Land Purchases
House rental and
inprovement
Supply furniture,
kitchen, etc.
1 year food supplies.
Construction of 2 Day
Care Centers
Supply 4 Day Care
Centers & 12
Caffeter.
Maintain 4 DCC's and
12 school cafeteria
Construction of 13
Projects
;k Type-Setting the maps
Design, Constr 101MVA
subst & power lines
Design
I/ / // 800000.00
/ // / 111100.00120000.00
/ / / / 100000.00
I -
S/I
/ / 18000.00
/ / 300000.00
II I / 250000.00
I I I I 1900000.00
I I / / 3900000.00
//
Il
'I
/ / 10000.00
/ I/ 40000.00
/O/ 1000000.00
10658760.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6123.45
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
42345.00
** PRIORITY: 2
02101 03 Conrc unicat ions
Network for Lerida
02102 02 Backup with Nevado
del Ruiz
Construction of
external netmork
Construction New
Relay Station
Martinica
I / / / 520000.00
// /i/ 650000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
Figure 4.1.c. Operative Coordination Report.
Page No.
01/01/80
Proj. Sub-
No. Pro
Project Name
Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
OPERATIVE COORDINATION
Proj. Sub- Project Name
No. Pro
02102 03 Backup with Nevado
del Ruiz
03201 02 Aqueduct and Sewage
Systen for Chinchina
03201 03 Aqueduct and Sewage
Systanm for Chinchina
03201 04 Aqueduct and Sewage
System for Chinchina
03202 02 Aqueduct and Sewage,
system for lMariquita
03202 03 Aqueduct and Sewage
system for Mariquita
04301 01 "El Alto" school
04310 01 Pilot School 9
0/4310 02 Pilot School 9
07601 01 Rural Trade
"* Subtotal *-
*-k* Total ***
Subproject Namer
Expansion of the
Campanario Relay
Statin
Labor for the
Aqueduct
Supervision for the
Aqueduct
Contingency
Sewage
Supervis ion
Construction of the
School
Construction of the
school.
Supply uchool with
necessary elenents.
Work on the field by
2 consultants
Start Finish
Date Date
10/02/86 04/01/87
/ /
/ /
/ /
/ /
/ /
06/01/86
09/01/86
/ /
1/ 
10/01/6
/ /I
/ /
09/01/86
10/01/86
/ /
Estimated Cost to Date Projected Cost % Compl.
Cost
150000.00
184520.00
51990.00
173320.00
450000.00
73890.00
1400000.00
324640.00
32000.00
84000.00
4094360.00
56634008.00
7899.98 150000.00 5.27
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7899.98
29254.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
150000.00
331345.09
Figure 4.1.d. Operative Coordination Report
In this report, the user will find a complete listing of the
projects and subprojects, ordered by their numbers. This makes them
very easy to locate in the report.
The grand total of the costs (Estimated, to date and projected)
is calculated at the end of the report, which is an essential piece of
information for management.
4.2.3.2. General Coordination Report
The general coordination report provides information about the
performance of the sectors. A copy of this report may be found in
figures 4.2.a. - 4.2.e.. Subtotals of the costs are calculated by
sectors, and these are subsubtotaled by priorities. This report allows
the project manager to. compare the performance of his sector directors.
Again, since the report is ordered by priorities, the extent of the
unprioritized projects is shown.
4.2.3.3. Summary of Contracts
The summary of contracts report groups the necessary legal
information about the contracts. A copy of this report may be found in
figure 4.3.. The contract number, responsible institution, title,
contractor, type of contract1, contractor, start and expiration dates,
cost 2 , percent of advance and its amount 3 and the percent complete are
all included. This set of information is used very frequently in the
1Type of contract: Lump-sum. Unit Price. etc.
2This is the same as estimated cost
3The advance is the money given to the contractor upon the signature of the contract
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Page No. 1
01/01/80
RESURGIR
GENEPAL COORDINATICU
Sect Sector Prty Estimated Cost to Date Projected
No Cost Cost
-- SECTOR Health
* PRIORITY
* Subsubtotal *
23956768.00 0.00 0.00
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
30000.00 0.00 0.00
*- Subtotal **
23986768.00 0.00 0.00
** SEITOR Comiunications
* PRIORITY
* Subsubtotal *
6160000.00 0.00 0.00
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
1205230.00 0.00 0.00
* PRIORITY 2
* Subsubtotal *
1320000.00 0.00 0.00
"* Subtotal **
8685230.00 0.00 0.00
Figure 4 .2 .a. General Coordination Report.
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Page No. 2
01/01/80
RESURGIR
G-INEAL COORDINATI(C
Sect Sector Prty Estimated Cost to Date Projected
bo Cost Cost
** SECTOR Aqueduct and Sewage
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
1674430.00 0.00 0.00
* PRIORITY 2
* Subsubtotal *
933720.00 0.00 0.00
** Subtotal *
2608150.00 0.00 0.00
SSECTOR Education
* PRIORITY
* Subsubtotal *
634520.00 - " 0.00 0.00
* PRIORITY 2
* Subsubtotal *
1756640.00 0.00 0.00
** Subtotal **
2391160.00 0.00 0.00
-* SECTOR Electric Power
* PRIORITY
* Subsubtotal *
809600.00 0.00 0.00
Figure 4.2.b. General Coordination Report.
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Page No.
01/01/80
Sect Sector
No
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
** Subtotal **k
* SECTIR Social
* PRIORITY
* Subs'.btotal *
RESURGIR
GNTERAL CCORDINATION
Prty Estimated Cost to Date
Cos.t
111100.00
920700.00
0.00
0.00
and Conounity
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
** Subtotal *-
*- SE~TOR Economic Recuperation
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
* PRIORITY 2
* Subsubtotal *
* Subtotal **
140000.00
2688000.00
2828000.00
3900000.00
84000.00
3984000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Figure 4.2.c. General Coordination Report.
Projected
Cost
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Page No. 4
01/01/80
RESURGIR
GENERAL COORDINATICN
Sect Sector Prty Estimated Cost to Date Projected
No Cost Cost
** SECIR Risk Prevention
* PRIORITY
* Subsubtotal *
280000.00 0.00 0.00
* PRIORIIY 1
* Subsubtotal *
10000.00 0.00 0.00
*- Subtotal **
290000.00 0.00 0.00
** SECIOR New Settlement
* PRIO~I-TY
* Subsubtotal *
900000.00 0.00 0.00
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
40000.00 0.00 0.00
** Subtotal "
940000.00 0.00 0.00
** SO'IOR Transportation
* PRICRITY
* Subsubtotal *
9000000.00 0.00 0.00
Figure 4.2.d. General Coordination Report.
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Page No. 5
01/01/80
RESURGIR
GENERAL COORDItATION
Sect Sector Prty Estimated Cost to Date Projected
No Cost Cost
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
1000000.00 0.00 0.00
** Subtotal *
10000000.00 0.00 0.00
* Total ***
56634008.00 0.00 0.00
Figure 4 .2.e. General Coordination Report.
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institution and traditionally it is retrieved by reading all the
contracts, one by one. There is one and only one contract for each
subproject.
4.2.3.4. Investment by Project Report
This report concentrates on the responsible institutions. A copy
of this report can be found in figures 4.4.a. - 4.4.d.. Since RESURGIR
is the coordinator of the institutions responsible for carrying out the
projects, this is a very important report. It shows the estimated cost
and the amount spent per project, ordered by priority and subtotaled for
each responsible institution. Management can therefore detect any
institutions that are running sluggishly as well as those that are
performing relatively well.
4.2.3.5.. Financing Sources Report
This report groups the relevant information about the financing
sources. A copy of this report can be found in figures 4.5.a. - 4.5.c..
The report groups the information by source. Management can then
identify institutions that have financed projects, but have not made the
resources available.
4.2.3.6. Directory of Contractors
This report is simply a listing of the contractors in
alphabetical order. A copy of this report may be found in figure 4.6..
Notice that it includes a person to contact in the company.
4.2.3.7. Overbudget Projects
The overbudget projects report shows all the projects whose
projected cost is greater than their estimated cost. A copy of this
Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
SLUWPIRY OF CONIRACTS
Contr. Responsible
lo. Institution
021/86
032/86
103/86
F.N.II.
F.N.II.
TIL.U Ci.1
Title of Contract Contractor
Supervise construction of new Castores Ltda.
Study of the New Psych. Hlospit Tovar Ingenieros
aEpansion of the Canpanario Re Estructuras eietalicas
Type Start
of Date
Cntr
U.P. 05/15/86
U.P. 10/10/86
U.P. 10/02/86
Finish
Date
05/15/87
03/15/86
04/01/87
Cost of % Adv.
Contract
139000.00 18.71
30000.00 33.33
150000.00 0.00
Amnount of %
Advance Conpl.
26000.00
10000.00
0.00
10.96 0%
20.41
5.27
Figure 4.3. Summary of Contracts.
RESURGIR
INVESTME BY PROJECT
Responsible Institution Prty Project Sub-
Nurober pro
Total Cost Amount Spent
** RESPONSIBLE INSTITUTION CORFAS
CORFAS 2 07601 01
*A Subtotal **
* RESPONSIBLE INSTITUTION Comnittee of coffee growers
Committee of coffee growers
Comnittee of coffee growers
** Subtotal **
** RESPONSIBLE
EIECTROLDIA
ELECTROLDIA
ELECTROLA•A
ELECTROLEIA
ELECIROLMA
ELCTOLDIA
ELECTROLIMA
ELECTROLDL•
ELECTROLDI A
* Subtotal *
** RESPONSIBILE
&0PXCAlDAS
EITPOCAIDAS
4POCAIDAS
DaPOCAIDAS
D4POCAiBAS
84000.00
84000.00
10901 02 9000000.00
1 10901 01 I X)000000.00
10000000.00
INSTITrION EL~ROLD•~
05401
S05401
05401
05401
05402
05402
05402
09801
1 05401
1 09801
INSITIT ON ETPCCAIDAS
1 03201
1 03201
2 03201
2 03201
2 03201
5500.00
38900.00
421000.00
11200.00
3000.00
280000.00
50000.00
900000.00
111100.00
40000.00
1863700.00
682090.00
192340.00
184520.00
51990.00
173320.00
Figure 4 .4 .a. Investment by Project Report.
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Page No.
01/01/80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
* 0.00
0.00
0.00
. 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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RESURGIR
INVESIMI • Y PROJECT
Page No.
01/01/80
Responsible Institution Prty Project Sub-
Nunber pro
Total Cost Amount Spent
** Subtotal **
** RESPONSIBLE
DIPOLDIA
MIPOLI~A
EMPOLD£IA
** Subtotal **
** RESPONSIBLE
F.N.H.
F.N.Ir. "
F.N.H.
F.N.H.
F.N.H.
F.N.H.
F.N.11.
F.N.H.
** Subtotal **
** RESPONSIBLE
I[MATT
**, Subtotal **
INSITUTiION IIPOLIMA
1 03202
2 03202
2 03202
INSTITUTION F.N.H.
01001
01001
01001
01002
01002
01002
01002
1 01001
1284260.00
800000.00
450000.00
73890.00
1323890.00
139000.00
250000.00
10000000.00
80000.00
10000000.00
0.00
3487768.00
30000.00
23986768.00
INSTITUflON HIMAT
1 07602 01 3900000.00
** RESPONSIBLE INSTITlTIION I.C.C.E.
I.C.C.E.
I.C.C.E.
I.C.C.E.
04302
04302
2 04301
3900000.00
600000.00
34520.00
1400000.00
Investment by Project Report.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
15230.76'
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6123.45
21354.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Figure 4.4.b.
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RESURGIR
IJVESTSDE2T BY PMJECT
Page No.
01/01/80
Responsible Institution
I.C.C.E.
I.C.C.E.
** Subtotal **
** RESPONSIBLE INSTITUTION
Parent's Association
Parent's Association
Parent's Association
Parent's Association
** Subtotal **
** RESPONSIBLE
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
** Subtotal **
** RESPONSIBLE
TELECOM
TELECCH•
TELECC I
TELEtlc
TELQECC
TELECC14
= 11tUJ3
= 0.E211
Prty Project Sub-
Number pro
2 04310 01
2 04310 02
Parent's Association
06501 03
1 06501 01
1 06501 02
I 06501 04
INSTITUrION Resurgir
08701
1 06502
1 06502
1 06502
1 08702
INSrITrXION TELECCM
02101
02101
02101
02102
1 02101
1 02101
1 02101
2 02101
Total Cost Amount Spent
324640.00
32000.00
2391160.00
14CCX0.00
120000.00
100000.00
18000.00
378000.00
280000.00
300000.00
250000.00
1900000.00
10000.00
2740000.00
100000.00
6C00.00
3CC000.00
5700000.00
980000.00
90000.00
135230.00
520000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Investment by Project Report.Figure 4.4.c.
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Page No.
01/01/80
Responsible Institution
RESU
INVESTMENT
Prty Project Sub-
Nunber pro
02102 02
02102 03
TELECI1
** Subtotal **
*** Total m**
Figure 4.4.d. Investment by Project Report.
RGIR
BY PR=JICT
Total Cost
650000.00
150000.00
8685230.00
56634008.00
Amount Spent
0.00
7899.98
7899.98
29254.19
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Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
FINANCING SOLCES
Source Project Sub-
No. proj.
** FINANCIX SOURCE: Comitee
Conmitee of Coffee Growers
Commitee of Coffee Growers
** Subtotal **
** FINANCING SOUPCE: D.R.I.
D.R.I.
D.R.I.
D.R.I.
D.R.I.
** Subtotal **
** FINANCIIT SOURCE: F.N.H.
F.N.IH.
** Subtotal **
** FIMNCING SOURCE:
FONADE
** Subtotal **
** FINAEINE SOURCE:
HISIAT
** Subtotal **
FONADE
of Coffee Growers.
07602 01
10901 02
01001
07601
07602
10901
01001 02
08701 01
Arount
Financed
1300000.00
1000000.00
2300000.00
47000.00
4200.20
1300000.00
1000000.00
2351200.20
18800.00
18300.00
120000.00
120000.00
IEIAT
07602 01 1300000.00
1300000.00
Anrunt
Disbursed
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Figure 4.5.a. Financing Resources Report.
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RESURG IR
FINANCING SOUCES(
Project Sub- Amount
No. proj. Financed
** FIN IXV U SOURCE: I.C.B.F.
I.C.B.F.
I.C.B.F.
** Subtotal **
** FINANCEI SOURCE: IGAC
IGAC
** Subtotal **
** FIDCUII SOURCE:
** Subtotal **
** Subtotal **
INE(NULAS
** FINCI SOURCE: Red Cross
Red Cross
Red Cross
** Subtotal **
** FI0NCMI& SOURCE: Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurg ir
Resurgir
06501 04
06502 03
18000.00 18000.00
144400.00 144400.00
162400.00 162400.00
08701 01 24000.00
08701 01
01001 01
06502 01
01001
01002
02101
02102
03201
03202
04301
04301
24000.00
40000.00
40000.00
26819.00
150000.00
176819.00
46020.00
24739.50
20267.00
11480.30
15704.49
15471.00
14000.00
28800.00
Financing Resources Report.
Page No.
01/01/80
Source Amount
Disbursed
* 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
150000.00
150000.00
0.00
845.00
0.00
.0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Figure 4.5.b.
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RESURGIR
FtLNJCING SOLUCES
Project Sub-
No. proj.
Source
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurg ir
Resurgir
** Subtotal **
04302
05401
05402
06501
06501
06501
06502
07601
08701
08702
09801
** FNlDCIUT SCOURCE: Salvation Army
Salvation Army 06502
** Subtotal **
*** Total *,*
02 ' 150000.00
150000.00 150000.00
11648231.49 494645.00
Figure 4 .5.c. Financing Resources Report.
Page No.
01/01/80
Amount
Financed
19930.00
488400.00
333000.00
17000.00
9600.00
14400.00
1836000.00
4200.00
96000.00
10000.00
2000000.00
5005012.29
Amount
Disbursed
0.00
0.00
0.00
17000.00
0.00
14400.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
32245.00
150000.00
RESURGIR
DIREC~TRY OF COMNAC•IRS
Page No.
01/01/80
No. Contractor
Castores Ltda.
Construir S.A.
Construtodo Ltda.
Contratamos
Estructuras Metalicas S.A.
Los Topos Ltda.
Tovar Ingenieros
Uribe Colstructores
Address
Cra. 21 1o. 32-13
Tr. 14 No. 114-22
Cra. 4 No. 86-32
Cra 54 No. 12-52
Cra 15 No. 77-22 Ap 412
Cra. 9 No 25-15 Of. 402
32 Avenida Blanca Ap42
185 Cl. klurbre Libre
City
Bogota
Bogota
Bogota
Medellin
Bogota
Medellin
Ciudad de Agua
Quebrada linea
Phone
1-232-4560
1-211-9301
1-256-0497
23-256-7899
1-286-3406
231-234-2526
617-926-8535
617-768-6895
Person to Contact'
Mauricio Ramirez
Francisco Hernandez
Ing. Jaime Barrera
Jairo Buendia
Alejandro Ruiz
Ing. Diego Echeverry
Felipe Tovar, Esq
Ricardo Uribe, Esq.
Figure 4.6. Directory of Contractors.
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004
005
007
012
001
003
010
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report may be found in figure 4.7..
The amount overbudget is a useful piece of information for management
since additional resources have to be secured.
4.2.3.8. Activities Late in Starting
This report includes all the sub-projects that should have
started by the date of the report, and have not. A copy of this report
is found in figure 4.8..
Management can then concentrate on solving the problems that are causing
the delay.
This set of reports offers a wide range of possible ways to view
the data. It is an example of how a relational data base system can
help infer different meanings from essentially the same data (See figure
3.1.).
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Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGI K
OVERBUDGET PROJECTS
Proj. Sub-
No. pro.
Project Title
01001 01 Study of the New
Psych. Hospital
01001 02 Supervise
construction of new
Psich Hosp
*** Total ***
Estiimated
Cost
30000.00
139000.00.
Projected
. Cost
42345.00
139000.09..
12345.09
Figure 4.7. Overbudget Projects.
Amount
Overbudget
12345.00
0.09
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RESURGIR
ACTIVITIES IATE IN STARLIN
Page No.
11/24/86
Proj. Sub-
No. pro.
Subproject Title
01001 01 Study of the New
Psych. Hospital
01001 02 Supervise
construction of new
Psich Hosp
01002 01 Study for infrast to
treat chronic patie
02102 03 Expansion of the
Canpanario Relay
Statin
04310 01 Construction of the
school.
04310 02 Supply school with
necessary elements.
Prty Programmed
Start
Date
Programned
Finish
Date
1 10/10/86 03/15/86
05/15/86 05/15/87
11/15/86 03/15/86
2 10/02/86 04/01/87
06/01/86 09/01/86
09/01/86 10/01/86
Figure 4.8. Activities Late in Starting.
CONCLUSIONS
Natural disasters are capable of causing great destruction. A
catastrophe which strikes a population center, not only affects the
populace and infrastructure, but also destroys the entire socio-economic
structure.
When a disastrer strikes, no aspect of human life is spared.
Because they are all interrelated, only a plan that addresses all the
affected aspects (i.e. Social, economic, psychological, transportation,
etc.) can yield a balanced recuperation from a disaster. Thus,
psychological stability cannot be assured without housing; -economic
recuperation cannot be achieved without adequate communications;
community organization cannot be reached without employment, etc.
A disaster that involves great loss of life creates a lack of
labor in the affected area. This void is filled by laborers from
outside of the affected area. Therefore, the solution must address not
only the survivors of the disaster, but it should also cover the future
immigrants. A void is also created in the commercial services area.
Storage, maintenance, distribution and other important commercial
services that are essential for economic activity are lost. To restore
the productivity of the area, the reinstitution of these services is
essential. As seen in the case study, Armero was the economic center of
a highly productive agricultural region. It provided many commercial
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services, including storage of goods, maintenance of machinery, supply
of materials, etc. With its destruction, the economic activity of the
region was slowed down dramatically. The need exists to create a new
economic center that satisfies the demand for commercial services of the
region.
The new settlement is not to be located in the risk area,
therefore, a new location was selected for the area's economic center.
The location of such an economic center cannot be arbitrarily chosen.
Due to its prime location Armero, after similar catastrophes, has been
rebuilt in the same place. Due to several innate conditions, this area
is efficient for supplying services to the region. One of these
conditions is the intersection of two important roads that link the
coffee grownig region to the rest of the country. In addition, the
conditions that make Armero a strategically optimum location are to be
recreated at Leridal. Without them, the success of a new economic
center is unlikely.
The interdisciplinary and very diverse nature of the
reconstruction projects, make it essential to centralize the resources
available. An institution to coordinate the diverse organizations that
participate in the reconstruction should be developed. Its main purpose
is to maximize resource efficiency and minimize redundancy and task
interference. In the case study, this organization is RESURGIR. The
managerial issues facing such an institution are complex. The extent of
1Lerida is the location of the planned new settlement.
~~~I
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the problem and the diversity of the issues, make management of the
projects difficult. Since RESURGIR acts merely as coordinator of the
private and public institutions taking part in the reconstruction, it
does not want to over-control the projects. Over-controlling can bring
problems such as friction with the participating institutions,
sluggishness of the decision-making process, etc. On the other hand,
under-controlling can cause confusion as well as an inefficient use of
the resources.
The management of RESURGIR needs an efficient, flexible and
versatile way to handle, process, view and analyze the information. The
use of an MIS (Management Information System) for the control of the
projects is essential. Due to the changing nature of a reconstruction
plan and its management, the system should be capable of allowing for
proper adjustment.
The flexibility and versatility required for this kind of
application, make the use of the relational data structure ideal. The
data independence characteristic makes any changes in the application
programs possible. Its simplicity 2 makes it easier to implement changes
on the data structure (e.g. Adding a field.).
All the data items, reports, etc, should be agreed upon with the
future users of the system. If it is to be used, the system should at
least offer a better way of doing the same processes presently being
performed. However, this alone does not justify the implementation of a
2The relational data model is considered to be simple since data is stored in tables.
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new system. It should also provide the capability of doing new things.
The relational data model is very good at providing users with the
capability of making ad-hoc queries. Even if the system has excellent
capabilities and produces insightful reports, if it fails to provide
what the users want, it carries the risk of never being used.
Integrity of the data base is a very important factor in such a
system. This is true, since a system that lacks data integrity will not
be relied upon for any decisions, and will have no credibility. Since
there currently are very few data base management tools that allow the
definition of the integrity rules in the data dictionary, most integrity
checks must be imbedded as code in the application programs. This part
of the application programs is a very important one and should be kept
in mind if any changes to the system are going to be made.
The system developed for RESURGIR provides the reports and data
currently being used in the institution. However, it offers a number of
improvements and extra capabilities, such as sophisticated ad-hoc
queries on the information, being fully menu-driven, automatically
producing reports, etc. However, this system does not satisfy all the
project control requirements of RESURGIR. A CPM project management tool
should be used parallel to the present program, providing management
with critical paths, floats, slacks, etc.
Currently, RESURGIR is using a Lotus 123-based system to perform
its data handling operations for project control. Handling information
with Lotus 123 proves to be inefficient for most medium-small or larger
data handling applications. As problems become more complex, 1:N and
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N:M relationships between data items begin to appear. To handle this
situation, a common approach when using 123 is to imbed repeating groups
in the data base. This causes all sorts of update, integrity, storage
and deletion problems. A relational data base in this state is said to
be a non-normalized data base. However, relational data base systems
offer ways to manage the problem of multiple relationships. By having
different files which group data items with 1:1 relationships, the
problem of repeating groups is eliminated. Relationships among the
files can then be defined, and operations on them can be efficiently
performed. Additionally, deletions and updates are performed faster and
much simpler than in a non-normalized data base. A data base which is
grouped in this way and whose data items in each table are fully
dependent on the primary key, is said to be normalized to third normal
form (3NF). This normalization process turns the data base into an
efficient set of tables, minimizing redundancy and simplifying any
update, deletion or query operations. Lotus 123 cannot offer the
relational capabilities that a system like dBASE III offers. It thrives
on redundancy and it cannot regroup data to eliminate it. Queries on
the data base are extremely difficult to perform and require expert
operation. Therefore, it is concluded that the current system in use by
RESURGIR will not be acceptable for handling the data requirements of
the organization. Thus, RESURGIR should change its data handling
method.
The data base management system developed in this thesis
satisfies the basic data handling requirements of RESURGIR in its
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project control functions. In addition, it performs many new operations
on the data and offers new information to the managers of the
organization. Because it is flexible, the system can be adjusted to any
changes in the organization. Since the data definitions and report
designs were developed with the scrutiny of top management, the program
will be widely used at RESURGIR.
APPENDIX A
USER'S MANUAL
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WARNING: The program should only be used after reading chapters
3 and 4, and after browsing through this appendix.
The program, as stated before, will run using dBASE III. The
system is really a series of subprograms that call each other. In the
normal execution of the program, it is not uncommon to find four levels
of programs open simultaneusly. The program listings for all of the
programs are found in Appendix B.
The system is capable of storing, updating, adding, deleting and
manipulating information. This is the set of information relevant to
the control of the reconstruction projects coordinated by RESURGIR.
This user's manual is really a tutorial that leads the user
through examples of the different program functions. First through the
normal data entry/update operations, then printing reports, followed by
querying, and finally, directly accessing the files.
A.1. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
dBASE III will run on any IBM PC compatible machine, with 340K
RAM and dual floppy disk drives. However, through empirical inferences,
it has been determined that the disk space requirement for the data base
will be about 400K for 420 projects. 400K will not fit in a floppy
diskette, therefore it is recommended that a hard disk drive be used.
The reports are defined to print 160 characters per line.
Therefore, a printer with at least that capability should be used.
A.2. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
A version of dBASE III more recent than 1.0 is required. On its
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first version, dBASE III had a set of bugs that would make it impossible
to run this program.
The CONFIG.SYS file should be set to files=15 and buffers=20.
A.3. OPERATING THE SYSTEM
A.3.1. Entering the System
After turning on the computer, make shure that the date is
correct. This is important since the program uses the date value to
print the reports, and for some operations on the data base.
From DOS, type "dbase" and press the "Return" key to run the
dbase program. At the dot prompt, type "do mainmenu" and press the
"Return" key to run the program. You will see the-title screen (Figure
A.1.); to continue, press any key. You will then get the Main Menu
screen (Figure A.2.). You are now ready to start work on the data base.
A.3.2. Normal Data Entry
To begin the normal data entry operations, press "B" (you can use
upper or lower case characters). If you press the wrong key, the cursor
will reposition itself and ask you to press a key again.
After successfully pressing "B", you will find yourself in the
Menu for normal data entry operations (Figure A.3).
A.3.2.1. Project Entry/Update
To enter a new project or update an existing one, press "A". The
screen will change to Interactive project data entry (Figure A.4.).
Type in the number of the project. The program checks to see if the
project already exists. If it does, a window will be displayed listing
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DATA BASE MANAGER FOR THE CONTROL OF THE
RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS OF RESURGIR
Part of the thesis prepared by Mauricio Ramirez
Copyright (c) by:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Figure A. I T itle Screen.
RESURGIR
Main Menu
A - Operations on Individual Files.
B - Normal Data Entry.
C - Print Reports.
D - Queries on the Data Base.
X - EXIT to dBASE environment.
MAKE YOUR SELECTION
Figure A.2. Main Menu.
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its locations. The project name and sector will also be displayed.
If the project does not exist, you will be prompted for its name
and the sector will automatically be found and displayed (Based on the
first two digits of the project number).
After these values have been accepted, you will be asked if you
want to add or delete a location, or if on the other hand you wish to
continue with program execution. If you wish to add it, just press "A"
and you will be prompted for it. If you want to delete it, press "D",
you will be asked its number and after typing it, you will be required
to confirm.
After adding the location, press "C". You will be asked if you
want to add a new project. If not, the program will return to the Normal
data entry operations menu (Figure A.3.).
A.3.2.2. Subproject Entry/Update
Typing "B" in the current menu will transfer program execution to
the Interactive subproject data entry/update screen (Figure A.5.).
After entering the project, a window will be displayed with the existing
subprojects for that project. If you input a non-existent project
number, the program will ask you to input an existing one.
You may add or update a project. Updating a project implies both
updates and deletions. If you want to update it, press "U", and then
press "U" again at the "DO YOU WANT TO UPDATE IT OR DELETE IT?" prompt.
Another Interactive subproject data entry/update screen (Figure A.6.)
will appear.
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RESURGIR
Menu for normal data entry operations
A - Project Entry/Update.
B - Subproject Entry/Update.
C - Financial Status.
D - Contractor Directory Entry/Update.
X - EXIT to main menu.
TYPE IN YOUR CHOICE
Figure A.3. Normal Operations Menu.
RESURGIR
Interactive project data entry.
Project Number
Project Name
Sector Name
1010011
IGeneral Hospital
I Health
I LOCATION(S) OF PROJ. I
I------------------
I Lerida
I .. .... ...  .... .... I
DO YOU WANT TO <A>DD OR <D>ELETE A LOCATION, OR <C>ONTINUE (A/D/C)
Figure A.4. Project Entry Screen.
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RESURGIR
Interactive subproject data entry/update.
Project Number 1010011
Project Name General Hospital
EXISTING SUBPROJECTS
INo Subproject
I --------------------------
101 Study of the New Psych.j
102 Supervise construction I
103 Construction of Psychial
104 Equip regional hospitall
DO YOU WISH TO <A>DD OR <U>PDATE A SUBPROJECT, OR <C>ONTINUE (A/U/C)
Figure A.5. Subproject Entry Screen (1).
RESURGIR
Interactive subproject data entry/update.
Project Number
Project Name
Subproject No.
Title
Contract No.
Contractor No.
Type of Cntrct
Priority
Start Date
Finish Date
Real Start Dat
Real Finish
Estimated Cost
Amt of Advance
Cost to Date
Projectded Cost
l 010011
General Hospital
101l
IStudy of the New Psych. Hospital
1032/86 1
10031
IU.P.1
IIl
110/10/861
103/15/861
110/15/861
1 / / I
I 30,000.001
1 10,000.001
6,123.451
1 42,345.001
Figure A.6. Subproject Entry Screen (2).
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Any information, except the project number, its name and the sub-
project number may be added or changed.
After adding or updating the subprojects, one may exit this
program module by pressing "C" for continue at the prompt, and answering
"N" at the "DO YOU WISH TO ADD/UPDATE ANY MORE SUBPROJECTS" prompt.
When one exits the subproject entry/update program module, the
screen will change to the Menu for data entry operations (Figure A.3.).
A.3.2.3. Financial Status
When one presses "C", the screen will change to the Interactive
financial data entry/update screen (Figure A.7.). The user will be
prompted for a project number. If the project does not exist, a non-
valid project number message will appear, and the user will be prompted
to enter a valid one.
If a valid project number is input, a window displaying the
subprojects for the project appears on the screen. The user will be
prompted to provide a valid subproject number. After one is provided, a
window displaying the institutions that provide resources for the
subproject is displayed.
One may add or update a financial source, or may request the
program execution to continue. If the user chooses to update, he will
be asked if he wish to update or delete the source. If update is
chosen, the screen will change (Figure A.8.). In this new screen, the
source name will be entered. If a source does not exist yet, a window
with the complete list of existing projects will be displayed (Figure
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A.9.), and he will have to confirm the the source. If it is confirmed,
the source will be stored on the data base.
The financial data entry/update module may be abandoned the same
way as the subproject entry/update module. After the user leaves it,
the normal data entry/update operations menu will appear on the screen.
A.3.2.4. Contractor Directory Entry/Update
This program module permits the update or addition of information
about a contractor, as well as to assign or unassign projects to him.
To enter this module, press "D" on the current menu. The screen will
change to the Interactive contractor's data entry/update screen (Figure
A.10.).
A prompt will appear for the name of the contractor. The program
then checks the data base and determines if it exists. If it does, the
information related to this contractor appears on the screen. If it
does not, the user will be prompted for it.
The user can either update or delete the contractor if it already
exists. If he chooses to update it, he is allowed to change the
information. After all the changes are accepted, the screen changes
(Figure A.11.). On the new screen, subprojects may be assigned or
unassigned to a contractor. A window will show all the subprojects
currently assigned to the contractor.
One may exit this program module following the same procedure
used in the financial status program module. Program execution will
return to the Menu for normal data entry operations. To exit to the
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RESURGIR
Interactive financial data entry/update.
Project Number
Project Name
Subproject No.
101001
General Hospital
1011
SOURCES FOR THIS SUBPRO
lNo Source
I--------------------------
103 Red Cross
l==========================1
DO YOU WISH TO <A>DD OR (U>PDATE A SOURCE, OR <C>O;TINUE (A/U/C)
Figure A.7. Financial Data Entry (1).
RESURGIR
Interactive financial data entry/update.
Project Number
Project Name
Subproject No.
Source Number
Source Name
l01001O
General Hospital
1011
1031
IRed Cross
DO YOU WISH TO <U>PDATE OR <D>ELETE A SOURCE (U/D)
Figure A.8. Financial Data Entry (2).
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RESURGIR
Interactive financial data entry/update.
Project Number
Project Name
Subproject No.
Source Number
Source Name
101001
General Hospital
01o
1031
lued Cross
EXISTING SOURCES
No Source
I ---- -- --- -- --- ------"" '
101 Resurgir
102 Ministry of Public Healti
103 Red Cross
104 National Hospital Fund 1
105 Ministry of Public Worksl
106 F.N.H.
107 D.R.I.
108 I.C.B.F.
109 Salvation Army
Press <Return> ... I
DO YOU WISH TO <U>PDATE OR <D>ELETE A SOURCE (U/D)
Figure A.9. Financial Data Entry (3).
RESURGIR
Interactive contractor's data entry/update.
Contractor Name
Contractor No
Address
City
Phone
Contact
ITovar Ingenieros
10031
132 Avenida Blanca Ap42
ICiudad de Agua I
1617-926-85351
IFelipe Tovar, Esq
UPDATING ...
DO YOU WISH TO <U>PDATE OR <D>ELETE THIS CONTRACTOR (U/D)u
Figure A.10. Contractors Entry Screen (1).
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main menu, press "X".
A.3.3. Printing Reports
If the user wants to print reports, choose "C" from the main
menu. The screen will change to the Menu for printing operations
(Figure A.12.).
In this menu, one can choose any of the reports in Appendix 3,
except the overbudget projects report and the projects running
overbudget report (see sections A.3.4.2. and A.3.4.3.). By just
choosing a letter from the menu, the reports will be printed. Be sure
that the printer is on line, otherwise the system may hang-up.
To return to the main menu from the print reports menu, choose
If X11
A.3.4. Querying the Data Base
To do queries on the data base, choose "D" on the main menu
(Figure A.1). The screen will change to the Query Menu screen (Figure
A.13).
A.3.4.1. Money Spent on a Municipality
To calculate the money spent on a location, type "A" on the
current menu. The screen will change, and you will be prompted for the
name of the location. After a few seconds, the answer will be displayed
on the screen (Figure A.14.).
At the bottom of the screen, a prompt will ask you if you wish to
run the same query with another location. To exit this program module,
answer "N".
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RESURGIR
Interactive contractor's data entry/update.
Contractor Name ITovar Ingenieros
Contractor No 10031
SUBPROJECTS ASSIGNED TO CONTRACTOR
No. Subpr Title
I---------------------------------------
101001 01 Study of the New Psych. Hospil
DO YOU WANT TO <A>SSIGN OR <U>NASSIGN A CONTRACT, OR <C>ONTINUE (A/U/C)
Figure A.11. Contractors Entry Screen (2).
RESURGIR
Menu for normal printing operations
A - Operative Coordination Report.
B - General Coordination Report.
C - Sununary of Contracts.
D - Investment By Project Report.
E - Financing Sources Report.
F - Directory of Contractors.
X - EXIT to main menu.
TYPE IN YOUR CHOICE
Figure A.12. Printing Operations Menu.
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RESURGIR
Menu to Query the Data Base.
A - Money spent at a ceratain municipality.
B - Projects running overbudget.
C - Projects of a certain priority at a certain
location, that haven't started.
D - All contractors starting with a certain letter.
X - EXIT to main menu.
TYPE IN YOUR CHOICE
Figure A.13. Queries Menu.
RESURGIR
QUERY - Money spent at a certain location.
The total spent on location Lerida 21354.21
ANOTHER LOCATION? (Y/N)
Figure A.14. Money Spent Query Screen.
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A.3.4.2. Projects Running Overbudget
To extract the projects that are running overbudget from the data
base, press the "B" option on the current menu.
This query may be directed to either the screen or the printer.
The user must specify the device to which he wants the result of the
query to be directed. (Figure A.15).
The program will automatically return to the queries screen.
A.3.4.3. Projects That Should Have Started, and Haven't
To detect the projects late in starting that aren't in execution,
choose "C" form the queries menu (Figure A.13). The screen will change,
and the user will be asked if the output should be directed to the-
screen or the printer. After the device has been successfully
specified, the output will be completed and the queries menu will
appear.
To return to the main menu, press "X".
A.3.5. Operations on Individual Files
It is not recommended to do any operations on individual files,
unless one is are thoroughly familiar with the data base structure.
Careless tampering with the data base files may introduce undesired
integrity flaws.
To do operations on individual files, choose "A" from the main
menu. The menu for operations on individual files will appear (Figure
A.16.).
A.3.5.1. Adding or Updating Records
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DO YOU WANT
Page No.
01/01/80
THE OUTPUT TO THE <P>RINTER OR THIE <S>CREEN (P/S)s
1
RES URGIR
OVERBUDGET PROJECTS
Proj. Sub- Project Title
No. pro.
01001 01 Study of the New
Psych. Hospital
01001 02 Supervise
construction of new
Psich Hosp
Estimated
Cost
30000.00
139000.00
Projected
Cost
42345.00
139000.09
*** Total ***
DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT TO THE <P>RINTER OR THE <S>CREEN (P/S)1
DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT TO THE <P>RINTER OR THE <S>CREEN (P/S)
Figure A.15. Overbudget Projects Screen.
RESURGIR
Menu for operations on individual files
A - Add or Update records.
B - Delete records.
X - EXIT to main menu.
TYPE IN YOUR CHOICE
Figure A.16. Modifications to Files Menu.
Amount
Overbudget
12345.00
0.09
12345.09
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To add or update records, press "A" at the present menu. The
screen will change, and the menu for addition/update of individual files
will appear (Figure A.17.).
To add/update data from individual records, simply choose the
file to be modified, type in the primary key, and add/update any data.
(Figures A.18. - A.25.).
A.3.5.2. Deleting Records
To delete records from files, choose "B" from the menu for
operations on individual files (Figure A.16.). The menu for deletion of
individual records in files will appear (Figure A.26.).
To delete records from files, simply choose the file from which
you want records deleted, type in the primary key value and confirm the
operation. Figure A.27. is an example of this operation in the
STATSOUR.DBF file. The screens for all other files are similar.
A.4. Protecting the Data Base
It is recommended that in addition to the data in the hard disk,
two copies of all the program, format, data base and index files be kept
separately. They could be copied on alternate days, and ideally, they
should be kept at separate locations.
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RESURGIR
Menu for addition / update of individual
A - CONTRACT file.
B - PROJECT file.
C - SECTOR file.
D - SOURCES file.
E - DIRECTORY file.
F - LOCATION file.
G - RESPONSI file.
H - STATSOU file.
Q - Previous Menu.
TYPE IN YOUR CHOICE
Figure A.17. Additions/Updates Menu.
Entry/update
Project Number
Subproject
Title of project
Responsible Inst.
Contract Number
Contractor Number
Type of contract
Priority
Start Date
Finish Date
Real Start Date
Real Finish Date
Estimated Cost
Amount of Advance
Cost to Date
Projected Cost
RESURGIR
screen for the CONTRACT file.
1010011
o011
IStudy of the New Psych. Hospital
1061
1032/86 1
10031
IU.P.I
Ill
110/10/861
103/15/861
110/15/861
I / / I
I 30,000.001
I 10,000.001
1 6,123.451
1 42,345.001
WARNING!!! RECORD CONTRACT ALREADY EXISTS
UPDATING CONTRACT
Figure A.18. CONTRACT File Update Screen.
files.
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RESURGIR
Data entry screen for PROJECT file.
Project Number 1010011
Project Name IGeneral Hospital
Project's Sector 1011
WATCH IT!! RECORD ALREADY EXISTS
UPDATING RECORD
Figure A.19. PROJECT File Update Screen.
RESURGIR
Data entry/update screen for SOURCES file
Source Number 101 I
Source Name IResurgir
WARNING !!! SOURCE ALREADY EXISTS
UPDATING SOURCE...
Figure A.20. SOURCES File Update Screen.
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RESUX'GIR
Entry/Update screen for SECTOR file.
Sector Number
Sector Name
01 I
IHealth
WARNING!!! SECTOR ALREADY EXISTS
UPDATING SECTOR
Figure A.21. SECTOR File Update Screen.
RESURGIR
Data Entry/Update screen for
Contractor Number
Company Name
Address
City
Phone
Person to Contact
the DIRECTORY file.
10011
ILos Topos Ltda.
ICra. 9 No 25-15 Of. 402
I'Medellin
1231-234-25261
IIng. Diego Echeverry
UPDATING...
Figure A.22. DIRECTORY File Update Screen.
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RESURGIR
Data Entry/Update screen for LOCATION file.
Project Num'ber
Municipality
Figure A.23.
I I
LOCATION File Update Screen.
RESURGIR
Data Entry/Update screen for RESPONSI file.
Responsible Institution's Number '1011
Responsible Institution IResurgir
UPDATING...
Figure A.24. RESPONSI File Update Screen.
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RESURGIR
Data Entry/Update screen for STATSOUR file
Source Number loll
Project Number 1010011
Subproject Number 1011
Amount Financed I 0.1
Amount Disbursed I 0.1
APPENDING...
Figure A.25. STATSOUR File Update Screen.
RESURGIR
Menu for deletion of individual records in files.
A - CONTRACT file. E - DIRECTORY file.
B - PROJECT file. F - LOCATION file.
C - SECTOR file. G - RESPONSI file.
D - SOURCES file. H - STATSOU file.
Q - Previous Menu.
TYPE IN YOUR CHOICE
Figure A.26. Deletion of Records Menu.
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RESURGIR
Deletion screen for the STATSOUR file.
Source Number 1011
Project Number 1010011
Subproject Number 1011
Financed
Disbursed
0.001
0.001
ARE YOU SHURE YOU WANT TO DELETE THIS RECORD?(Y/N)y
DO YOU WANT TO DELETE ANY MORE RECORDS?(Y/N)
Figure A.27. Deletion of STATSOUR Records Screen.
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A P P E N D I X B
PROGRAM LISTING
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* MAIN'TfU.PEC
set talk off
clear
@2,11 say "
@3,11 say "
@4,11 say "
@5,11 say "
@6,11 say "
@7,11 say "
@8,11 say "
@9,11 say ""
@10,11 say " "
@11,11 say ""
@12,11 say ".
@13,11 say "
@14,11 say ""
@15,11 say "
@16,11 say ""
@17,11 say ""
@18,11 say "o
@19,11 say "
@20,11 say "
@21,11 say "
@22,11 say "
wit "'
clear
M4M MM m
It M MM
MM MM M
m M m
MK mt4
14114
IIILI
I~II
III
III
III
Z'III'
TIKKK.LLLL.rILr "o
TT "I
TT "
Til
TI"
TT'
TT "
DATA BASE MANAGER FOR THE CONT O CF THE "
REC•0STR-ION PR(JETCS RESUIR'
Part of the thesis prepared by Mauricio Ranirez"
It
Copyright (c) by: "
Massachusetts Institute of Technology "
e**k BM~FN THE MAIN MENU
*r
A-·ILAAAAAAAJ.AAAAAAA · ·-- I--II--I~W)--....W~d
set confirm on
do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say "
@7,1 say "
@10,1 say
@12,1 say
@14,1 say
@16,1 say
@18,1 say
MA •n I -
C2~0, say
wait "
do case
RESUEIRGW
Main Menu"
Operations on Individual Files. "
Normal Data Entry."
Print Reports."
Queries on the Data Base."
EXIT to dBASE enviroent. "
MAKE YOUR SECTON " to choice
case upper(choice)="A"
do indivmen
case upper(choice)="B"
do datent
case upper(choice)="C '
do reprint
case upper(choice)="D"
do query
case upper(choice)='X"
exit
otherwise
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@20,2 say INVALID CHOZCE ... TRY ACAIN I"
loop
endcase
enddo
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* INDVMEN. PRG
* MENU FOR INDIVIDUAL OPERATIONS OC THE IAT BASE ***kk*
do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say "
@7,1 say"
@12 ,1 say" A - Add or
@14,1 say " B - Delete r
@16,1 say " X - EIT to
@20,1 say ""
wait " TYPE IN YOUR CHO:
do case
case upper(choice)="A"
do indivau
case upper(choice)="B"
do indivdel
case upper(choice)='"X"
Menu for operations on individual files"
pdate records."
ecords."
main menu."
ICE " to choice
return
otherwise
@20,1 say " INVALID CHOICE, IW AGAIN !"
loop
endcase
enddo
* INDIVAI.PRG
* MENU THAT RUNS THE EN1RY/UPDATE PROGRAMS
do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say "
@7,1 say " Menu
files."
@10,1 say " A - CONMRA
@12,1 say " B - PROJEC
@14,1 say " C - SEIOR
@16,1 say " D - SOURCE~E
@19,1 say " Q - Previo
@20,1 say ""
wait " TYPE IN YOUR CHO
do case
case upper(choice)="A"
do entcon
case upper(choice)="B"
do entpro
case upper(cboice)="C"
do entsec
case upper(choice)="D"'
do entsou
case upper(choice)="E'
do entdir
case upper(choice)="' '
do entloc
case upper(choice)="G
do entres
case upper(choice)="H'
do entsta
case upper(choice)="( '
return
otherwise
loop
endcase
enddo
for addition /
T
S
us
file.
file.
file.
file.
Menu."
RESURGIR"
update of individual
E - DIREXTORY
F - LOCATIONCH
G - RESPONSI
H - STATSOU
file."
file."
file."
file."
ICE " to choice
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" QUERY.PRG
* PROXRAM THAT CARRIES OUT SOME SAMPLE QUIES ON DB.
*
*
do while .T.
clear
@2,1 say "
@4,1 say
@7,1 say
@9,1 say
@11,1 say
@12,1 say
@14,1 say
I2
tuLV I say
wait "
do case
RESURGIR"
Menu to Query the Data Base."
A - Money spent at a ceratain mmnicipality."
B - Projects running overbudget."
C - Projects of a certain priority at a certain"
location, that haven't started."
X - EXIT to main menu."
YPE IN YOUR CHOICE " to choice
case upper(choice)'"A"
do qmuney
case upper(choice)="B"
do qover
case upper(choice)="C '
do qstart
case upper(choice)='X'
exit
otherwise
@20,1 say " INVALID
loop
endcase
enddo
clear
return
CHOICE, WRY AGAIN I"
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* INDIVDEL.PRG
* P1OGROM TO DEIETE SPECIFIC RECORDS FRIl THE FILES
*do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say"
@7,1 say " Menu
@10,1 say " A - CONRAC
@12,1 say " B - PROJECTI
@14,1 say " C - SECTIOR
@16,1 say " D - SOUIRCES
@19,1 say " Q - Previou
@20,1 say ""
wait " TYPE IN YOUR CHOI
do case
case upper(choice)="A"
do delcon
case upper(choice)="B"
do delpro
case upper(choice)="C"
do delsec
case upper(choice)="D"
do delsou
case upper(choice)="E"
do deldir
case upper(choice)=1"F"
do delloc
case upper(choice)="G"'
do delres
case upper(choice)="If'
do delsta
case upper(choice)="q'
return
otherwise
loop
endcase
enddo
for deletion of
T file.
r file.
file.
file.
s Menu."
CE " to choice
RESU "IR
individual records in files."
E - DIRECIORY file."
F - ICATION file."
G - RESP•SI file."
H - STATSOU file."
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D* AT .PRG
* MENU FOR NORMAL DATA DEM"RY OPERATIOS
do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say "
@7,1 say " M
@10,1 say " A - Project Ent
@12,1 say " B - Subproject
@14,1 say " C - Financial S
@16,1 say " D - Contractor
@18,1 say " X - EKIT to mai
@20,1 say f"i
wait " TYPE IN YOUR CHOICE
do case
case upper(choice)="A"
do norpro
case upper(choice)="B"
do norsub
case upper(choice)="C"
do norfin
case upper(choice)="D"
do nordir
case upper(choice)='X'
return
otherwise
@20,1 say " INVALID
loop
endcase
enddo
RESURGLIR
eenu for normal data entr
ry/Update."
Entry/Update."
tatus."
Directory Entry/Update."
n menu,"
" to choice
CHOICE, TRY AGAIN I"
y operations"
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* ENTCON.PRG
* PROGRAM TO ENTER DATA INTO CONTRACT FILE
*
set talk off
use contract index pnsubcon
flagl=.F.
**** USE TWO LOOPS TO BE ABLE TO EXIT FROM THE IF *********
do while .not. flagl
clear
pro j.ov " "
subprojecvspace(2)
titlev=space(40)
responsv=space(2)
ctrct-.nov=space(7)
cntrctr.jwnspace(3)
tpeuspace(4)
prtyvmspace(1)
startdatv-ctod(" / / ")
finishldavctod(" / / ")
realjstarvctod(" / / ")
realfnsh=ctod(" / / ")
estimtcosv*0.00
amount _avi.00
ctd=0.00
projcO-.0o
flag2=.F.
flag3=.F.
do while .not. flag2
@1,1 say" RESURIER
@2,1 say" Fntry/update screen for the CONTRACT file."
@4,1 say" Project Number " get projwpov
@5,1 say" Subproject " get subprojecv
@6,1 say " Title of project " get titlev
@7,1 say " Responsible Inst." get responsv
@8,1 say " Contract Number " get ctrct_.ov
@9,1 say " Contractor Number" get cntrctr..pv
@10,1 say "  Type of contract " get tpe
@11,1 say " Priority " get prtyv
@12,1 say " Start Date " get start..datv picture "@D"
@13,1 say " Finish Date " get finishdav picture "@~ '
@14,1 say " Real Start Date " get realstarv picture "@D"
@15,1 say " Real Finish Date " get real..fnshv picture "@D"
@16,1 say " Estimated Cost " get estim cosv picture
"99,999,999.99"
@17,1 say" Amount of Advance" get amountawvv picture
"99,999 999.99"
@18,1 say " Cost to Date " get ctd picture "99,999,999.99"
@19,1 say " Projected Cost " get projc picture "99,999,999.99"
read
*** CHEM TO SEE IF CONRACT ALEADY EXISTS (if not updating) **
if .not. flag3
seek projjiwv+subprojecv
**k IF NONEXIST , APPEND RECOID TO FILE A)
if eof()
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append blank
@21,1 say "ADDING NEW CONTRACT RECORD.."
flag2-.T.
endif
endif
,**k IF IT HAS BEE UPDATED, EXIT THIS DO A A-A .......
if flag3
flag2m.T.
endif
* IF IT AIEADY MISTS, UPDATE IT
*k IF IT HAS BEEN UPDATED, RECORD I
if .not. flag3
if .not. flag2
@21,1 say "WARNINGI 
@22,1 say "
flag3=.T.
projSovnPRI ~ JN
subprojecvwSUBPRJEC'
titlevmTILE
respomsv=RESPO~S
Ctrctjpov=CT1CTN
cntrctrivCNlCnrl _NC
tpe=YPE
prtyvmPR
start_datv=STARF_ AT
finisihdavwFINISI~W[I
real tarvREALSTARI
realjnshuRymREAIJNSH
estimcosvmEST~M_COST
acunmtvv=AMOUNTADV
ctd~CaTWDAT
projczPRfCOST
endif
endif
IAMAA... A...nAJ..A..AAl'hA•nk .. i.A...
RECORD CONIRACT AIREADY MEISTS"
UPDATIN CONIRACT"
enddo
replace P1IJIDO with proipov, SUBPRWECT with subprojecv,
TIE with titlev, RESPCNS with responsv, CTCTWI0 with
ctrct.pov, CNTCCTIIO with cntrctrv, TYPE with tpe,
PI1Y with prtyv, STAIAR AT with startdatv
replace FINISHJAT with finishdav, REALI START with real-starv,
REAL-NSH with realfnshv, ESTDICOST with estinucosv,
AW ..NTDV with amuntav, COSTJAT with ctd, PRJ0_COST with projc
wait "DO YOU WISH TO AID/UPDATE ANYfIll CONTRAC.T (Y/N)"
to answer
if upper(answer)=''N
flagl=.T.
endif
enddo
return
* ENn~IP.PRG
* PROGOIM TO ENMER DATA INIMO
*
PIROJECT FILE
set talk off
use project index projno
flag-.T.
kA;•A*k USE TWO DO WHIES TO BE ABLR TO EKIT FRC4 THE IF *""'
do while flaga.T.
do while flag-.T.
clear
STORE " " to mumber
store " " to nane
store " " to sector
@5,1 say " RESURGIR'
@7,1 SAY " Data entry screen for PROJECT fiL
@10,1 say " Project Number " get nunber
@12,1 say " Project Nane " get name
@14,1 say " Project's Sector" get sector picture "99"
read
if sectorC<substr(amuber,1,2)
wait "SEC'• R NMBER MUST BE EQUAL TTHE FIRST TWD
NIIBERS OF THE PIROJCT INUBER. Press any key to continue."
exit
B."
endif
*A** CHEXX TO SEE IF THE PROJECT EXISTS AIREA~D *A*A•-A'AA•'.''.A''
seek aumber
**** IF NOEXISTENT, APPED) THE RCORD TO FILE '-k•AA•k-ALZA.'A-
if eof()
append blank
replace projio with ramber, projzame with name, sectno with
sector
**** E~IT IF NO MRE OPERATIONS ON THE PROJM ET FILE **•*****k
wait "DO YOU WANT TO UPDAATIED AMI~MER PRHJEC (Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)="N"
flag'.f.
exit
endif
exit
endif
* IF IT AIEY EKISIS,  . UPD1T IT
@20,1 say " WATCH ITI I RECORD AIREADY BXISTS"
@22,1 say " UPDATING RECC•i'
ambe=PRO LNO
nan~ePROJNAME
sectorSECT_NO
@10,1 say " Project Amber " get number
@12,1 say " Project Name " get name
@14,1 say " Project's Sector" get sector
read
replace PR0JJIAME with name, SEICTJI with sector
**A* EXIT IF NO MORE OPERATINS PRJJECT FIIE -'-•-AZ .. .." "A,-
answer," "
wait "DO YOW WPNT TO UPDATE/AID ANWHER PROJECT? (Y/N)"
219
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to answer
if upper(answer)="N"'
flag=.F.
exit
endif
enddo
enddo
return
221
* EN•S•C.PEG
* PROGRAM TO ET •ER DTA INTO1 THE SECOR FILE
set talk off
use sector index sectno
flagm.T.
**** USE TWt DO-WHIIE's TO BE ABLE TO EXIT FRnMi THE IF ***k•*•
do while flagm.T.
do while flag=.T.
clear
.mbermspace(2)
namespace(25)
@5,1 say" RESUI"IR"
@7,1 say " Entry/Update screen for SECTOR file."
@10,1 say " Sector Nunber " get mmber picture "99"
@12,1 say " Sector Name " get nane
read
**k CHECK IF SECT1R ALREADY EXISI'S C AAAAA4
seek amber
**^* IF NoNEXISTENT, APPENN) RECD T10 FILE ******A
if eof()
append blank
replace SECTJO with mtber, SECTOR with name
wait '"DO YOU WANT TO UPIT/AW• •CAD lIOER SEC1.R (Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)'"' '
flag-.F.
exit
endif
exit
endif
****IF IT AIREADY EXISTS, U]
@20,1 say " WAR
@22,1 say "
aunber=SECTJm
nameqSEC rR
@10,1 SAY " Sector NW
@12,1 say " Sector Na
read
replace SECTOR with name
PIATE IT A AAAAAEAA-AAA-AA AA
NINGI I SECIOR AIREADY EKISTS"
UPITIIE SCIOR"
zber " get nunber picture "99"
1 O " get name
kA* EKIT IF NO MORE OPERATIOS CIH SECTOR FILE --A .* *AM
wait "DO YOU WANT TO UPI1rTE/AI ANDTHMR PRIWECX (Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)="l''
flag'.F.
exit
endif
enddo
enddo
return
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* ENrSOU.PI 
* P MI:OR TO EN~IER/UPDATE DATA INIO SOURICES FILE
set talk off
use sources index sourno, sourname
flag".T.
**** USE TWO DO-WILES TO BE ABLE TO EXIT FlB( TE IF *A***AA*k
do while flag'.T.
do while flag-.T.
clear
nmubermspace(2)
namespace( 30)
@5,1 say " RESURG= '
@7,1 say " Data entry/update screen for SOURIES file"
@10,1 say " Source Nuber " get nuber
@12,1 say " Source Name " get name
read
if nae<>space(30)
set index to sourname, sourno
seek name
if .not. eof()
@20,1 say "E R R 0 R THAT SOURCE NAME ALREADY
EXISTS... ITS SOUICE 1UMBER IS " get SOURCEJD
@22,1 say "'OU ARE ONLY AIUWED TO UPDATE THIS
wait
edit
endif
endif
set index to sourno, sourname
**k QCHMC TO SEE IF THE SOUR.CE JO ALREADY EXISTS A*SA*,J.*A*,
seek mmber
J*** IF (NEIS•'E•T, APPED RECORD TO THE FILE .--A-.-A-' A"AIL
if eof()
@22,1 say " AIDIM RECORD TO FILE .... "
append blank
replace SOUCEND with number, SOURCE with name
wait "DO YCOU WANT TO AW/UPDATE MORE SOURCES? (Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)="N"
flag=.F.
exit
endif
exit
endif
**A* IF IT ALREADY EISTS, UPDATE IT A.,.AAAA.A
@20,1 say " WARNfNG III SOURCE ALREADY EXISS"
@22,1 say " oUPDATI SOUICE..."
rnuber=~eSOUCENO
namerSOUlCE
@10,1 say " Source Number " get number
@12,1 say " Source Name " get name
read
replace SOUIRCEND with nuzber, SOUICE with name
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wait "DO YOU WANT TO AC/OUPDITE ANC~IER SOUCCE? (Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)="N'
flag=.F.
exit
endif
enddo
enddo
return
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* ~N1~A.PRG
* PROGQRAM MI ENTER IDATA IN10 SATSOUR FIIE
set talk off
use statsour index statpk, statfk
flag.T.
*A** USE lW1 DO-WHILES TO BE ABLE TO EXIT FRC THE IF SITADT *A*
do while flag.T.
do while flag-.T.
clear
source=" "
project'space(5)
subproj=" "
finan*
disb=0
@5,1 say " RFSURGLR"
@7,1 say " Data EFtry/Update screen for STATS(UR
@10,1 say " Source Number " get source
@12,1 say " Project NAmber " get project
@14,1 say " Subproject Number" get subproj
Q**W CHD PRIA KEY FOR NIIL VAUIES (Functional integrity) ***
read
if source=" ".or.projectmspaee(5).or.subproj!" "
file"
@20,0 say "AIL VAUJES FOR PRIMAD KEY MUST BE NON-MUNL"
wait
exit
endif
***k DEERMWIE IF UPDATING OR APPENDING
oper"APPENDIE'
seek source+project+subproj
if .not. eof()
oper"UPDATING"
endif
@20,0 say " "
if opezr"APPENDIN"
append blank
+oper+'"...
erdif
if oper"'UPDATING"
finainFINACED
disbaDISBURSED
endif
@16,1 say " Amount Financed " get finan picture
"99,999,999.991"
@18,1 say " Amcunt Disbursed " get disb picture
"99,999,999.99"
read
replace SCIUCE_N0 with source, PROJL with project,
SUBPROJEDT with subproj, FINAR ED with finan,
DISBURSED with disb
wait "DO YOU WANT TO AD/UPDATE ANY M(OE RESOURCES? (Y/N)"
to answer
if upper(ansver)='""
flag=.F.
endif
---------- A-A- ,%-- AA
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enddo
enddo
return
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* ENIDIR.PRG
* PROGRMI 'TO ENIER/1UDAE DATA INIO THE DIRECRI RY FILE
set talk off
use directory index dirno, dirna
flag-.T.
do while flag-.T.
do while flar.T.
clear
anmber" "
namenspace(30)
addr-space(25)
cituspace(15)
phon=space(13)
contanspace(30)
@4,1 say " RESUI
@6,1 say " Data Entry/Update screen for ti
DIREX'1RUY file."
@9,1 say " Contractor Number " get number
read
**C* HEHX PRIMAW KEY FOR NULL VAIUES .- •-•Ai-A-*k-.AAL
if ambern" "
@21,0 say "VALUIES FOR THIS FIElD MUST BE NON-~ IL"
wait
exit
endif
*·*k DEKERINE IF UPDATING OR APPENDING
opeum'APPENDINGl'
set index to dirno, dirna
goto top
seek amber
if .not. eof()
oper="UPDATIN'"
endif
@21,0 say "
if oper-="UPATIM '
ne*-CON1RAC1NR
addzAIMRESS
cit'CITY
phowPTDONE
contar CTACT
endif
@11,1 say" Copany Nawe
@13,1 say " Address
@15,1 say" City
@17,1 say " Phone
"999-999-9999"
@19,1 say " Person to Contact
read
*** CHECK THAT THIS CONTRAC•TR DOESN'T
if oper"IAPPEDIlNG'
set index to dirna, dirno
goto top
seek name
.AAAAAAAAlAAA..A( L
get
get
get
get
name
addr
cit
phon picture
" get conta
AIREAD EXIST .**-*A*.
he
Wlrkkk
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if .not. eof()
@20,1 say "CCONRACTOR ALREADY EXISTS UNDER
NUMIBE' get CNRCTNO
@21,1 say "Y(OU ARE ONLY ALPLE TO UPDATE THIS
CONTACTOR."
wait
exit
endif
endif
if oper ="APPENDING'
append blank
endif
replace CNI~'TFJO with number, CON~RAC='R with name,
ADDRESS with addr, CITY with cit, PHONE with phon, CONTACT with
conta
wait " DO YOU WANT TO ADD/UPDATE ANY MORE
CONIRACTORS?(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)="N"
flag=.F.
endif
enddo
enddo
return
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* ENlMOC.PRG
* PROGRAM TO EER/UPDATE DATA INf0 DATABASE
set talk off
use location index locatall,locatproj
clear
@10,28 say "I ND E X I N G ...... "
reindeK
flar.T.
do while flag=.T.
do while flag=.T.
clear
projectospace(5)
location=space(15)
@5,1 say "
@7,1 say "
LOCATION file."
@10,1 say " Proje
@14,1 say" 1inic
read
*kA* CHE FOR REFERENTIAL
if projectuspace(5
@20,0 say "ALL
wait
RESURR'
Data Entry/Update screen for
ct Nunber
ipality
" get project
" get location
INl'EGRITY hA l * AAAAA..A.
) .or. location=space(15)
FIELDS FOR THIS FILE MUST
exit
endif
**** DEIEMINE IF UPDATING R APPENDING
oper"APPENIdI'
seek project+location
if .not. eof()
oper"zPD=OATINl"
endif
@20,0 say "
if operm"APPEND~NI'
append blank
BE NON-WIL"
Ir-- - -···II_··_- Ll·-----
"+oper+l"..i."
endif
replace PROJUNO with project, MUNICIP with location
wait "DO YOU WANT TO AD/UPDATEI ANY MORE IDCATIONS?(Y/N)"
to answer
if upper(answer)"N"'
flag-.F.
endif
enddo
enddo
return
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* E•NIRTES.PIRG
* PROGRAM TO ENTER/UPDAATE DATA INI( RESPONSI.DBF FILE
set talk off
use responsi index responsno
flagm.T.
do while flagm.T.
do while flagm.T.
clear
ammberl" "I
entityrspace(30)
@5,1 say "
@7,1 say "
REsURIR"
Data Entry/Update screen for RESPNSI
file."
@12,1 say " Responsible Institution's Nunber " get
number picture "99"
read
*** CCK PRIMAR KEY FOR R~FERENIL INTEGRIY T.J.AGRIT*A* *
if Imuberm" "
@20,0 say "DHIS VAIUE MUST BE Nt(-NULL"
wait
exit
endif
j**k DEKERlINE IF APPENDING
oper="APPENDING'
seek munber
if .not. eof()
oper"UPDATINI'
endif
@20,0 say "
if oper•"APPENDII'
append blank
endif
if opev'"U'PDATIN'
entity=RESPcrS
endif
@14,1 say " Responsible
OR UP!AT]NG
"+oper+" ...
Institution " get
entity
read
replace RES.J• with number, RESP(CS with entity
wait "DO YOU WANT TO ADD/UPDATE ANY MORE RESP( SIBIE
ENRTTIES?(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)="' '
flag=.F.
endif
enddo
enddo
return
·I2-·-Y-Lr·-·-·-W-·-"·-·-· -~·--·- L·-· -·-·-
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* DELlXCN.PRG
* PROGRAM TO DELEIE REICODS
use contract index pnsubcon
clear
01 
28
"
NDEXING
FRCM THE CONI~CT FILE
%1 1O b4Ya L i L sa ..*...
reindex
proij'm" "
subprojecv=space(2)
do while .T.
clear
@1,1 say "
@2,1 say "
@4,1 say"
@5,1 say"
Deletion
Project Number
Subprojec t
RESUIrIR"
screen for the CONIRACT file."
" get proj=ov
" get subprojecv
read
seek projjov+subprojecv
if eof()
@20,1 say "THIS SUBPROETCT DOES NOT EXIST I"
wait "DO YOU CANT TO DEILEE MORE RCORDS?(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)"N"'
exit
erndif
loop
endif
@6,1
@7,1
@8,1
@9,1
say "
say "t
say "
say "
@10,1 say "
@11,1 say "
@12,1 say "
@13,1 say "
@14,1 say "
@15,1 say "
@16,1 say "
@17,1 say "
@18,1 say "
@19,1 say
@22,1 say"
Title of project " get TITLE
Responsible Inst." get RSPCNS
Contract Number " get C~TfI3C
Contractor limber" get CNI0MCTJUO
Type of contract
Priority
Start Date
Finish Date
Real Start Date
Real Finish Date
Estimated Cost
Amount of Advance
Cost to Date
Projectded Cost
get
get
get
get
get
get
get
get
get
TYPE
PRTY
SEATIM AT
REAISTAUR
REAJNSH
ESTDLCOST
AM=1IXADV
COSTJAT
" get PRO-COST
wait "ARE YOU SHURE YOU WANT TO DELETE THIS RBCOMD?(Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)"Y"'
delete
pack
endif
wait "DO YOU WANT TO DELEIE ANY M1E REXXFDS?(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)='
exit
endif
loop
enddo
return
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* DELPRO.PER
* PROGRAM TO DELETE INDIVIDUAL RECODS FROM THE PR~ECT FILE
use project index projno
clear
@10,28 say "I ND EX I NG .. "
reindex
mnmbermspace(5)
do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say "
@7,1 say "
@10,1 say " Project
Deletion
Number "
read
seek number
if eof()
@20,1 say "THIS PROJECT DOES
wait "DO YOU WANT TO DELETE b
answer
if upper(answer)="h'
exit
endif
loop
endif
@12,1 say " Project Name
@14,1 say " Sector Nunber
@22,1 say ""
wait "ARE YOU SHURE YOU WANT
if upper(answer)="Y"'
delete
pack
RESURIRI'
screen for the PRJEICT file."
get number
NOT EXIST I"
IORE RECORDS?(Y/N)" to
" get PROJ_NAME
" get SECZT_ND
TO DEIETE THIS RECORD?(Y/N)" to answer
endif
wait "DO YOU WANT TO DELETE ANY MORE RECORDS?(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)="N"
exit
endif
loop
enddo
return
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* DELSWU.PRG
* PROGRAM TO DELETE REC(IDS FRCM SOURCES FILE
use sources index sourno, sourname
clear
@10,28 say "I N D E X ING ..... "
reindex
rUber,•," "
do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say "
@7,1 say "
@10,1 say "
read
seek number
if eof()
@20,1 say
wait " DO
answer
Deletion
Source Lamber " get
BESUI~GI'
screen for the SOURCES file."
nunber
"THIS SOURCE DOES NOT EXIST I"
YOU WANT TO DELETE ANY MORE RECORDS?(Y/N)" to
if upper(answer)""'
exit
endif
loop
endif
@13,1 say" Source " get SOURCE
@22,1 say f"'
wait "ARE YOU SHURE YOU WANT TO DELETE THIS RECORD?(Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)='Y'
delete
pack
endif
wait "DO YOU WAN TO DELETE ANY MCRE RECORDS?(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)="N"
exit
endif
loop
enddo
return
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* DELSTA.IPG
* PROGRAM TO DELEIE IN)IVIDUAL RECORDS FROM
use statsour index statpk, statfk
clear
@10,28 say "I ND EXING ... "
THE STATSOUR FILE
reindex
rumsour" ",
nmpromspace(5)
subpro , "it
do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say " RESURGII'
@7,1 say " Deletion screen for the STATSOUR file."
@10,1 say " Source Number " get nmmsour
@12,1 say " Project NuEber " get numpro
@14,1 say" Subproject Nuaber" get subpro
read
seek nunsour+numtro+subpro
if eof()
@20,1 say "THIS RECCED DOES NOT ExIST I"
wait "DO YOU WANT TO DELETE M1E RECORDS?(Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)="N'
exit
endif
loop
endif
@16,1 say " Financed
@18,1 say " Disbursed
@22,1 say l"'
wait "ARE YOU SHURE YOU
if upper(answer)-r'Y
delete
pack
" get FINANCED
" get DISBURSED
WANT TO DELEIE THIS REClD?(Y/N)" to.answer
endif
wait "DO YOU WANT TO DELETE ANY MORE RECREDS?(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)="W'
exit
endif
loop
enddo
return
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* DELDIR.PIG
* PROGRAM TO DEIEIE INDIVIDUAL RECORDS FRoM
*k
THE DIRLECORY FIE
use directory index dirno, dirna
clear
@10,28 say "I N D E X I N G ..."
reindex
mmberv, If
do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say " RESUORIR'
@7,1 say " Deletion screen for the DIRIECTY file."
@10,1 say " Contractor NRUber" get number
read
seek number
if eof()
@20,1 say "THIS CONI'RCTOR DOES NUI EXIST I"
wait "DO YO WANT TO DELETE MORE RECORDS?(Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)'"N"
exit
endif
loop
endif
@11,1 say " Contractor " get C(NRACOR
@12,1 say " Address " get AXDRESS
@13,1 say " City " get CIT
@14,1 say " Phone " get PIUE
@15,1 say " Person to Contact" get CCNTACT
@22,1 say f"i
wait "ARE YOU SHURE YOU WANT TO DELETE THIS REC~OD(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)"Y"
delete
pack
endif
wait "DO YOU WANT TO DELEI ANY MORE REBICDS?(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)"l'
exit
endif
loop
enddo
return
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* DEfIDC.PRG
* PROGRAM TO DELErE RECCEDS FRWM IOCATION FILE
use location index locatall, locatproj
clear
@10,28 say "I N D E X I N G ..... "
reindex
nunber=space(5)
mmunspace(15)
do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say " RESURGIT'
@7,1 say " Deletion screen for the IOCATION file."
@12,1 say " Project Number " get number
@14,1 say " Municipality " get mun
read
seek nuuber+mm
if eof()
@20,1 say "THIS LOCATION DOES NOT EKIST I"
wait " DO YOU WANT TO DELETE ANY MORE RECORDS?(Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)="N"
exit
endif
loop
endif
@22,1 say f"'
wait "ARE YOU SHURE YOU WANT TO DELETE THIS RBCORD?(Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)="Y"'
delete
pack
endif
wait "DO YOU WANT TO DELEtE ANY MCRE RECORDS?(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)="N"
exit
endif
loop
enddo
return
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* DELRES.PRIG
* PROGRAM TO DELEIE RECORDS FROM RESPCSI FILE
use responsi index responsno
clear
@10,28 say "I N D
reindex
number=l" "
do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say "
@7,1 say "
@10,1 say "
read
seek mumber
if eof()
@20,1 say
wait " DO
answer
EXING ..... "
RESURIR"'
Deletion screen for the RESPCKII file."
Responsible Entity's Aumber" get mmber
"THIS ENTITY DOES NOT EXIST I"
YOU WANT TO DELEE ANY MRE RECORDS?(Y/N)" to
if upper(answer)"N"'
exit
endif
loop
endif
@13,1 say " Responsible Entity " get RESPONS
@22,1 say '""
wait "ARE YOU SHURE YOU WANT TO DEEIEE THIS RECCBD?(Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)"'Y"
delete
pack
endif
wait "DO YOU WANT TO DELETE ANY MORE RECCEDS?(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)="N"
exit
endif
loop
enddo
return
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* DELSEC.PRC
* PROGRAM TO DELETE RECORDS FRCM SECIOR FILE
use sector index sectno
clear
@10,28 say "I N D E X I
reindex
mmbez*" of
do while .T.
clear
@5,1 say "
@7,1 say "
@10,1 say " Sectoi
read
seek nmber
if eof()
@20,1 say "THIS
wait " DO YOU W
v r
. .0.00
Deletion
r &Nuber " get
RESURGI'
screen for the SEBIOR file."
nmber
SETOR DOES NOT EXIST !"
WNT TO DELETE ANY MORE RI(ECDS?(Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)="N"
exit
endif
loop
endif
@13,1 say " Sector " get SECTOR
@22,1 say "'
wait "ARE YOU SHURE YOU WANT TO DELETE THIS RECXFD?(Y/N)" to
answer
if upper(answer)='"Y'
delete
pack
endif
wait "DO YOU WANT TO DELETE ANY MMRE RECORDS?(Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)="N"
exit
endif
loop
enddo
return
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* NO .P
* PROGQAM FOR INTMRACTVE IATA ENTIRY, AIIMWING THE USER
* TO EASILY INPUT ALL THE DATA WITH llTTE OR NO
* KNOWIEDGE OF THE RELIATIONTIPS BELIWEEN FILES.
clear
clear all
@2,1 say " RESURGI~'
@4,1 say " Interactive project data entry."
use project index projno
@10,28 say "I N D EX I N G ...."
reindec
select 2
**** SECIOR IS TO BE USED ON WO1RK AREA 2, WITH ALIAS SECTORF *'*
use sector index sectno
reindex
use location index locatproj, locatall
reindex
do while .T.
@5,0 clear
select 2
use sector index sectno alias sectorf
select 1
@9,9 clear
rnuber'space(5)
do while .T.
@7,0 say " Project Number " get number picture "99999"
read
seek number
nanewspace(40)
secmspace( 25)
opezinAPPENDIfI'
**** IF THEE IS A FIND, FETCH VAUJES AA A
if .not. eof()
ope="UPLDATNG'
namPROJNME
endif
***k FIND THE CMRRESPOIDING SECTOR AAAAA AA L A
select sectorf
seek substr(nunber,1,2)
if eof()
@8,50 clear
@8,50 say "I-- -- I"
@9,50 say "I INVALID SECTOR N[UBER I"
@10,50 say "INo Sector I"
@11,50 say "I I"
goto top
ct=12
do while .not. eof()
if SECT_NO<)" "
@ct,50 say "I"+SECTND+" "+SE1X1m+" I"
ctwct+l
endif
skip
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enddo
@ct,50 say "I
loop
select 1
endif
exit
enddo
@8,0 clear
sec=iSEC1IOR
select 1
@20,0 say "
@9,0 say " Project Name
@11,0 say " Sector Name
read
if operz"APPEIY'
append blank
"+oper+" .. el
" get name
" get sec
endif
replace PIOJ_N0 with number, PROJIAME with name, SECTN with substr(nunber,l ,2)
sk ENTER IDCATIES
select 2
use location index locatproj, locatall
*k* RRPFRAT NIL USER IS SATISF~ED WIlH ALL THE OCATIOCS
do while .T.
seek mnmber
if .not. eof()
@8,55 clear
@9,55 say "I I"
@10,55 say "I IoCATWIC(S) (F PR• . I"
@11,55 say "I I"
ct=12
do while PROJLDnmber
@ct,55 say "I "+M•NICIP+" I"
ctnct+l
skip
enddo
@ct,55 say "I
endif
locspace(15)
do while .T.
@20,0 clear
@20,0 say ""
wait "DO YOU WANT TO <A>D OR <D)>EIE A LOCATION, OR <C)>CNNUE (A/D/C)" to answer
if upper(answer)="A'
@13,0 say "
@13,0 say " New Location " get loc
read
set index to locatall, locatproj
seek nmmber+loc
if .not. eof()
@19,0 say "THIS IDCATIe AILRFADY
set index to locatproj, locatall
loop
endif
@21,0 say " APDING .
append blank
EXISTS I!!"
__I_ _ ~_ ~___ ___
It
ooo0
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replace PROJ_NO with number, MUNICIP with loc
exit
endif
if upper(answer)"D"
@13,9 say " "
@13,0 say " Location to Delete " get loc
read
set index to locatall, locatproj
seek nmmber+loc
if eof()
@19,0 say " "
@19,0 say "ThIS IOCATION DOES NOT EXIST !!!!"
set index to locatproj, locatall
loop
endif
delete
pack
set index to locatproj, locatall
exit
endif
if upper(answer)="C'
exit
endif
loop
enddo
@20,0 clear
wait 'OX) YOU WANT TO DO A•D/DELETE ANY MORE IDCATIONS? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)=i"Y"
loop
endif
exit
enddo
@6,0 clear
@12,10 say
wait "DO YOU WISH TO ADD/UPDATE ANM11ER PROJECT ? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(anser)="Y"
loop
endif
exit
enddo
clear
clear all
return
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* NORSUB.PRG
* PROG~AM FOR INt1EACTIVE DATA ENPXY/UPDATE, ALIIMING
* THE USER TO EASILY ACCESS DATA RELATED TO THE SUB-
* PBJECTS WITH LITTLE OR NO KNOWLEDEE CF THE dB SIRUCTURE.
clear
clear all
@1,1 say " RESUGIVR"
@2,1 say " Interactive subproject data entry/update."
use contract index pnsubcon alias CONTR
@10,28 say "I N D E X I N G ..... "
reindex
select 2
use project index projno
reindex
use responsi index responsno
reindex
do while .T.
@3,0 clear
select 2
use project index projno
nUtbermspace(5)
do while .T.
**kk CHECK IF PR~JCT E•ISTS A .lAA ....... A....... AA... ,
@4,0 say " Project Number " get rnmber picture "99999"
read
seek number
answe~i"ll "I
if eof()
@20,0 c lear
@20,0 say "P'ROJI NOr FOUND ... IT HAS TO BE CREATED BE~(FAND."
wait "DO YOU WANT TO Tiy ANOTHER PRWOECT (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)='N"'
clear all
exit
endif
loop
endif
prname=PR_NAME
exit
enddo
if upper(answer)="N'
exit
endif
@5,0 say " Project Name "+prname
*k** FIND ALL SUBPROJUTS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS PROJECT ****A****k
do while .T.
@6,0 clear
select 1
goto top
@6,50 say "I I"
@7,50 say "I EISTING SUBPROJECS I"
@8,50 say "INo Subproject I"
@9,50 say "I I"
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ct=10
flago="No.lass"
do while .T.
do while PROJJ)Nmmber
@ct,50 say " "+SUBPROJECT+" "+substr(TITLE,1,23)+"1"
skip
ct-ct+1
flago*"Passed"
enddo
if eof() .or. flagow"Passed"
exit
endif
skip
enddo
@ct,50 say "I I"
@20,0 clear
wait "DO YOU WISH TO <A>)D OR <U)PDATE A SUBPROJECT, (R <C)NTINUE (A/U/C)" to answer
if upper(answer)<C'A" .and. upper(answer)<U'1" .and. upper(answer)<O'C"
loop
endif
subunbi ," "
if upper(answer)*"A"
@6,0 say " New Subpro. No" get submmb picture "99"
read
seek nunber+subnunb
if .not. eof()
@19,0 clear
@19,0 say "'THIS SUBPROJET ALRADY EXISTS, YOU CAN ONLY UPDATE IT."
wait
loop
endif
append blank
resp=space(30)
titl=space(40)
ctrc=space(7)
cntzmspace(3)
typ=space(4)
prtmspace(1)
starmctod(" /
fini=star
reaa=star
reaf=star
esti=0.00
amu=0.00
ctd=).00
projc)0.00
/ ")
endif
if upper(answer)="U"
@6,0 say " Subproject No." get subnunb picture "99"
read
seek amber+subnunb
if eof()
@19,0 clear
@19,0 say "THIS SUBPROJECT DOES NOT EXIST, YOU MAY OWLY ADD IT'
wait
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loop
endif
@20,0 clear
wait '"DO YOU WISH TO <U>DATE OR <DEL ETE THIS SUBPR<JECT (U/D)" to answer
if upper(answer)"D"
@20,0 c lear
wait "ARE YOU SHURE YOU WANT TO DELEtE IT? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer) '"Y"
delete
pack
loop
endif
loop
endif
select 2
use responsi index responsno alias RESPO
seek CNTR-->RESPCNS
resp=RESPOI•
if eof()
respuspace(30)
endif
select CCOTR
titl"•fTI=E
ctrc=C1ECT~_D
cntrmCNRnCrT ND
typ'~lPE
prtmPKLY
star=STARTPAT
fini=FINISUHAT
reas=REAISTlART
reaf"REAL.FNSH
esti=ESTL_COST
wanromI.NT.JADV
ctd=COSTDT
pro jc=PRJCOST
endif
if upper(anser)i"'C"
exit
endif
*k APPEND OR UPDATE
select 2
use responsi index respoonsno alias RESPO
do while .T.
@4,50 clear
@8,0 say " Respons Entity" get resp
read
select 2
goto top
do while .not. eof()
if RESPONMresp
exit
endif
skip
enddo
rent=RES_NO
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SIF RESP ENTIY NOT FOUND DO THE FO•"CWIIE *• ~'AAk'k-"Mh~k
if resp-space(30) .or. eof()
@8,50 clear
@8,50 say i" I"
@9,50 say "I EKISTI~N RESP ENrTIES i"
@10,50 say "INo Entity 1"
@11,50 say "I I"
ct=12
goto top-
do while .not. eof()
if ct>18
@19,50 clear
dumuri" "O
@19,50 say "Press Return to Continue..." get dumny
read
ct=12
@12,50 clear
endif
@ct,50 say "I."+RESOW1" "+subst(RESPNS,1 ,23)+"j"
skip
ct•ct+l
enddo
@ct,50 say "I I"
@20,0 clear
wait "DO YOU WANT TO ADD TIuS E NTTY? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)="N"
loop
endif
rent• " "
do while .T.
@9,0 say "RESPONSIBLE ENTITY NUMBER" get rent
read
seek rent
if .not. eof()
@20,0 clear
@20,0 say "THIAT NBER ALREADY EXISTS..."
wait
loop
endif
append blank
replace RESJNO with rent, RESPONS with resp
exit
enddo
endif
exit
enddo
select 1
replace RESPONS with rent, PROJND with number, SUBPR1OJCT with submmb
@7,0 clear
@7,0 say " Title " get titl
@8,0 say " Contract No. " get ctrc
@9,0 say " Contractor No." get cntr
@10,0 say " Type of Cntrct" get typ
@11,0 say " Priority " get prt
@12,0 say " Start Date " get star
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@13,0 say " Finish Date " get fini
@14,0 say " Real Start Dat" get reas
@15,0 say " Real Finish " get reaf
@16,0 say " Estimated Cost" get esti picture "99,999,999.99"
@17,0 say " Amt of Advance" get amou picture "99,999,999.99"
@18,0 say " Cost to Date " get ctd picture "99,999,999.99"
@19,0 say "Projectded Cost" get projc picture "99,999,999.99"
read
replace TITLE with tit1, ClECT_NO with ctrc, CNIRCTR_NO with cntr, TYPE with typ,
PKTY with prt, STAKRIJDAT with star, FINISHJAT with fini, REALSTART
with reas, REALJNSH with reaf, ESTIM_COST with esti, MAUKANDV with amou
replace COST__DAT with ctd, PROJ_COST with projc
enddo
@20,0 clear
wait "DO YOU WANT TO ADD/UPDATE ANY MORE SUBPR~JCTS? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)O<'N"
loop
endif
exit
enddo
clear
clear all
return
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* NORFIN.PRG
* PROGRAM TO IN1ERACTIVELY ENER/UPATE FINANCIAL DATA ABOUT
* THE SUBPROJECTS. SUBPROJECTS HAVE TO EKIST.
clear
clear all
@1,1 say " RESUR~IR"
@2,1 say " Interactive financial data entry/update."
use statsour index statfk, statpk
@10,28 say "I N D EX I N G ..... "
reinder
use contract index pxsubcon alias C(NITR
reindex
use project index projno
reinde•
use sources index sourno, sourname
reindex
do while .T.
@3,0 clear
select 2
use project index projno
nmuber=space(5)
X CHC IF PROJECT EXEISTS ****** A AAm,'., " AthtAk
do while .T.
@8,0 say " Project Nmber " get mumber picture "99999"
read
seek nmber
answe•r=, "
-if eof()
@20,0 clear
@20,0 say "PROJECT HUE FOUN) ... IT HAS TO BE CREATED BEFOREHAND."
wait "DO YOU WANT TO TI ANOI ER PRJECT? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)"'"'
clear all
exit
endif
loop
endif
prnamnePRJJWIE
exit
enddo
if upper(answer)="I'"
exit
endif
@10,0 say " Project Name "+prname
**** FID ALL SUBPROJECTS ASSOCIATED WITH ThIS PROJECT *-**A**
do while .T.
@11,0 clear
select 1
use contract index pnsubcon alias CONIR
goto top
@6,50 clear
@6,50 say "I I"
@7,50 say "I EXISEING SUBPROECTS I"
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@8,50 say "INo Subproject 1"
@9,50 say "I I"
ct=10
flag"'No Pass"
do while .T.
do while PROJ_Nnumber
@ct,50 say "l"+SUBPRJECT+" "+substr(TITI,1 ,23)+"I"
skip
ctact+l
flago"'Passed"
enddo
if eof() .or. flag0o'Passed"
exit
endif
skip
enddo
@ct,50 say "I I"
subunbLm' "
*ek GEZ AN EXISTING SUBPROJECT (I ** AlAA*AAA*JA*,A*JAA
do while .T.
@12,0 say " Subproject No." get submmb picture "99"
read
seek mmber+subumb
if eof()
@20,0 clear
@20,0 say "THIS SUBPR•IM•E DOES NOT EIST."
wait "DO YOU WISH TO US~ A~E HER SUBPRAJHCT? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answe•)="N"
exit
endif
endif
exit
enddo
k* SUBPWJ BAS BEEN SUCCESSFUY BTAINED ... * *k
*A ~NOW STAM OERATIOS ON BOUH SOLCES FIIES *k*k*I*kL
select 1
use statsour index statfk, statpk alias STATS
select 2
use sources index sourno, sournae alias SOUR
*kA* DISPLAY THE SOURCES FOR THIS SUBPRIOUE•CT A-*-A-
@13,0 clear
select 1
goto top
@6,50 clear
@6,50 say "I I"
@7,50 say "I SOUCES FOR THIS SUET•) ("
@8,50 say "INo Source I"
@9,50 say "I I"
ct=10
flago'"NoJass"
do while .T.
do while PRJJiODnunber .and. SUBPROJECr-submmb
select SOUR
endif
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seek STATS-SO(X RCIEJO
if eof()
@ct,50 say " I"+STATS- >SURcEJNO1'" NO FIMD "+" "
select STATS
skip
ct=ct+l
flago="Passed"
if eof()
exit
endif
loop
endiif
@ct,50 say "I "+STATS-)SOUR(END+" "+substr(SOUrCE,1,23)+" 1"
select STATS
skip
ct=ct+l
flago="'assed"
if eof()
exit
endif
eUddo
if eof() .or. flagou'Passed"
exit
endif
skip
enddo
@ct,5o say "I I"
*a** GET A SOURCE ND & ADD IT OR DEEIE .... A ......... .'' "'-'" "E
@20,0 clear
wait "DO YOU WISH TO <AID OCR <U)M IE A SOURCE, OR <C)ONINUE (A/U/C)" to answer
if upper(answer)o<'A" .and. upper(answer)<>'"t .and. upper(answer)0<"C"
loop
endif
nosoamuz "'
set index to statpk, statfk
if upper(answer)=u"A"
append blank
sonawe=space(30)
finanr0.00
disbu=0.00
endif
if upper(answer)'"U"
@20,0 clear
wait '"DO YOU WISH TO Q<U)DATE OR <D>EXLE A SOURCE (U/D)" to answer
soent" "
@14,0 say " Source Nunber " get soent picture "99"
read
if upper(answer)"'D"
@20,0 clear
wait "ARE YOU SHURE YOU WANT TO DELETE IT? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)="T'
seek soent+umber+subamb
if eof()
@20,0 clear
@20,0 say "SOURCE IS NOr RElATED TO THIS PR=OJE'"
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wait
loop
endif
delete
pack
loop
endif
loop
endif
seek soent4uumber+subrmb
if eof()
@20,0 clear
@20,0 say "SOL•RE NT EmAThD TO THIS PROJM=C '
wait
loop
endif
select 2
seek STATS- >SOURCE_•
sonamne=SUKCE
if eof()
sonaneuspace( 30)
endif
select 1
finan=F-lWEED
disbu=DISBURSED
endif
if upper(answer)="C'
exit
at sonaDI
endif
*k** &PP OR ULl4aTE 'AA-A..A-4AAAA
do while .T.
@4,50 clear
@16,0 say " Source Name " g
read
select 2
set inder to sournanm, sourno
seek soname
*** IF SO~E ~1r FU, DO
if sonamespace
@6,50 clea
@6,50 say
@7,50 say
@8,50 say
@9,50 say
ct=lO
THE MFOUMSIM **J*l*AA A*AAk
(30) .or. eof()
r
"I I"
"1 I ZISING SOUMES 1"
"INo Source I"
" 1 I"
set index to sourno, sournane
goto top
do while .not. eof()
if ct>i8
@19,50 clear
dunmy*i "
@19,50 say "Press <Return> ... " get duumy
read
@10,50 clear
c t-lO
*1% AAA- AAA- **AA '
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endif
@ct,50 say "I"+SOURCNO+" "+substr(SOURCE,1,24)+"1"
skip
ct=ct+l
enddo
@ct,50 say "I I"
@20,0 clear
wait "DO YOU WANT TO ADD THIS RESOURCE? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)="N"
loop
endif
soent, , "
do while .T.
@14,0 say " SOURCE NLMBER " get soent picture "99"
read
seek soent
if .not. eof()
@20,0 clear
@20,0 say '"TAT NUMBER ALREADY EISTS ..."
wait
loop
endif
append blank
replace SOURCXNO with soent, SOURCE with soname
exit
enddo
endif
exit
enddo
soent-=SOUfRCFJO
select 1
replace SOURCIENO with soent, PRRENO with number, SUBPROJECT with subnunmb
@14,0 say " Source Nunber "+"I"+soent+"1 "
@16,0 say " Financed " get finan picture "99,999,999.99"
@18,0 say " Disbursed " get disbu picture "99,999,999.99"
read
replace FINANCED with finan, DISBURSED with disbu
enddo
@20,0 clear
wait "DO YOU WANU TO ADD/UPDATE ANY MORE PROJECTS? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)<'YN"
loop
endif
exit
enddo
clear
clear all
return
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* NORDIR.PRG
* PROGRAM FOR INLERACTIVE E•MRY/UPDATE CF DATA RELATED
* THE COTRACTTORS. MAIN DB FILE USED: DIRECTOYW.
clear
clear all
@1,l say " RESURGI~'
@3,1 say " Interactive contractor's data entry/update."
@10,28 say "I NDE X I N G .... "
use contract index pnsubcon
reindex
use directory index dirno, dirna
reindex
name=space(30)
do while .T.
select 1
set index to dirna, dirno
@6,0 clear
@6,0 say " Contractor Name " get name
read
seek name
oper="APPENDIW'
if .not. eof()
oper="UPDATIW '
endif
if oper="AmPEMIING'
@20,0 clear
wait "CONU•ACMT R DOES NOT EXIST ... DO YOU WISH TO APPEND HIM? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer) =N"
loop
endif
endif
@19,0 clear
@19,0 say " "+oper+" ... "
if oper"APPENDITR '
addz-space(25)
cit=space(15)
phon=space(12)
conta=space(30)
set index to dirno, dirna
goto bottom
numbval(CN"nCl NOD) +1
if mnub<100
nunber="0"+substr(str(mnmb) ,9,10)
endif
if mmb=100 .or. nunb>100
mmber=substr(str(numb) ,8,10)
endif
set index to dirna, dirno
append blank
endif
if oper="UPDATINGf
@20,0 clear
wait '"DO YOU WISH TO <UPDATE OR <DELETE THIS CONIRACTOR (U/D)" to answer
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if upper(answer)="D"
@20,0 clear
wait "ARE YOU SHURE YOU WANT TO DELETE IT? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)='"'
delete
pack
loop
endif
loop
endif
mnuber=Mc mRNi
addr=ADDRESS
cit=CITY
phon=PHONE
conta=CONIACT
endif
@8,0 say " Contractor No "+" l"+number+"I"
@10,0 say " Address " get addr
@12,0 say " City " get cit
@14,0 say " Phone " get phon picture "999999-9999"
@16,0 say " Contact " get conta
read
replace CNIRCTRlND with number, CONTRACTOR with name, ADDRESS
with addr, CITY with cit, PHONE with phon, CONTACT with conta
select 2
use contract indeK pasubcon
projramFspace(5)
subamr-space(2)
do while .T.
@10,0 clear
@8,35 clear
@9,35 say "I I"
@10,35 say "I SUBPRECETS ASSIGNED TO CONTIACTOR I"
@11,35 say "I No. Subpr Title I"
@12,35 say "I I"
ct=13
goto top
do while .not. eof()
if CNRCTmJO=unuber
@ct,35 say "I"+PFOJ_NO)" "+SUBP13ECT+" "+substr(TITLE,1 ,29)+"I"
ct=ct+l
endif
skip
enddo
@ct,35 say "I I"
@20,0 clear
wait "DO YOU WANT TO <A>SSIGN OR <U>NASSIGN A CaNTRACT, OR <C•X)TINUE (A/U/C)" to answer
if upper(answer)< Y'A" .and. upper(answer) <'U" .and. upper(answer)<1'C"
loop
endif
if upper(answer)-"C"
exit
endif
@12,0 say " Project Number" get projnum picture "99999"
@14,0 say " Subproject No." get subnum picture "99"
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read
if upper(answer)="A"
seek projnum4msubnum
if eof()
@20,0 clear
@20,0 say "NONEXISr~NT SUBPJCT, CHOOSE A VALID ONE'
wait
loop
endif
if CN OTETMX ' " .and. CNlTEC NO)<>umber
@20,0 clear
@20,0 say "CONIRACT BELONGS TO CONIACTOR No"+CNI0CT=1NO
wait '"OU MUST UNASSIGN IT FRLO HIM FIRST (Press any key ... )"
loop
endif
replace CNI~CI)ND with nunber
endif
if upper(answer)="U"'
seek projrumfsubnum
if eof()
@20,0 say clear
@20,0 say "NONEXISENN T SUBPROJEMT, CHOOSE A VALID ONE'
wait
loop
endif
if CNETRM ND>nmber
@20,0 clear
@20,0 say "CCWL ACT BELONGS TO CO(NTRACTR No"_+CNmICmIND
wait "C~ONL ACT SHOUID BE ASSIGNED TO CURRENT CONRACOBW'
loop
endif
replace CNfCl)RNO with space(3)
endiif
enddo
@20,0 clear
wait "DO YOU WISH TO UPDATE AN(1ER CONRACTOR? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer)='N"
exit
endif
enddo
clear all
return
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* DATE.L PRG
* MENU FOR NORMAL PRINTING OPERATIONS
do while .T.
clear
@1,1 say " RESURGIR"
@3,1 say " Menu for normal printing operations"
@6,1 say " A - Operative Coordination Report."
@8,1 say " B - General Coordination Report."
@10,1 say " C - Summary of Contracts."
@12,1 say " D - Investment By Project Report."
@14,1 say " E - Financing Sources Report."
@16,1 say " F - Directory of Contractors."
@18,1 say " X - EXIT to main menu."
@20,1 say l"'
wait " TYPE IN YOUR CHOICE " to choice
do case
case upper(choice)="A"
clear
@10,28 say "J 0 I N I N G ..... "
set talk on
Clear all
select 2
use project
select 1
use contractjoin with project to templ for b->projpo--projino
fields proj.po,b->proj.pame,subproject, title,prty,start._dat ,finishdat,
est iLcost,costdat ,proj cost
clear all
use templ
index on prty+projn.o+subproject to tempin
report form operativ to print
clear all
erase templ .dbf
erase tempin.ndx
set talk off
case upper(choice)="B"
clear
@10,28 say "J 0 N I N G'
set talk on
clear all
select b
use project
select a
use contract
join with project to tepl for b->projino--proijno
fields b->sect_jo,prty,estim cost ,cost_dat,procost
clear all
select 2
use sector
select 1
use tenpl
join with sector to temp2 for b->sect no=qct nn
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fields b->sector,b-)sectjo,prty,estim.cost,cost_dat,proj.cost
use temp2
index on sectio+prty to tenpin
report form general to print
clear all
erase teapl.dbf
erase temp2.dbf
erase tenpin.,dx
set talk off
case upper(choice)="C"
clear
@10,28 say "J 0 I N I N G .... "
set talk on
clear all
select b
use directory
select a
use contract
join with directory to templ for b-)cntrctr_ncmntrctrJo
fields b->contractor,respons,title,ctrcto,type,start dat,finishtdat,
estincost ,amount_adv,costdat
clear all
select 2
use responsi
select 1
use tenpl
join with responsi to temp2 for responsb->resjo fields ctrcto,
b->respons,title,contractor, type,startdat,finishjlat,estin._cost,
amount-adv,costdat
use temp2
index on ctrctjo+contractor to tenpin
report form sunmcont to print
clear all
erase templ.dbf
erase tenp2.dbf
erase tenpin.ndx
set talk off
case upper(choice)='~'
clear
@10,28 say "J 0 I N I N G ... "
set talk on
clear all
select b
use responsi
select a
use contract
join with responsi to templ for b->resjo=respons
fields prty,b->responsprojno,subprojectestinucost,costdat
cle use templ
index on respons+prty+projpo+subproject to tempin
report form invest to print
clear all
erase templ.dbf
erase tempi.ndx
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set talk off
case upper(choice)="E"
clear
@10,28 say "J 0 I N I N G ...."
set talk on
clear all
select b
use sources
select a
use statsour
join with sources to templ for b->sourcejio=source_no
fields b->source,projnjo,subproject,finarrnced,disbursed
clear all
use teupl
indec on source+projjo+subproject to tempin
report form sour to print
clear all
erase templ.dbf
erase tenpin.ndx
set talk off
case upper(choice)="F"
clear all
use directory index dirna, dirno
reindex
report form nadir to print
case upper(choice)-"X"
return
otherwise
@20,1 say" INVALID CHOICE, MT AGAIN I"
loop
endcase
enddo
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* ( GNEY.PRf
* MIWEY SPENT AT A MUNICIPALITY QUERY
clear all
clear
@1,0 say " RESUGIR"'
@3,0 say " QUERY - Money spent at a certain location."
do while .T.
@4,0 clear
select b
use location
select a
use contract
apal=space(15)
spent=0.00
@10,0 say" Which Municipality? " get mpal
read
@4,0 clear
@10,28 say "J 0 I N I N G .... "
set talk on
join with location to tenpl for b->municip=pal .and.
b->projno=proj.no fields cost_dat, b->mmicip
clear all
use teapl
sum cost_dat to spent
set talk off
@4,0 clear
goto top
@12,0 say " The total spent on location "+municip+" is"
@12,38 say spent
clear all
erase tenpl.dbf
@20,0 say ""
wait "AN(MIER LOCAIION? (Y/N)" to answer
if upper(answer) 'N"
exit
endif
enddo
clear all
return
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* QOVER.PRG
* PROJCTrS RUNNING OVERBEUDGET QUERY
clear all
clear
@1,0 say " RESURGIR"
@3,0 say " QUERY - Projects running overbudget."
@10,28 say "I ND E X I N G .... "
use contract index pnsubcon
reindex
@4,0 clear
@5,0 say '""
do while .T.
wait '"DO YOU WANT THE OaTPUT TO THE <P>RINTER OR THE <SX'REE~ (P/S)" to answer
do case
case upper(answer)="P"
report form pover for projcost>estim_cost to print
exit
case upper(answer)="S"
report form sover for projcost>estincost
exit
otherwise
loop
endcase
enddo
@20,0 say " "
wait
return
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* QSTART.PRG
* QUERY TO FIND THE PROJECTS THAT HAVEN'T STAR~ED, AND THAT SHOUIL HAVE
clear
clear all
@1 0 say " RESURGIR'
@3,0 say " QUERY - Projects that should have start,and haven't."
@10,28 say "R E I ND E X I N G ..... "
Use contract index pnsubcon
reindec
@4,0 clear
@10,0 say " "
do while .T.
wait "DO YOU WANT THE REPOBR ON THE <S)CREEN OR <P>RINl (S/P)" to answer
do case
case upper(answer)="P '
report form plate for date()>real_start .and. date()>realstart to print
exit
case upper(answer)="S"
report form slate for date()>start_dat .and. date()>real_start
exit
otherwise
loop
endcase
enddo
@20,0 say ""
wait
clear
return
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APPENDIX C
REPORTS
RESURGIR
OPERATIVE COORDINATION
Page No.
01/01/80
Proj. Sub- Project Name
No. Pro
** PRIORITY:
01001 02 General Hospital
01001 03 General Hospital
01001 04 General Hospital
01002 01
01002 02
New Mental Hospital
New Mental Hospital
01002 03 New Mental Hospital
01002 04 New Mental Hospital
01003 01 Psychiatric Farm
01003 02 Psychiatric Farm
02101 05 Conmmunications
Network for Lerida
02101 06 Comuunications
Network for Lerida
02101 07 Communications
Network for-Lerida
02102 01 Backup with Nevado
del Ruiz
04302 01 Jinmenez de Quezada
School
04302 02 Jimenez de Quezada
School
05401 02 Lerida Substation
05401 03 Lerida Substation
Subproject Name
Supervise
construction of new
Psich Hosp
Construction of
Psychiatric Hospital
Equip regional
hospital
Study for infrast to
treat chronic patie
Supervision of hosp
for chronic patients
Construction
Equip New Hospital
Power Equipment
Studies
Construction
Radio Equipment
Construction
Supply
Site work
Structures, Services,
etc.
Start Finish
Date Date
05/15/86 05/15/87
05/15/87 05/15/88
II/ /II
11/15/86 03/15/86
04/15/87 04/15/88
// //
// //
1/ //
// //
Estimated
Cost
139000.00
250000.00
10000000.00
80000.00
10000000.00
0.00
3487768.00
0.00
0.00
100000.00
60000.00
300000.00
5700000.00
600000.00
34520.00
5500.00
38900.00
Cost to Date Projected Cost % Compl.
15230.76
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
139000.09 10.%
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
******A*
0.00
0.00
: 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
RESURGIR
OPERATIVE COORDINATION
Proj. Sub-
No. Pro
Project Name
05401 04 Lerida Substation
05401 05 Lerida Substation
05402 01 New Lerida Electric
Network
05402 02 New Lerida Electric
Network
05402 03 New Lerida Electric
Network
06501 03 Commnity Day Care
Center
08701 01 Risk Maps
09801 02 Electric Power for
Lerida
10901 02 Roads
** Subtotal **
** PRIORITY: 1
01001 01 General Hospital
02101 01 Communications
Network for Lerida
02101 02 Comimunicat ions
Network for Lerida
02101 04 Communicat ions
Network for Lerida
03201 01 Aqueduct and Sewage
System for Chinchina
03201 05 Aqueduct and Sewage
Systanem for Chinchina
Subproject Name
Electrical Equipment.
Installation of
Equipment.
Design
Electrical Materials
Construction
Management
Develop Risk Maps
Construction subst,
power lines, superv
Construction
Study of the New
Psych. Hospital
Central
Purchase equipment
Transmission
Equipment
Materials For the
Aqueduct
Materials for Sewage
Start Finish
Date Date
1/ 1/
/1 li
/1 1/
ii 1/
II/ /II
10/10/86 03/15/86
// //
II 1/I/I //
/ / 1.1
// //
Estimated
Cost
421000.00
11200.00
3000.00
280000.00
50000.00
140000.00
280000.00
900000.00
9000000.00
41880888.00
30000.00
980000.00
90000.00
135230.00
682090.00
192340.00
Cost to Date Projected Cost % Compl.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
15230.76
6123.45
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
139000.09
42345.00 20.41
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
OPBERATIVE COORDINATION
Proj. Sub-
No. Pro
Project Name
03202 01 Aqueduct and Sewage
system for Mariquita
05401 01 Lerida Substation
06501 01 Cocmunity Day Care
Center
06501 02 Comnunity Day Care
Center
06501 04 Conmunity Day Care
Center
06502 01 Family Attention
06502 02 Family Attention
06502 03 Family Attention
07602 01 Irrigation for the
Sloped Lands
08702 01 Publication of Risk
Maps
09801 01 Electric Power for
Lerida
10901 01 Roads
** Subtotal **
** PRIORITY: 2
02101 03 Communicat ions
Network for Lerida
02102 02 Backup with Nevado
del Ruiz
Subproject Name
Aqueduct: Intake, /
Conduction, Treatment
Land Purchases /
House rental and /
inprovement
Supply furniture, /
kitchen, etc.
1 year food supplies. /
Construction of 2 Day
Care Centers
Supply 4 Day Care
Centers & 12
Caffeter.
Maintain 4 DCC's and
12 school cafeteria
Construction of 13
Projects
Type-Setting the maps
Design, Constr 10MVA
subst & power lines
Design
Construction of
external network
Construction New
Relay Station
Martinica
Start Finish
Date . Date
I/ /I
Estimated
Cost
800000.00
111100.00
120000.00
/ / / 100000.00
/ /
SI/
I I
/ / / /
/ / / /
// /I /
/1
1/
/1
1/
/ / / I'I
II /1
18000.00
300000.00
250000.00
1900000.00
3900000.00
10000.00
40000.00
1000000.00
10658760.00
520000.00
650000.00
Cost to Date Projected Cost % Coapl.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6123.45
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
42345.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
Page No.
01/01/80
Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
Proj. Sub-
No. Pro
Project Name
02102 03 Backup with Nevado
del Ruiz
03201 02 Aqueduct and Sewage
System for Chinchina
03201 03 Aqueduct and Sewage
System for Chinchina
03201 04 Aqueduct and Sewage
System for Chinchina
03202 02 Aqueduct and Sewage
system for Hariquita
03202 03 Aqueduct and Sewage
system for Mariquita
04301 01 "El Alto" school
04310 01 Pilot School 9
04310 02 Pilot School 9
07601 01 Rural Trade
** Subtotal **
Subproject Name
Expansion of the
Canpanario Relay
Statin
Labor for the
Aqueduct
Supervision for the
Aqueduct
Contingency
Sewage
Supervision
Construction of the
School
Construction of the
school.
Supply school with
necessary elements.
Work on the field by
2 consultants
OPERATIVE COORDINATION
Start Finish
Date Date
10/02/86 04/01/87
/1/ //
/1/ /1/
/ / / /
// /II
/ / II
// //
06/01/86 09/01/86
09/01/86 10/01/86
/ / / /
*** Total ***
Estimated
Cost
150000.00
184520.00
51990.00
173320.00
450000.00
73890.00
1400000.00
324640.00
32000.00
84000.00
4094360.00
56634008.00
Cost to Date Projected Cost % Coupl.
7899.98
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
150000.00 5.27
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
7899.98 150000.00
29254.19 331345.09
Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
GENERAL CO0BDINAnTI
PrtySect Sector
No
** SECTOR Health
* PRIORIC
* Subsubtotal *
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
** Subtotal **k
Estimated
Cost
23956768.00
30000.00
23986768.00
** SECTOR Cmunnications
* PRIORITY
* Subsubtotal *
* PRIORITY I
* Subsubtotal *
6160000.00
1205230.00
* PRIORITY 2
* Subsubtotal *
** Subtotal **
1320000.00
Cost to Date
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8685230.00 0.00 0.00
Projected
Cost.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Page No. 2
01/01/80
RES URGIR
GEcOAL CO0•DINAMC
Sect Sector Prty Estimated Cost to Date Projected
No Cost Cost
* SEWIOR Aqueduct and Sewage
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
1674430.00 0.00 0.00
* PRIORT1Y 2
* Subsubtotal *
933720.00 0.00 0.00
SSubtotal ar %a
2608150.00 0.00 0.00 o,
* SICMUR Education
* PRIORITY
* Subsubtotal *
634520.00 0.00 0.00
* PRIORITY 2
* Subsubtotal *
1756640.00 0.00 0.00
* Subtotal **
2391160.00 0.00 0.00
** SEX1OR Electric Power
* PRIORITY
* Subsubtotal *
809600.00 0.00 0.00
Page No.
01/01/80
Sect Sector
No
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
** Subtotal **
** SEITOR Social
* PRIOR17Y
* Subsubtotal *
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
** Subtotal **
RESURGIR
GENERAL COORDINATION
Prty Estimated Cost to Date
Cost
111100.00
920700.00
0.00
0.00
and Commnity
140000.00
2688000.00
2828000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
** SB"UCR Economic
* PRIORIlY 1
* Subsubtotal *
* PRIORITY 2
* Subsubtotal *
** Subtotal **"
Recuperation
Projected
Cost
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.003900000.00
84000.00
3984000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
GENERAL COORDINATIIC0N
Prty Estimated Cost to Date
Cost
Sect Sector
No
SSECOR Risk Prevention
* PRIORITY
* Subsubtotal *
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
*k Subtotal **
** SE•"1}R New Settlement
* PRIORITY
* Subsubtotal *
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
** Subtotal **
** SBCIOR Transportation
* PRIORITY
* Subsubtotal *
0.00 0.00
Projected
Cost
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
'0.00
0.00
280000.00
10000.00
290000.00
900000.00
40000.00
9'40000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Page No.
01/01/80
Sect Sector
No
* PRIORITY 1
* Subsubtotal *
** Subtotal **
* Total ***
RESURGIR
GENERAL CORDINATIC
Prty Estimated Cost to Date
Cost
1000000.00
10000000.00
56634008.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Projected
Cost
0.00
0.00
0.00
Page No.
01/01/80
Proj. Sub-
No. pro.
Project Title
01001 01 Study of the New
Psych. Hospital
01001 02 Supervise
construction of new
Psich Hlosp
RESURG IR
OVERBUDGET PROJECTS
Estimated
Cost
30000.00.
139000.00
Projected
Cost
42345.00
139000.09
Amount
Overbudget
12345.00
0.09
*** Total ***
12345.09
RESURGIR
FINANCNCING SOURCES
Project Sub-
No. proj. AmountFinanced
** FINANCING SOURCE: Coammitee
Comnitee of Coffee Growers
Comnitee of Coffee Growers
** Subtotal **
* FINANCIING SOURCE: D.R.I.
D.R.I.
D.R.I.
D.R.I.
D.R.I.
** Subtotal **
* FINANCING SOURCE: F.N.H.
F.N.H.
** Subtotal **
* FINANCING SOURCE: F(RADE
FONADE
** Subtotal **
* FINANCING SOURCE: HIMAT
** Subtotal **
of Coffee Growers.
07602 01
10901 02
01001
07601
07602
10901
01001 02
08701 01
07602 01
1300000.00 0.00
271
Page No.
01/01/80
Source Amount
Disbursed
1300000.00
1000000.00
2300000.00
47000.00
4200.20
1300000.00
1000000.00
2351200.20
18800.00
18800.00
120000.00
120000.00
1300000.00
. 0.00
.0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
272
Page No.
01/01/80
Source
** FINANCING SOUCE: I.C.B.F.
I.C.B.F.
I.C.B.F.
** Subtotal **
* FINANCIW SOURCE: IGAC
IGAC
** Subtotal **
** FINANCING SOURCE: INGEWMINAS
[NGBECINAS
** Subtotal **
** FINANCING SOURCE: Red Cross
'Red Cross
Red Cross
** Subtotal **
** FINANCING SOURCE: Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
RESURGIR
FINANCING SOURCES
Project Sub-
. No. proj.
06501 04
06502 03
08701 01O
08701 01
01001 01
06502 01
01001
01002
02101
02102
03201
03202
04301
04301
Amount
Financed
18000.00
144400.00
162400.00
24000.00
24000.00
40000.00
40000.00
26819.00
150000.00
176819.00
46020.00
24739.50
20267.00
11480.30
15704.49
15471.00
14000.00
28800.00
Anount
Disbursed
18000.00
144400.00
162400.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
150000.00
150000.00
0.00
845.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
273
Page No. 3
01/01/80
RESURGIR
FINANCIN SOJIGES
Source Project Sub- Amoumt A•ount
No. proj. Financed Disbursed
Resurgir 04302 01 19930.00 0.00
Resurgir 05401 01 488400.00 0.00
Resurgir 05402 01 333000.00 0.00
Resurgir 06501 01 17000.00 17000.00
Resurgir 06501 02 9600.00 0.00
Resurgir 06501 03 14400.00 14400.00
Resurgir 06502 03 1836000.00 0.00
Resurgir 07601 01 4200.00 0.00
Resurgir 08701 01 96000.00 0.00
•Resurgir 08702 01 10000.00 0.00
Resurgir 09801 01 2000000.00 0.00
** Subtotal **
5005012.29 32245.00
** FINECING SOURCE: Salvation Army
Salvation Army 06502 02 150000.00 150000.00
** Subtotal **
150000.00 150000.00
*A* Total **k
11648231.49 494645.00
Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
S.HMAY OF CNRA•CI S
Contr.
No.
Responsible
Institution
021/86 F.N.H.
032/86 F.N.H.
103/86 TEMEC I
Title of Contract Contractor
Supervise construction of new Castores Ltda.
Study of the New Psych. Hospit Tovar Ingenieros
Type Start Finish
of Date Date
Cntr
U.P. 05/15/86 05/15/87
U.P. 10/10/86 03/15/86
xppmauion of the Ca•rpaario Re Estnuctura Metalicw U.P. 10/02/86 04/01/87
Cost of % Adv.
Contract
139000.00 18.71
30000.00 33.33
Amxount of z
Advance Compl.
26000.00 10.96
10000.00 20.41
150000.00 0.00 0.00 5.27
RESURGIR
INVESDMENT BY PFOJECT
Responsible Institution Prty Project Sub-
.Nuber pro
Total Cost Amount Spent
** RESPCNSIBI INSIT1• COFWAS
CORFAS . 2 07601 01
*• Subtotal **
* RESPONSIBIE INSITIMfl Coomittee of coffee growers
Cormittee of coffee growers
Committee of coffee growers
** Subtotal **
** RESPONSIBIE
EIA~1IWJLIMAELBCTROLDIA
E1~JCRL1XDAELECTROLIMA
ElBCITIOLDMA
ELTROLDIA lEFBCTOLMA
* Subtotal *
RESPONSIBIE
EMPOCAUIDASDIPOCAUDAS
EMPOCAIDAS
HMPOCAIDAS
EIPOCAUIAS
10901 02
1 10901 01
05401
05401
05401
05401
05402
05402
05402
09801
1 05401.
1 09801
INSMrrIU DPOCAIDAS
1 03201.
1 03201
2 03201
2 03201
2 03201
02
03
04
05
01
02
031
02
01
01
84000.00
84000.00
)00000.00
1000000.00
10000000.00
5500.00
38900.00
421000.00
11200.00
3000.00
280000.00
50000.00
900000.00
111100.00
40000.00
1860700.00
682090.00
192340.00
184520.00
51990.00
173320.00
Page No.
01/01/80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
.0.00
.0.00
.0.00
0.00
. 0.00
.0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
S. 0.00
. 0.00
0.00
I1
RESURGIR
IJVESTMENT BY PIEiJECT
Responsible Institution Prty Project Sub-
Number pro
Total Cost Amount Spent
k Subtotal *
1284260.00
*k RESPONSIBLE
EMPOLDIAEUff'IMA
** Subtotal **
** RESPONSIBLE
F.N.H.
F.N.H.
F.N.H.
F.N.H.
F.N.H.
F.N.H.
F.N.II.
F.N.H.
* Subtotal *
* RESPONSIBLE
IIMAT
** Subtotal **
** RESPSIBLE
I.C.C.E.
I.C.C.E.
I.C.C.E.
INSrITnrCN POIMA
1 03202
2 03202
2 03202
INSITIIN0N F.N.H.
01001
01001
01001
01002
01002
01002
01002.
1 01001
800000.00
450000.00
73890.00
1323890.00
139000.00
250000.00
10000000.00
80000.00
10000000.00
0.00
3487768.00
30000.00
23986768.00
INSITITMION HIMAT
1 07602 01 3900000.00
3900000.00
INSITMIVCN I.C.C.E.
04302
04302
2 04301
600000.00
34520.00
1400000.00
Page No.
01/01/80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
15230.76
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6123.45
21354.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
INVESTME BY PROECT
Responsible Institution Prty Project Sub-
Nuiber pro
Total Cost Amount Spent
I.C.C.E.
I.C.C.E.
** Subtotal **
04310 01
04310 02
** RESPCNSIBLE INSTITr•I1( Parent's Association
Parent's Association 06501 03
Parent's Association 1 06501 01
Parent's Association 1 06501 02
Parent's Association 1 06501 04
* Subtotal **
* RESPNSIB1E I~ONTIcTU Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
Resurgir
** Subtotal **
08701
1 06502
1 06502
1 06502
1 08702
** RESPNSIBLE INSuIUrl2 N TELM=OO
TELEXCO
TELCOMTELECOM
TELEcH 12
2ELBCM 1
TELBCOM 2
02101
02101
02101
02102
02101
02101
02101
02101
324640.00
32000.00
2391160.00
140000.00
120000.00
100000.00
18000.00
378000.00
280000.00
300000.00
250000.00
1900000.00
10000.00
2740000.00
100000.00
60000.00
300000.00
5700000.00
980000.00
90000.00
135230.00
520000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Page No.
01/01/80
Responsible Institution
RESU
IWESTMENE
Prty Project Sub-
Nmber pro
RCGIR
BY PIJECT
Total Cost Amount Spent
2 02102 02
2 02102 03
TE1CGI
TE12CGI
* Subtotal *
A Total **k
650000.00
150000.00
8685230.00
56634008.00
0.00
7899.98
7899.98
29254.19
Page No.
01/01/80
RESURGIR
No. Contractor
Castores Ltda.
Construir S.A.,
Construtodo Ltda.
Contratazos
Estnructuras Metalicas S.A.
IAo Topos Ltda.
Tovar Ingenieros
Uribe Constructores
Address
Cra. 21 No. 32-13
Tr. 14 No. 114-22
Cra. 4 No. 86-32
Cra 54 No. 12-52
Cra 15 No. 77-22 Ap 412
Cra. 9 No 25-15 Of. 402
32 Avenida Blanca Ap42
185 Cl. lHobre Libre
City
Bogota
Bogota
Bogota
Medellin
Bogota
Medellin
Ciudad de Agua
Qucbrada line
Phone
1-232-4560
1-211-9301
1-256-0497
23-256-7899
1-286-3406
231-234-2526
617-926-8535
617-768-6895
Person to Contact
Mauricio Ranirez
Francisco Hernandez
Ing. Jaime Barrera
Jairo Buendia
Alejandro Ruiz
Ing. Diego Echeverry
Felipe Tovar, Esq
Ricardo Uribe, Esq.
002
004
005
007
012
001
003
010
DINRGTW C CNIRACWOS
Page No.
11/24/86
RESURGIR
AC~VITIES IATE IN STARTING
Proj. Sub-
No. pro.
Subproject Title
01001 01 Study of the New
Psych. Hospital
01001 02 Supervise
construction of new
Psich Hosp
01002 01 Study for infrast to
treat chronic patie
Prty Programned
Start
Date
Programed
Finish
Date
1 10/10/86 03/15/86
05/15/86 05/15/87
11/15/86 03/15/86
02102 03 Expansion of the 2 10/02/86 04/01/87
Campanario Relay
Statin
04310 01 Construction of the 2 06/01/86 09/01/86
school.
04310 02 Supply school with 2 09/01/86 10/01/86
necessary elements.
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